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Techniques for Electronic Resource Management (TERMs) began in 2008 as a basic framework to help library workers become more familiar with a lifecycle of electronic resource management. Our initial vision expanded upon Pesch’s electronic resources cycle and focused on the day to day activities of electronic resource management (see figure 1.1).
The first iteration of TERMs (see figure 1.2) consisted of:

**TERMs 1:** Investigating New Content for Purchase/Addition  
**TERMs 2:** Acquiring New Content  
**TERMs 3:** Implementation  
**TERMs 4:** Ongoing Evaluation and Access  
**TERMs 5:** Annual Review  
**TERMs 6:** Cancellation and Replacement Review

We then moved on from TERMs and created a new framework around open access resource management in libraries, which we called Open Access Workflows for Academic Librarians (OAWAL). We explored ways in which open access management could be folded into traditional library practices, and this was the subject of a presentation at a SPARC conference in 2014. As OAWAL developed, we began to recognize overlaps between electronic resource management and open access workflows. Our work with Chris Awre and Paul Stainthorp on the HHuLOA project (Hull, Huddersfield and Lincoln Open Access) led to efforts to map OAWAL onto TERMs (see figure 1.3).

From the collective continued work in this area and with feedback from others on the initial TERMs project, we determined the timing was right for a revised framework that reflected the changes to the lifecycle that have developed over the five years since the initial version of TERMs was published. In
order to help us achieve this goal, Peter McCracken joined the writing team. We decided to rebrand this version TERMs 2.0. As with the first version of TERMs, we are publishing a definitive version, this time as an open access monograph. However, the TERMs blog will live on and we very much welcome feedback from the community to keep the development of this project fresh.

**Influence of TERMs**

One of the most heartening things learned after the initial publication of TERMs was how it was incorporated into library and information science teaching and learning, particularly in the United States. There are two specific cases of note. TERMs has been used as a framework in classes on electronic resource management at the University of Wisconsin Library and Information Science (LIS) program as well as being utilized as a unit in the Master’s of Library and Information Science program at the University of Illinois.⁷,⁸

In addition, the framework of TERMs has been incorporated into national electronic resource management conversations and software based on the TERMs framework has been developed.⁹–¹¹
Three key publications produced in the past few years make direct reference to the work of TERMs: *Fundamentals of Electronic Resource Management*, *Reengineering the Library: Issues in Electronic Resource Management*, and *Electronic Resources Librarianship: A Practical Guide for Librarians*. The work of Verminski and Blanchat provides an excellent base of information on the management of electronic resources and highlights many of the issues that have arisen since the initial TERMs project began. Reengineering the Library: Issues in Electronic Resource Management highlights major issues and concerns surrounding the area of electronic resource management occurring in libraries, from the management of knowledge bases and metadata to staffing for troubleshooting access issues to the management of openly available resources. Talbott and Zmau’s book refers to the initial iteration of TERMS as the “most definitive version of the e-resources life cycle,” and provides a nice roadmap for the first three months of someone starting a new job as an electronic resources librarian.

**Intention**

In an attempt to bring together TERMs and OAWAL, we acknowledge that the framework has to be more flexible than originally conceived. With the advent of OAWAL, we made an attempt to warn against siloing digital management work outside of the traditional technical services roles within organizations. We noted that much of the staffing and work of digital library management and electronic resources in particular is comparable, and we are not alone in this opinion. Having a firm grasp of scholarly publishing models; licensing terms for access, utilization, and reuse; administrative and descriptive metadata management; knowing where to look to resolve problems and issues; and figuring out how to preserve and maintain content digitally are all issues that the two working groups in a given organization have in common. Putting half the group into another office or another building, and not creating shared policies and practices, results in a false dichotomy or separation of work within an organization (see the Audience section later in this chapter). We hope this expansion of TERMs allows for the recognition by more administrative bodies and personnel that this is shared work undertaken by these management areas. Ultimately, all of the work is scholarly output, whether published by a commercial provider or through a local repository.

**Structural Updates**

This version of TERMs adheres to our original matrix of six constituent parts:

- Investigating new content for purchase and addition
- Acquiring new content
Implementation and troubleshooting
Ongoing evaluation and access, and annual review
Assessment
Preservation and sustainability

These six topics are further broken down into at least six sections.

However, both the content and structure of each section underwent fundamental changes. The initial writing and publication of the TERMs project centered around the need to draw together disparate areas of library resource management into the electronic resources lifecycle. In 2008, we felt that electronic resource management as a specific area of library expertise was lacking in current practice, and relatively few libraries had implemented systems to manage this growing area of resources. The first iteration of TERMs focused on management of electronic journals and database subscriptions.

Around the time of our publication, e-book purchasing models were maturing; since then, the use of streaming media as a resource has grown, especially in North America. Many colleagues noted that e-book management was not addressed in the initial iteration of TERMs. In the past five years the acquisition models for e-books have developed, changed, and become commonplace. This version of TERMs considers the varying purchasing models currently available to libraries and this is a significant change in content. Day-to-day electronic resource management means working readily across these different types of purchasing models. Streaming media options present a similar issue. The new and different challenges that must be addressed with streaming media purchases are almost always based on licensing access as opposed to obtaining ownership of streamed content.

Another area that is more defined in this version of TERMs centers on the deal-breakers and negotiation techniques to use with licensing resources. Feedback from those initial communications with the library community and U.S. workshops informed us that this was a prime take-home from the content for many. The year after publication of the first version of TERMs, a key model license in North America was revised to include new issues and concerns developing around patron privacy, data-mining, and more robust user definitions. For this version of TERMs, we spent considerable time reviewing notes from the past five years to develop a revised list of deal-breakers and to outline some of the techniques for pricing negotiation received as feedback from the community.

One area that was not anticipated in the conclusion to the first version of TERMs was the advent and growth of electronic resource troubleshooting as an area of expertise. Although we recognized at the time there were going to be access issues and problems to resolve, the depth and extent to which this now takes up staff time and resources are quite significant. For this reason, we took troubleshooting and expanded it into its own chapter.
The framework stays agnostic on a specific tool but hopefully provides an overview that can help inform the tool adopted and used in a local environment.

The other major change to have occurred in electronic resource management is the growth and inclusion of open access content. There are now over 13,500 peer-reviewed OA journals listed in the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), 4,000 open access repositories listed in the Directory of Open Access Repositories (OpenDOAR) and approximately 19,000 open access books listed in the Directory of Open Access Books (DOAB). In addition, there is more open content developing as the European Union pushes for greater openness with the scholarship these countries produce as part of the Open Science agenda. Bosman and Kramer define open science as content that is open for participation, open for (re)-use, and open to the world. (See figure 1.4.) The most recent initiative around this is known as “Plan S,” which was initiated and launched by the cOAlition S, a consortium involving more than a dozen national research funders in September 2018. After consultation, revised implementation guidance followed in May 2019, which will fulfill its main principle:

With effect from 2021, all scholarly publications on the results from research funded by public or private grants provided by national, regional and international research councils and funding bodies, must be published in Open Access Journals, on Open Access Platforms, or made immediately available through Open Access Repositories without embargo.

Even before the guidelines were released, the Wellcome Trust in the United Kingdom launched its new open access policy (already under review at the time of the Plan S announcement), which is the first Plan S compliant policy and will come into effect in 2021. It should be noted that cOAlition S is not just a European initiative. The Wellcome Trust and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation announced their membership of cOAlition S in the same press release, noting that “the Gates Foundation will also update their Open Access policy—which is already broadly in line with the principles of Plan S—over the next 12 months.”

In what is a very fast-paced environment, an article by Johnson goes some way to explain the rhetoric that occurred in the two months after the initial announcement. This will surely have a profound effect on electronic resources management.

Notwithstanding Plan S, to say there has been an explosion of open access content in the past five years is a bit of an understatement. Although developments around open access content streams were recognized at the onset of OAWAL in 2015, it is true to say that the impact that this content model would have on library workers and libraries was never fully grasped.
Open access has had profound effect on collection management and the negotiation of content licenses. If there are no strategies to address open materials, a growing tide of content from throughout the world would be ignored. While much of the current emphasis for a transition to open access journal content has come from Europe, the focus in North America has been on the development of open educational resources (OERs) and material used within classrooms as a way to defray student costs. In addition, recognition must be given to acknowledge that the Global South started a decade earlier than Europe in their transitioning to open access content. As these developments grow out of academic institutions, many academic folk are starting to realize that there are other avenues of openly available content to consider alongside OERs. In the United Kingdom, open textbooks offer an excellent example.

A further change is the merging of two of the original sections of TERMS: Ongoing Evaluation and Access and Annual Review, into a single chapter. When converting the original version of TERMS into a series of workshops, these two sections were almost always combined in order to maintain the flow. In this iteration of TERMS, it seemed a natural progression to combine the two into a more coherent section. This allows further development of the

---

### FIGURE 1.4
Open Science Is . . .

Open access has had profound effect on collection management and the negotiation of content licenses. If there are no strategies to address open materials, a growing tide of content from throughout the world would be ignored. While much of the current emphasis for a transition to open access journal content has come from Europe, the focus in North America has been on the development of open educational resources (OERs) and material used within classrooms as a way to defray student costs. In addition, recognition must be given to acknowledge that the Global South started a decade earlier than Europe in their transitioning to open access content. As these developments grow out of academic institutions, many academic folk are starting to realize that there are other avenues of openly available content to consider alongside OERs. In the United Kingdom, open textbooks offer an excellent example.

Within this book, we will not talk much if at all about OERs as those tend to develop and reside somewhat outside the framework we have created. However, there are a few places within the framework where we approach or talk about considerations that could be applicable to work with OERs.

A further change is the merging of two of the original sections of TERMS: Ongoing Evaluation and Access and Annual Review, into a single chapter. When converting the original version of TERMS into a series of workshops, these two sections were almost always combined in order to maintain the flow. In this iteration of TERMS, it seemed a natural progression to combine the two into a more coherent section. This allows further development of the
chapter originally titled Cancellation and Replacement Review. This chapter has now been expanded considerably to cover assessment of e-resources, including usage statistics, cost per download and return on investment and other bibliometrics, which were covered briefly in the previous version of TERMS.

The merging of two chapters and the expansion of the assessment chapter also allows the inclusion of a completely new section that arose from a suggestion in a conversation with Liam Earney of Jisc in the United Kingdom. It was brought to our attention that a missing step in the workflow is that of preservation and continuing access after the cancellation review. However, this is only one aspect of preservation and sustainability and the new section also discusses the need to develop a preservation plan as part of the collection management and development policy. This includes choosing what to preserve, such as the weeding of e-books, the need for good metadata to aid the discovery of preserved material, preservation options for material that could otherwise be lost due to the “catastrophic failure” of a publisher or aggregator and the requirement to have an exit plan after cancellation review results in leaving the big deal.

As with the original published version of TERMS, the publication of TERMS 2.0 as a monograph will have the effect of fixing it at a given time. However, e-resource management will continue to evolve as new products, formats, and models come and go. For example, streaming media is still a relatively new concept and resource to manage. The transition from traditional legacy subscription models to an open access landscape in the medium (journals) to long term (monographs and textbooks) is still ongoing and naturally will have an impact on resource management workflows. In the short term, exit strategies for the big deal and using open access as a viable alternative are still required. At the time of writing, this is still a difficult process to fully automate. The introduction of COUNTER 5, and further developments of non-traditional bibliometrics will also have an influence on how electronic resources are assessed. Although covered in the following chapters, these areas are further discussed in the conclusion and will be developed as part of the TERMS blog, which remains an ongoing project.

**Audience**

We want this book to be available to everyone in a given organization. This is part of the reason for publishing the work open access.

Although some libraries or institutions have a single member of staff or team to manage the entire workflow, many organizations have one set of people who select resources, another set of people who acquire and license material, another set of people who implement resources, and yet a different set of people who analyze resources. Furthermore, there may be a completely
different open access team and in some cases this team may not be based in the library at all.

Our hope is that this book can help each group understand each of these processes. We hope that an individual tasked with only one aspect of this work can recognize how to use the framework to their advantage to make that individual’s own daily activities more efficient and find ways to evolve as new content streams emerge and are added to their processes. Not only does understanding the process in the broader context help to develop a greater appreciation of the work of each individual and what their contributions are to providing content to a given community, there is a genuine opportunity to make efficiencies in the various processes by working together more effectively. In addition, a greater understanding between subscriptions teams and open access teams may also help an organization save money by auditing publisher processes and making sure that discounts negotiated by one team are realized by others. This is especially important for the subscriptions team as we see a transition to open access publishing—the unchecked rise in article processing charges may be the next big negotiation point.

We have also written the book in a way that students in LIS programs can grasp the concepts provided and processes described in order to understand how the framework works overall.

**Design**

We designed the book to work on the Pareto Principle. This is the idea that 80 percent of the work is invested in 20 percent of the content managed. The majority of the resources we subscribe, purchase, license, or provide access to are not problematic or difficult overall. Most electronic resources and digital assets take very little time and interaction to put into place, access, and promote for use. However, any given resource may become problematic at any stage of management. Given this, we have divided the six TERMS into six categories and within the six categories divided this further into three parts. The three parts within each given section are (see figure 1.5):

- **Basic resources**, or standard resources, are those electronic resources that are relatively straightforward to administer and manage. These represent the 80 percent of the content where a librarian’s time is used efficiently to manage the resource. We see no specific relationship between the cost of an electronic resources and the time taken to administer it. Very large aggregated databases may be fairly easy to set up and manage and still be costly, for example.

- **Complex resources** are the difficult and detailed electronic resources that constitute the other 20 percent of content but take up the majority of a librarian’s time to manage. These may be inexpensive resources.
For example, resources that are not primarily targeted at the educational market. However, time is also money, and therefore time spent on these resources can quickly lead to them being very expensive to administer. Complex resources also include large multifaceted resources, which include a number of different elements such as large offsetting or "read and publish" agreements.

Unfortunately, we seldom know if an electronic resource will be “basic” or “complex” at the beginning of the selection, negotiation, licensing, and acquisition process. Furthermore, a resource may be easy to negotiate and license, but may be very difficult to manage when you are trying to get usage statistics for it, for example. Through this work, we will try to identify ways of managing those complex resources and minimize the work that must be invested to make them work.

**Open access** workflows can often be seen as entirely separate workflows or a set of add-on processes. However, this view fails to recognize some important points. Firstly, open access content is a critical set of content, in the same way as paid-for content. As such, it should be exposed to the same level of scrutiny as any other part of the library’s collection, management, and development policy. Secondly, open access resources also need to be implemented, embedded, monitored, and ultimately withdrawn just as would any set of resources. Finally, subscription and open access content is intrinsically linked in offsetting or read and publish agreements. These transformative agreements are increasingly becoming the norm as noted above regarding the launch of cOAlition S.35
TERMs 2.0 will present different ways OA content can be efficiently and effectively incorporated into the library electronic resources management workflow.

This book can be used in a number of ways. It can be read cover to cover to provide an overall picture of the framework. However, readers can also skip from section to section in order to find the information that is directly related to their work and process. This will be particularly helpful for those who have been asked to take on new responsibilities. For example, if someone who has worked on basic resources is being asked to take on more complex agreements, or if someone who looks after electronic resources is being asked to take on management of open access material, that individual can focus their reading on the relevant sub-section, i.e., complex or open access. In this way, we hope to have provided some ready paths for readers to follow to get more directly to the content they feel will be most helpful to them.

The lifecycle moves through the topic areas of: investigation of new content, procurement and licensing, implementation, troubleshooting, evaluation, and preservation and sustainability. Each section delves into each topic from the point of view of many voices and tries to present a cohesive sense of major themes within each subsection through the tracks of basic, complex, and open access realms.

We conclude by discussing what we see as significant developments and emerging initiatives. We think this is a successful framework when working with all online material within your library environment.

NOTES


2

Investigating New Content for Purchase and Addition

Introduction

When working with electronic resources and open scholarship, the biggest learning curve in librarianship concerns the choices made with selection and procurement. These choices have impacts that can carry throughout the life of a given resource. So many of the most relevant decisions regarding electronic resource management and open access (OA) management occur at the point of choosing to include the resource into a given collection. How a resource is selected and purchased drives every other aspect of that resource’s lifecycle. Some resources are purchased for short-term or temporary access whereas others are purchased in perpetuity. Accordingly, the level of description and implementation varies based on these decisions.

With electronic resources, the selection of content, as a process, is driven by use of the resources. In other cases, selection is determined by meeting community user needs, such as reading lists and core content. Over time, the trend of selecting content in libraries has shifted. Several decades ago libraries bought just a few online resources, but today libraries spend on average 70 percent of their materials budget on electronic resources.¹ For librarians working on acquisition and management of electronic resources, much of
their time is spent vetting requests received rather than making selection directly. These requests lead to new, different, and challenging issues, such as licensing, ensuring accurate access, ongoing evaluation, and establishing preservation. New formats, such as streaming audio and video, data sets, GIS data, resources designed for text and data mining also present new challenges. In addition, electronic resources librarians must continue supporting community publishing and evaluating new paths to delivery, such as evidence-based acquisition and pay-per-view options.

Vetting demand driven requests is not just a check-box exercise but relies on a number of varying factors. The biggest factor being how well the choice of material fits into the current collection development plans and priorities followed by what the selection mechanism means in terms of long-term access to the content. In the case of supporting open access content development, the consultation of a campus or library open access policy is a consideration along with the need to support research outside of funder mandates for open access.  

This is then followed by analysis of how the purchase is made and whether the purchasing model fits within the financial arrangements allowed by the larger organizational financial practices. For many resources such as databases, historical archives, datasets, data visualization tools, alternative metric tools, and citation management tools, a trial may be necessary to ensure that the resource works as expected in the local environment. The initial negotiation with the provider over pricing and terms of service also begin at this stage. For many larger purchasing deals, the negotiation of an agreement is completed by regional or national consortia. The culmination of this stage of resource management results in purchasing, or not. For the uninitiated, the process seems daunting when first undertaken, but quickly becomes standard practice. There are always new challenges and considerations that occur with the investigation of electronic resource content and it helps to have a set process to fall back on when the purchasing strategy is not as routine as it first appears to be.  

1. Request

A request for a new resource often comes directly from academic faculty or staff via online forms, websites, reading list managers, ILL providers, and/or the academic liaison colleague serving various constituents.

**Basic Resources**

For basic resources such as standard archives, journal subscriptions, single e-book purchases, or databases, the goal in selecting and adding an electronic
resource is straightforward. The electronic resources or acquisitions librarian contacts the appropriate vendor, provider, subscription agent, book supplier, or consortium contact to ask for price information, to review the license, and to implement the purchase. The delivery of these requests is through standard pathways within the library from community members via websites, web forms, or from liaison librarians that are working with particular faculty on course development and provision. If an institution’s materials budget is static or shrinking, library staff and selectors may need to determine what subscriptions will be cancelled, to cover the cost of the new resource.

For monograph and serial content, one way of assessing a potential resource’s value is to investigate the history of interlibrary loan (ILL) requests and associated costs. In cases where the library has already spent a fair bit of money on borrowing similar materials, acquiring that content may be a smart financial move; in any case, the community obviously values the content. For monograph content, a library might decide to automatically purchase a title after it has been requested via ILL a certain number of times, possibly within a set time period. For serial content, a subscription can generally expect to have 10 times the usage of an ILL. Some librarians monitor ILL activity as an early indicator of the predicted cost per download (CPD). For example, multiplying the ILL requests over a given year by 10 and then dividing the annual subscription costs by this figure. If the estimated CPD is more expensive than the price of an ILL this may indicate that the resource will not provide sufficient value for money from the library budget.

In the case of abstracts and indexes (A&Is), full-text databases, or other non-textual resources, the determination in purchasing decision often boils down to the platforms that host the given resource and what works best in the local environment. For example, most institutions designate platforms of preference, such as EBSCOhost, ProQuest, Ovid etc. Indeed, there may already be an agreement that offers a discount for future subscriptions via a particular platform. In addition, there may be an overlap with existing content. For example, business, health, psychology, and education full-text databases often have overlap so choosing the platform that hosts the majority of these resources becomes the choice to make.

It is important to set out the criteria to fulfill and map decisions made to the local collection management and development policy. Important questions need to be asked about the resource: Is the primary use for undergraduate teaching or postgraduate research? Are you purchasing within the existing budget or are additional funds available? How sustainable is this budget? Are multi-year deals a possibility or a practice allowed by your institution? If there are additional funds available, is there a contingency or pump-priming budget available for new courses or modules? Is there research funding available from faculty to cover or partly cover costs and for how long?

Recurrent funding is important because e-resources may need up to two years before they become vital additions in the curriculum. Very often, the
first year of usage for a resource can be meaningless as the resource remains relatively unknown. Resources usually need a full academic year to appear on reading lists, research guides, within the research framework, etc., and only then will your usage statistics start to make sense. Whenever possible, do not make decisions about the success of a resource without at least two years’ worth of data.

Collection management and development policies or collection priorities have various forms at multiple institutions. These documents often outline local institutional preferences and understanding them is a worthwhile goal. These preferences may focus on content types, business practices used to provide access to content, or criteria preferred for selection of content. These criteria can include a preference of print material over electronic material. This is often true for certain content types or subject areas, such as a preference for low thresholds of digital rights management for electronic access, and the preference for site-wide licensing over simultaneous usage. If an institution has a longstanding relationship with consortia, the consortia may also have its own policies to review and consider regarding the content or practices used to obtain resources. Examples of these collection management and development policy or priority documents are given in table 2.1.

### TABLE 2.1
Examples of Institutional and Consortial Collection, Management, and Development Policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIVERSITY</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Columbia University</td>
<td><a href="http://library.columbia.edu/about/policies/collection-development.html">http://library.columbia.edu/about/policies/collection-development.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Thomas University</td>
<td><a href="https://www.stthomas.edu/libraries/about/policies/collectiondev/">https://www.stthomas.edu/libraries/about/policies/collectiondev/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado State University</td>
<td><a href="http://lib.colostate.edu/cm/policies">http://lib.colostate.edu/cm/policies</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Montana</td>
<td><a href="http://www.lib.montana.edu/collections/cdpolicy.html">www.lib.montana.edu/collections/cdpolicy.html</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Consortia Policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORGANIZATION</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jisc Collections (U.K.)</td>
<td><a href="https://www.jisc-collections.ac.uk/About-JISC-Collections/Collections-Management-Development-Policy/">https://www.jisc-collections.ac.uk/About-JISC-Collections/Collections-Management-Development-Policy/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbis Cascade Alliance</td>
<td><a href="https://www.orbiscascade.org/file_viewer.php?id=3411">https://www.orbiscascade.org/file_viewer.php?id=3411</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Complex Resources

Complex resources are those that require greater effort, perhaps because of complicated purchase structures, particularly in patron driven acquisition systems. Limitations or complications with licensing, determination of access rights, and non-standard payment structures can all make the acquisition of a resource more difficult.

Streaming media requests are becoming increasingly prevalent in U.S. libraries. In the case of these requests, you may need to do quite a bit of work upfront to even determine if the content requested is available streaming or not. This may take you as far as contacting the producer or director of the content. If it is learned that content is not readily available for institutional purchase, you will need to see if you are allowed permission to make secured electronic copies for teaching and learning. This can become rather complicated rather quickly. It is best to have determined the level of work that can be committed to discovering if streaming options are available along with a decision tree for what to do if streaming options are not available. You may find that guidance in your collection management and development policy. However, your policy may require a new section in order to cover this area.

There are growing demands from faculty to negotiate for online access to textbooks or “adopted texts,” which are textbook equivalent resources and these negotiations are often cumbersome and complex. In the United Kingdom, the University of Manchester has done an intensive study to see how viable it is to supply students with needed textbooks. The publisher knows this content is in high demand and that selling one copy to a library as opposed to selling multiple copies directly to students is not in their market interest. For libraries to purchase this content and make it available on reading lists, the librarians often must negotiate a “multiplier” price or price for multiple users of the content. In some cases, consortia can help with these negotiations, but not always.

Other e-books may seem to be relatively straightforward at first. However, they can also become very complicated very quickly. One issue is that faculty and even other colleagues are used to obtaining e-books through a very simple process with commercial vendors, such as downloading a monograph to a Kindle. For library purchases of e-books, it is almost never that simple. For example, your library or consortia may have a preferred supplier, usually a third-party distributor or book supplier—this may or may not be the same supplier as the print books supplier. A third-party distributor can indicate if titles are available online and what the user level may be for a given title. Unfortunately, different suppliers have different agreements with publishers around digital rights management (DRM) and concurrent users. You may have to check several different suppliers before you find what you are looking for. It may be worthwhile to explore purchasing directly from a publisher or provider as opposed to a third-party bookseller or platform depending on the DRM
applied by a given supplier. However, many publishers do not sell individual copies, offering only bundled content.

**Open Access**

In the case of open access material, where the lack of upfront costs means that usage (or lack thereof) has little impact on the choice of whether or not to incorporate the resource into a collection. The choice to add openly available content into a collection falls to each individual library, but as there is growing interest in the wider availability of resources and content, adding open scholarship and open scholarship tools into the collection development policy or collection priorities is advantageous. The point of selection for open scholarship and what criteria used for addition falls to the collection development policy or priorities. Despite there being no cost for obtaining open resources upfront, there are costs of managing and maintaining open resources. At the point of adding an OA title, it is worth developing a retention and evaluation plan. Although there may be interest in adding an OA title today, would that title be kept if it went behind a paywall? Would a title still be of interest if it ceased after a single year of publication? There is clearly a cost in acquiring, selecting, and implementing these resources, even without invoicing. The staff costs associated with managing OA resources means that you should judiciously determine which resources justify staff attention. Examples for determining addition to your collection include:

- The number of accesses from faculty or learning management system web pages
- Inclusion in the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) or Directory of Open Access Books (DOAB),
- Institutional support for the ideals of the Open Access Scholarly Publishers Association (OASPA)
- Ease of use with accessibility software, discoverability through web-scale discovery systems
- Local focus on content selection, such as resources from specific countries

If the current collection development policy or collection priorities do not include open access content, it is worth the investment for the local organization to develop the criteria for this type of selection. There may be disciplines where a focus on open access is of particular interest for some members of the local community. In some disciplines, some may want to buy-in to open access memberships or support schemes, and others may just want to codify access to content.
Essentially, requests for open access material fall into two types:

1. Requests for open access resources. In this case, look for quality. Use the same selection criteria that you would use for all other content. Exercise caution, as it is very easy to fill your collection with free stuff, but that can quickly become unsustainable. Determine if journals are peer reviewed, if they use durable DOIs, if they are approved and listed in DOAJ, etc.

2. Requests to publish in open access journals. In this case, faculty/researchers notice the ability to publish their content as OA for a fee. The fee is usually an article processing charge (APC). Although it may not be the library’s responsibility to pay the APC, there may be options open to the library to reduce the cost through supporter or membership schemes, which will then offer discounts to APCs. For example, membership of Biomed Central offers a discount to APCs, while membership of Open Library of Humanities supports publication with no fees involved. Therefore, it is the membership scheme that will need the assessment rather than the APC enquiry.

2. Developing Selection Criteria

In developing selection criteria, a number of different, often conflicting, variables need to be considered.

1. Selection criteria rely on the local collection development policy, collection development priorities, open access policy or local open access mandate, or collection development principles utilized by your organization.

2. Discovery, accessibility, and ease of access by anyone within your organization who may wish to use the content is part of the initial selection criteria. This includes research, teaching, and learning, on campus, remote access (including overseas) for most institutions. Other users who may request access include partner organizations, walk-in access, visiting faculty and students, and even small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) or university start-up companies (these may be harder to include in licenses or require additional fees). Using the broadest terms for all local users such as anyone affiliated with your University allows for greatest access.

3. Budgets and financial support are also an extremely important factor that impact the selection of resources, as is the ability to demonstrate value for money after a resource has been acquired in order to maintain a subscription.
4. Finally, content that meets the standards of accessibility and technical support set by your institutional values and goals.

In chapter 3, which addresses purchasing and licensing, we have listed a series of deal breakers. These can be adapted or refined to fit your local practices for most material or resources. These are an expanded version of an original list that appeared in the first iteration of TERMS.6

**Basic Resources**

For a single order, the criteria outlined will supplement your collection priorities/collection policy or the collection priorities/policy of your consortium. These criteria include the format choice, what platforms users prefer, meeting accessibility standards, and which resources are best in the local technological environment.

**Complex Resources**

For larger projects, the criteria become more involved. It is necessary to determine whether a big deal journal package will supply both heavily used content and esoteric content that is used more sparingly. Is the overall deal worth the funds to be committed? Another example is choosing an e-book platform or e-book provider; this requires defining what the desired content is and choosing the purchasing model you wish to employ. Consortia negotiations often determine these criteria. However, in the case of subscription agents and e-book vendors, there may be multiple suppliers available. You will need to justify to your local procurement office why a supplier was selected because this choice can advise the selection criteria. Furthermore, you may want to split subscription purchases between two suppliers (e.g., 70 percent with an existing supplier and 30 percent with the new kid on the block). In other cases, the bookstore contract has an impact on what e-books are available through the library. For larger deals not covered by consortia agreements, you may be required to issue a formal invitation to tender (ITT), a request for quote (RFQ), or request for proposal (RFP) as part of your institutional procurement regulations—often this will apply for multi-year deals where a certain price threshold is to be set. Make friends with your local procurement office and keep up the dialogue as part of the selection criteria.

Another example of more complicated selection criteria occurs with streaming media collections. Do you wish to purchase single titles or are packages more appropriate for your institution’s streaming media needs? Would a token-access purchasing system work best until you can evaluate demand of use? For streaming media, you should compile a list of criteria similar to other electronic resources, but you must also consider other things such as whether transcripts of the content are made available or if the content comes with
closed captioning. You may find that there are specific browsers or platforms where the content may not be viewable. Does that mean that the media is not compatible with your institution’s learning management systems? Is the content available for institutional purchase or only for individual access?

For e-books, your criteria should include the platform and DRM level preferred. You need to determine what level of simultaneous usage is acceptable. Can your institution accept paying more for content that has more flexibility regarding DRM? In some cases, if you cannot purchase the title you require, you may be able to digitize chapters locally and make them available on the local learning management systems (LMS) or virtual learning environment (VLE) by module or cohort.

**Open Access**

There has been much criticism of unscrupulous open access publishers or so-called predatory publishers over the years. However, predatory publishers are not purely an open access phenomenon. Quality checks should be a review criterion for all new content. The World Association of Medical Editors has made a document available that offers excellent and well-supported advice on identifying predatory or pseudo-journals.\(^7\)

The following resources are good places to start when considering open access publications:

- **DOAJ/ISSN ROAD**—Inclusion in DOAJ is now peer reviewed and requires a number of review criteria made for each title. Titles receive the DOAJ seal of approval if they meet certain elements of best practice. ISSN ROAD lists DOAJ titles with ISSN.\(^8\)–\(^10\)
- **DOAB and OAPEN** perform a similar service for open access e-books.\(^11\),\(^12\)
- **OASPA and/or COPE** membership is a further sign that a journal or publisher fulfills quality criteria.\(^13\),\(^14\)
- Clear explanations on copyright licensing and a transparent pricing structure are signs of a reputable open access publisher.
- For universities, smaller foreign societies, and foreign governments that produce open access content that do not require payment for publishing, evaluating the copyright licensing offered as well as the reputation of the institution or organization that is producing the material is another way to discern quality.
- Other repositories can be tracked if a knowledge base containing details about them is part of a library discovery tool. Plans are underway so that CORE (Connecting Repositories from the United Kingdom) can also become discoverable in the future.\(^15\)
Should authors contact you regarding publishing in OA journals, Rele, Kennedy, and Blas at Loyola Marymount University have developed a journal evaluation tool to assist authors “in making the best decisions for your work, and to avoid journals that may not be credible.” Another tool is the list created by Andy Nobes, a program coordinator at International Network for the Availability of Scientific Publications (INASP). It is a simple Google document outlining journal publishers and platforms outside of the United States, Europe, and Australia. The list provides a good basis for identifying open content available from other countries.

If your library supports or has an APC budget available for faculty to use, you will need to set the criteria for what articles your institution will or will not fund. Some institutions refuse to support hybrid journals (subscription journals that also have APC fees for single article access). The practice wherein hybrid journals that are subscription-based but also charge APCs costs for individual articles is sometimes referred to as “double dipping.” Others will have a selected list of publishers who are preferred for APC funding or even blacklists of publishers to which APCs will not be paid. Some institutions will not pay APCs if an author can seek or has grant funding available to pay for these charges.

3. Completing the Review Form

Many institutions and libraries have new resource order forms that outline specific purchasing criteria and their application. These may be Google Forms or a form created by library web developers that sends emails to a group in collection development or acquisitions. The forms can become the review mechanism for the subscription or purchase. Many libraries and institutions also have collection committees to review new requests; this is especially true of requests that may cost significant amounts of money. These review committees may be internal to the library or they may include discipline faculty from other areas on campus. Senior faculty often authorize or approve new resource orders when a review committee does not exist. This is particularly important if there is a one-in, one-out policy for subscriptions because it empowers faculty to make difficult decisions based on evidence, rather than purely a decision made solely by the library that may prove unpopular with those who stand to lose out by a cancellation. When funding is coming from foundational accounts or donor-supplied money, the review of the selection may also be more formal to insure meeting the conditions outlined by the donor.

It is worthwhile to develop a mechanism for review even if you are at a small institution so that the selection process is consistent. It may help to discard some requests at an early stage and therefore save administrative time. Include a section asking if an ILL will suit the needs of the academic or researcher; if it does, then an order is not a necessity.
Investigating New Content for Purchase and Addition

Basic Resources

In the case of a single e-resource, this may just be as simple as maintaining an email file of requests that document the decision. Because requests for purchase or trials have a habit of coming back to haunt you, it is important to keep an audit trail. For some libraries, the information surrounding order selection is located within the notation fields provided in the procurement or resource management system.

Complex Resources

With larger scale databases and complex resources, the decision may require consultation with information technology infrastructure support personnel or even with university purchasing officers if the cost of the resource means that an ITT or RFP is required. In some cases, this would be an ad hoc group similar to the review committee mentioned and would consist of the

- e-resources manager
- subject team leader
- budget holder
- faculty

For other purchases, the selection will determine who needs to be consulted during the process. For complex purchases, consultations with procurement and fiscal management staff are necessary due to the complexity of the transactions. Once again, get to know your colleagues in procurement and learn about the processes in your institution. A purchase or subscription could be stopped at the final hurdle because local procurement rules were not followed correctly. Understandably, this could prove embarrassing to the library.

You should consider running update sessions for your liaison teams to discuss new e-subscriptions. This forum is useful for getting buy-in from liaison colleagues. You should be as transparent and inclusive as possible about complex procurements and make sure no one is overlooked. The utilization of resources crosses many disciplines on a comprehensive college campus. Make sure to gather all possible input into a purchasing decision, which may mean reaching out to faculty who may not normally directly interact with one another. If your institution makes these decisions via a standing committee, these committee members need to be directly involved in the selection process.

The University of California Libraries developed a workflow for a Transformative Scholarly Communication Initiatives Review Process. This outlines the processes to use when moving subscription services to vendors that may be more open or developing and implementing new mechanisms for supporting open scholarship in their campus environments. This workflow is used by the Scholarly Transformation Advice and Review (STAR) Team to make sure...
all areas are evaluated upfront, and is reinforced by the use of a Master Evaluation Criteria Workbook that provides an in-depth outline of the transformation to take place (see figure 2.1). Development of workflows and tools such as these are invaluable when mapping out how to move from standard subscription practices to new ways of providing content and services.

Open Access

For open access content, your institution or library may provide faculty and researchers with access to an APC fund to support the publication of their work as open access. This could involve administering external funder budgets, such as block grants, or a dedicated library or faculty budget. If this is the case, you will need to make selection criteria publicly available when determining fund expenditures as noted above. Many publishers are now moving towards “read and publish” agreements where access is provided to all titles within an agreement and authors may publish open access at no additional
charge to the cost of the agreement. In Europe, the ESAC (Efficiency and Standards for Article Charges) initiative maintains a registry of these transformative agreements by consortia.\textsuperscript{21} There may be other criteria surrounding the quality of the OA publisher under consideration for funding support. Many institutions do not keep order records for open access materials and resources (although this is strongly advised, as many funders require this information); therefore, noting the selection details in another manner will be worthwhile for future retention decisions.

More and more, faculty are aware of the high costs brought to bear on students (particularly in North America) and are becoming more willing to use open access resources for course readings and open educational material. With open educational materials, faculty are direct partners in both the development of new resources and the choice of resources to be utilized.\textsuperscript{22}

### 4. Analyzing and Reviewing

It is not unusual for academics to request resources that are available as part of another subscription or that are readily available. Academics new to an institution will often request a resource because they are unaware that alternatives are already available. Although acknowledging that “content is king,” e-resource librarians have a fiscal responsibility to consider varying options before making a purchase.

#### Basic and Complex Resources

The first step in checking a new order is to see if current subscriptions can fulfill the needs of the academic. In times of austerity, we can no longer afford to subscribe to multiple resources that overlap. A quick review of the market and literature may be necessary if the request is for larger collections of electronic resource materials or when there is market competition for provision of a given resource. This tends to happen more with electronic A&I services, full-text databases, and e-book packages where reviews and trials of various versions may be critical to the selection of any one given resource. Increasingly, this is also happening with streaming media providers.

Before talking to suppliers, determine where there may be overlap within your current content array. Using commercial tools to check coverage and duplication of content between resources is recommended, especially for A&Is and full-text databases. These tools tend to come and go, but the more significant ones are:

- WorldShare Collection Evaluation\textsuperscript{23}
- eDesiderata from Center for Research Libraries\textsuperscript{24}
DIY Title Overlap Analysis
360 Core Overlap Analysis from Ex Libris
GoldRush Decision Support Tool

Simple manipulation of A&I or full-text database title lists in Excel (title lists are available on most vendor websites) can also pay dividends, especially when looking at duplication of titles across a range of products. In addition, The Charleston Advisor is a great resource for finding product reviews and comparison studies of various content platforms as well as for discovering potential problems with given resources.

Open Access

Duplication of an open access resource is less of an issue because it does not result in additional expenditure. However, it is worthwhile to assess full-text databases and e-book packages for their coverage of OA content. If there is a large amount of OA content in a full-text database, your review becomes more about the indexing provided than about the content. Many vendors will argue that they are bringing value to the OA resource by indexing it for you. However, if they are adding OA content just to hike up the number of journals and articles offered and not because the content provides a valuable perspective within the service, it becomes more problematic than helpful to your end user. If the OA resource is available in a free service such as DOAJ or DOAB, you may not need the content indexed in a full-text database. This is especially true if you are using a web-scale discovery mechanism that indexes DOAJ or DOAB—the metadata is already available to you in search results.

When reviewing a journal subscription, if you are investigating a hybrid journal, check the proportion of OA content available. If the OA content is increasing, you should expect a certain amount of offsetting; otherwise, you will be paying for content that has already been paid for through APC payments.

5. Establishing a Trial and Contacting Vendors

Almost all library electronic resource and electronic service providers allow trials of their material or products. Many are willing to allow an extended trial of sixty to ninety days for evaluation. Sometimes having a resource available for a school term, semester, or high traffic time is helpful in determining the utility of the product for your environment. The major vendors and providers readily allow IP-based trials with remote access enabled. However, some smaller providers may require the use of usernames and passwords for trial reviews. The type of product often determines how much of a burden this may be. For example, a trial for a specialist resource that will only be used by
a limited number of users could warrant username and password access, but a trial for a resource that is expected to be a major resource would be easier to trial via IP.

For a full evaluation of a product, it is recommended that you have a sandbox for your discovery tool. Turn on access through this mechanism to ensure that access will work as expected.

**Basic Approach**

Talking to providers will follow the desktop review of a trial setup. Be aware that some resources are available through different suppliers. In addition, there may be national or regional consortia agreements in place with preferential prices and licenses. Some suppliers may have exclusive deals in a given region or territory, meaning that your choice may be limited. Always make sure to let suppliers and vendors know when you are looking at more than one provider for a resource; this may result in your learning a bit more about the product as each tries to prove why its version would be an improvement over any others under consideration. Make sure that you fully understand all of the contract provisions and fees associated with a resource to avoid surprises at the point of acquisition.

Try to get a good representation of your team when talking to suppliers—preferably the same people will be present for each meeting—and have your specification document on hand to remain focused. If you encounter new information along the way, go back to previous suppliers to verify anything you’ve discovered. This may seem like a lot of preparatory work but remember some deals may be worth hundreds of thousands of dollars over the course of a three-year deal.

Next, use the specification to narrow the field. Look at trialing your short list. It is very important to get the timing of your trial correct—it can be very frustrating when faculty get in touch on the last day of a trial! Use your faculty contacts to confirm the best time of year to conduct a trial and publicize it on your blog, wiki, social media instances, or web pages. Make sure you get usage statistics for the trial. Put a comment sheet together to solicit feedback. The length of the trial is also very important. Some suppliers will negotiate a sponsored trial where, for a small administration fee, the trial can be extended for up to six months. This allows you to get a real feel for the potential demand and is particularly useful for larger subscriptions. Use the budget cuts to your advantage. Suppliers may be prepared to negotiate the price down—remember, there is no such thing as a list price.

When you disseminate information about the trial, make sure that you have feedback mechanisms in place and that you record any comments and feedback you get and from whom. This will allow you to justify any decisions and to collate feedback for the suppliers or vendors.
Complex Resources

Many esoteric scientific, business, or data resources have more limited trial periods and setups. Try to negotiate for the broadest access possible for as long as you can in order to insure the product will work optimally in your computing environment. Many times, remote access is not allowed for more complex trials and this lack of access complicates testing and evaluation. Try to arrange at least one day of remote access to fully investigate the product. Streaming media providers are often unwilling to provide extensive trials for longer trial periods. In these cases, it may be advantageous to negotiate a lower-cost trial period during which you can pilot a resource to see if it is of value to your community. E-book providers also are generally willing to work with you to pilot-test new purchasing options or content provision. Evidence-based purchasing models allow you to obtain a large swath of content for a limited time frame, generally either six months or a year, and then make purchasing decisions based on the usage up to a pre-specified amount. However, you must be willing to commit to the predetermined amount at the end of the evidence-based timeframe.

Open Access

Open access material is readily available to your library or institution. However, you may want to perform a citation review of faculty publishing to see if there are specific publishers or providers in which they regularly publish. If this is the case, you may consider subsidizing APCs of hybrid journals from a given publisher or provider, or even fully support all campus publishing with a given publisher or provider through additional payments with your big deal packages or through memberships in their open access programs.

You may also be interested in supporting various patron driven open access models where you pay a pre-planned cost to ensure that content is produced open access. These are models like the Open Library of Humanities, Knowledge Unlatched, or Reveal Digital collections.

6. Making a Decision

When making the decision to purchase content from a provider, the next step is to determine the purchasing model to employ. Will the attempt to purchase content be outright, that is, in a one-time expenditure with a nominal hosting fee? Will the selection result in an evidence-based plan where a certain amount of money is set aside, and the provision begins with a larger content base then determined by usage? Will it entail an annual subscription cost?

When going into negotiation with a vendor, keep the ideal expenditure amount in mind and be forthright and forceful in your negotiations. Almost
all providers prefer some money over none, so look for creative ways to insure your finances go a bit further.

After this review (which may take only a few hours given a single resource or a few months if purchasing a large collection of content), it is essential to document the ordering process and any relevant points that went into the purchase decision in a resource management system (a spreadsheet will do). These details could be as simple as subscribing to other journals on the same platform or noting that the platform functionality works well with other library resources or includes any relevant comparison information gathered. It is as crucial to document decisions not to purchase content as it is to record the documentation for purchased resources. Material not purchased is likely to be requested again and knowing the reasoning used initially will become important in reviewing a second time.

**Basic Resources**

For basic resources, there may be very little negotiation involved. Costs are known upfront and the initial contact indicates the desire to purchase. Generally, this decision is made readily and takes a short amount of time. The biggest decision point may be the choice of whether to pay a provider directly or through a third-party vendor or supplier.

**Complex Resources**

These resources tend to require more time during upfront evaluation as well as for purchase negotiations. This is where a checklist is extremely useful and provides the insurance that all the needs expressed by your community are being met by making the purchase. As noted above, this may require a formal tender or RFP process in order to arrive at a decision to purchase.

If this is the case, there may be a cooling off period after the decision. For a deal where a formal procedure is used, the decision to select a provider will need to be well-documented—this is where documentation is essential for the business office or administrative team.

**Open Access**

Because people can add OA material readily to the collection at any time, the biggest considerations will concern the longevity of the publication platform and tracking for sustainability. There may also be future reasons to stop maintaining or preserving access to OA content that is no longer of interest to local end users. However, for some hybrid packages or APC funding accounts, a deposit account may need to be set up. First, make sure the local budget can cover these costs within a twenty-four-month time span because there
is often a delay in publishing articles. This means ensuring that any unspent money in deposit accounts rolls over into the next fiscal year’s deposit account or is returned to the local institution as a credit. Otherwise, the publisher may choose to provide credit on subscriptions that are not desirable.

NOTES

3

Purchasing and Licensing

Introduction

This chapter builds on the previous chapter and highlights practices for the procurement and licensing of content. After selection is made, the license negotiation and procurement process for new resources begins in earnest. If the added material is open access (OA), it may be important to establish the relationship between the OA resource and related purchased material. For OA resources added to local collections and repositories, noting the Creative Commons license, which designates the use and reuse of the material, is a significant factor to consider in order to allow seamless implementation and use. Another important aspect that occurs at this stage is the recording of purchasing and licensing decisions that may impact the implementation and use of the content. This section identifies common contract negotiation points and offers suggestions on how these licensing terms can be negotiated with providers to provide favorable outcomes to librarians.

During the selection process, the checklist or criteria created help to provide structure for the acquisitions process. For instance, if in the selection process the decision is made to buy an e-book collection using an evidence-based
plan, as opposed to an outright purchase or demand driven purchase, this selection criteria dictates how the acquisition process proceeds. For basic resources, the purchasing plan tends to be a straightforward endeavor of working with a third-party agent or vendor or directly with a known or established publisher. In some cases, the purchase will be for perpetual access to a historical collection, a single data set, or online journal backfiles. In other cases, when payments end, access to the content that was created or released during the time you paid (and sometimes prior content as well) will still be accessible, but new content may not be. Access to this content is referred to as post-cancellation access (PCA) or post-cancellation entitlements. The impact of PCA will be discussed further in chapter 7. In other cases, after paying a one-time fee you will have continuous access to the resource, which is referred to as perpetual access—but often only for as long as you are paying annual maintenance fees.

Electronic resource licenses have two main sections. The first section outlines the access and content provision the provider makes available to the licensee and the second outlines the business terms for purchasing the access. There may be a third section or addenda portions that outline the details of the content licensed and further service provision. In most cases, providers are willing to negotiate parts of the terms they provide regarding levels of access and use. There are also clauses in licenses regarding the amount of access to content that can be changed, removed, or added in a given licensing period and this section of the agreement needs close attention. Other concerns that may arise are the access limits imposed with a given institution. These limits can be restrictive in regard to who may access content or from where the access may occur. The general rule of thumb is to try to obtain the broadest reach of access to the broadest constituency. The business terms given can also be general in nature or may be very specific about how the payment process occurs. The licensing business terms may or may not be in agreement with local accounting and purchasing practices. Determining this may require review by members of your organization outside of the library.

According to Geschuhn and Stone, “Many new big deal agreements between research institutions and scientific publishers are now being negotiated as ‘offset agreements.’ Besides access rights to the publisher’s content, these agreements entitle authors (usually corresponding) affiliated with the research institution to make their articles available as an open access (OA) publication. Offset agreements attempt to link article publishing charges (APCs) with subscription charges, looking to increase one while the other reduces. Some such agreements reduce the APC charge, some allow unlimited OA publishing for a capped amount and others provide a refund or publishing credit.”

The purchase of content that includes open access provision or credits is often complex. Micropayment processing schemes help with OA support. Memberships or annual support drives can generate some of the support for open access provision, but not all of it. In an environment where each payment
for content must be justified to the larger academic or library structure, determining the mechanisms through which open access purchasing occurs is vital. Finally, in some cases you may need to purchase locally created course content in order to maintain content from faculty who are moving to another institution. You may have to negotiate agreements about how locally created content may continue to be used locally from faculty no longer employed at that institution.

1. Establishing Negotiation Criteria

The best place to begin is with the selection criteria which determines the reasons for a request as well as how well content fits into current content platforms in use. These criteria include aspects of the local collection development policies or principles. When considering a purchase, the first step will be to compare the selection criteria against both the content desired and the business terms presented by the content provider to determine compatibility. Although content may be of value and great interest to local users, if the business terms are not in line with your institutional business protocols, the purchase of content can become harder or impossible to achieve.

It is important to be clear about what the “red lines” or deal breakers are and what can be negotiated to a greater or lesser extent. The best practice is to establish these terms locally prior to beginning the negotiation practice. It is also helpful to look at licensing agreements in a more discrete and granular level to fully understand what is being agreed to and where you can be more or less flexible depending on the needs of your local environment.4

There are numerous examples of model licenses available to consider or adopt to a local educational environment. Taylor and Beh undertook a valuable evaluation of model license agreements in 2014 that described some of the better-known model licenses at the time.5 The article notes there are current scholarly information concerns that may not be fully represented in current agreements. Other notable licenses are:

- California Digital Library6
- Canadian Research Knowledge Network/Reseau canadien de documentation pour la reserche7
- Center for Research Libraries8
- International Coalition of Library Consortia EKUAL (National Academic License for Electronic Resources)9
- IFLA Licensing Principles10
- Jisc Model Licences11
- Northeastern Research Libraries12
In some circumstances, institutions may want to make their deal breakers or their model licenses public in order for content providers to readily customize the agreement. The University of North Texas Libraries provide a good example of a public document to share with vendors of library collections.\textsuperscript{13} More recently, the University of Washington Libraries took their Licensing Principles and Expectations for Vendors to the faculty senate for full faculty approval before enacting.\textsuperscript{14, 15}

Lastly, the University of California’s Scholarly Communications Office has published a negotiations toolkit for North American libraries to help with transforming standard subscription deal agreements to more open purchasing models.\textsuperscript{16} Toolkits such as these are invaluable in reaching greater transparency on subscription deals and to change publishing models to be more in line with the current demands of academia. The toolkit provides an overview of transformative agreements and also provides negotiation points that can be used to restructure current agreements as well as transform them into read and publish deals.

**Basic Resources**

Not all electronic resources require a license for the content, so the negotiation will focus primarily on the purchasing terms. It may be necessary to create some sort of order for your purchase in your Integrated Library System (ILS) or purchasing management system in addition to posting the invoice details for payment. If no contract for content is presented, the first step is to ask if the provider will accept the Shared Electronic Resource Understanding (SERU) guidelines in place of a license agreement.\textsuperscript{17} The SERU guidelines spell out how the purchase takes place; however, you will need to edit it to reflect the common business practices of your institution. Some institutions prefer a dual-signed document and the SERU format can be adapted to meet this requirement to create a very basic license.\textsuperscript{18}

When you negotiate a contract with a provider for content or service, it is best to create a model record or checklist of acceptable terms to use as a starting point. In its most simple form, the checklist would include the following:

1. Parties involved with the payment transaction
2. The term of the payment for access and content (e.g., a year, two years, in perpetuity)
3. The amount of the purchase
4. Any required business terms by your institution’s accounting office
5. Dual signatures and date of signatures
**Complex Resources**

In complex agreements, such as large purchase on-demand acquisitions (PDA)/demand driven acquisition (DDA) or evidence-based purchasing or acquisition (EBP/EBA) programs, complete annual e-book collections, multiple resources from the same provider, big deals for journals, resource discovery systems, streaming media, or scholarly portals, your institution may have an existing structure for procurement. Internal procurement guidelines may be available and procurement services or centralized fiscal services will lead the process. Generally, these guidelines provide the roadmap through the procedure on a step-by-step basis.

With agreements over a certain threshold, such as those over the lifetime of the deal (e.g., the total subscription costs over a given number years), you may be required to follow specific procurement laws. For example, in the European Union you would be required to issue a tender or RFP (request for purchase) in the United States for public institutions. For private and smaller institutions, your financial offices may have a set dollar amount over which a tender or RFP is needed.

In addition, your state, regional, or national library consortia may have already agreed to a license for a resource you wish to acquire. You may find the license already covers the negotiation criteria agreed to at the consortia level. If this is the case, check whether you can join an agreement part way through the contract. Even if this is not permitted, it may be possible to adopt the same clauses and contract and opt in at the next available date. For example, at the next renegotiation of the deal by the consortia.

**Open Access**

OA material is supported in a couple of ways through licensing criteria. For OA content, there are two licensing models to consider. The first is an agreement with a commercial scholarly content provider regarding APCs and the incorporation of these models either as a cost-break or overall price structure with a subscription purchasing model. The second consideration is the model author/publisher agreement for digital scholarship and how to work with faculty on their publishing agreements.

When working on an offsetting negotiation there should be a transition to full open access. The agreement should reduce or do away with the cost paid for APCs in regard to the subscriptions held by an institution or subscription costs should decrease by the amount to be paid in APCs over a given time period. This becomes incredibly complex in that content published by a given content provider lags a year behind what is paid upfront as a subscription cost. In many cases, hybrid APCs for articles published in one year are offset
against institutions’ expenditures on subscription and license fees in the following year. However, some publishers prefer to give the cost break on the APC charge by having faculty use a specialized code when they submit their articles for publication. In other cases, a voucher, token, or APC credit provision occurs based on the overall subscription spend by an institution. These offsetting agreements may be set at a consortia level or negotiated at the local level.

When adding OA content to local collections or repositories, assigning a copyright statement allows authors to determine the level of access to their content. Most academic institutions use Creative Commons licenses. These copyright statements designate the owner of the content and dictate attribution rights but can also restrict the reuse of the content by others.

2. Common Points of Negotiation in License Agreements

This section lists our top negotiation points or deal breakers for libraries when licensing electronic resources. For any given library, these may or may not be applicable, so best practice would be to create a local version of these points to use in negotiation. These deal breakers illustrate topic areas that many librarians consider when developing a local model license or checklist. Table 3.1 gives a summary of the deal breakers.

Cost (Relative to Other Options, Available Budget, etc.)

When working out payment terms, the primary negotiation point is the price to be paid. If you will be doing a large volume of business with a vendor or have done so previously, do not be afraid to ask for discounts. If your expenditure will be in the ballpark of a five to six figure sum, then a discount is likely to be available. Always try to negotiate a 5 to 10 percent cost break at the very least. Always remember that there is no such thing as list price!

Determination of cost is often linked to potential usage. Find out if the initial purchase option can be based on the number of users or seats or if a site license is the only purchase option. Because a resource can sometimes take up to two years to become embedded in the institution, start with a lower user base prior and upgrade to a site license as demand or use indicates. Make sure you include the possible step-up in cost in future budget forecasts. You do not want a nasty surprise when the subscription costs go up a few years down the line when you move to a larger usage level or unlimited users. If you are starting at a lower use level but expect to step up to higher simultaneous usage or site licensing, find out if you can step back down to lower usage levels if use...
drops off. Sometimes, providers only allow for increasing user levels and do not allow the reverse to happen. You may find that a lower user base is sufficient to supply the access needed. If purchasing an archive or annual e-book collections, ask for a waiver or prepayment option for ongoing access fees with the initial purchase.

Cost is dependent upon the purchasing model used. Will this order be a subscription or an outright purchase of content such as an archive, data set, or set of e-books with or without maintenance fees? Are you testing the viability of the content via a DDA/EBP model of content, or are you choosing a multi-year contract for content? All of these factors determine the final price.

It is worthwhile to evaluate and understand the subject or overlap with existing available content. Using the decision tools noted in the previous chapter will assist in identifying the overlap between resources. This can lead to a negotiation point by using overlap analysis to discover if content is readily available. For full-text database agreements there is a fair amount of overlap between products with similar content bases from the same vendor or provider. If there is a 30 percent overlap, ask for a 30 percent discount to avoid paying for the same content twice.

### TABLE 3.1
Negotiation Deal Breakers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEAL BREAKERS</th>
<th>Extremely Important</th>
<th>Somewhat Important</th>
<th>Not Important</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negotiation Point</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Access</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Definition</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Definition</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility Requirements</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage Measurement</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction with Discovery System</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indemnification Clauses</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy Clauses</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exigency Clauses</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venue of Agreement</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpetual Access Rights/Preservation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text and Data Mining</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If the content or service is intended for a niche or small group of people, then negotiate for the lowest level of end users possible or base pricing on the intended user base from a dedicated department or area. For example, a specialist chemistry resource should align with the use anticipated from that user community. The same is true for many art-related resources. It is unlikely that large swaths of a given campus will be utilizing specialized resources and, as stated above, it is always best to start at the lowest level and build up from there through usage tracking. Determining the demand of a resource up front helps to define the user-level requirements. For example, graduate students and post-degree students use more complex and niche resources. Although some resources cross over to higher-level undergraduate programs, there are many others that do not.

**Price Cap Allowances for Ongoing Purchases**

The general rule of thumb is to negotiate for annual price increases of no more than half of the current inflation rate. EBSCO produces an annual set of price predictions that is a useful guide to the market.22 For example, in September 2018, EBSCO predicted that publishers’ prices could increase 5 to 6 percent with additional increases depending on the currency of the institution and the publisher. Most big deal subscription packages are negotiated down to 2 to 5 percent of the subscription cost, especially if the negotiation is for a multi-year agreement. Often a provider or vendor will use a lower price cap as a negotiation technique to entice librarians to purchase multi-year deals. When agreeing to a multi-year subscription, be sure to include an exit clause in case the institution experiences financial hardship. An example would be a 1+1+1 agreement instead of a three-year agreement.

**Technical Access**

In today’s academic institutions, students and faculty may or may not be located within a single site or even on a particular campus (or even in a particular country). With the dramatic growth in online learning, many students and faculty are now both learning and teaching far from the parent or main degree-granting institution. At many institutions in the United States and Europe, the standard access protocol used for off-campus access to resources are proxies. Proxies can be set up via Shibboleth or EZProxy.23,24 There is currently a movement underway in the publishing and vendor community to switch access authentication to Rights Access 21 (Rights Access for the 21st Century), known as RA21.25 This protocol would work through a registration process similar to the way circulation management currently works via an ILS platform. It is likely that providers will begin to license for RA21 in the near future. You will need to determine if your institution will be willing to utilize
this protocol for access. For some niche or specialized resources, access provision is via username and password, so you will need to develop a way to handle access to these resources. Finally, for some extremely esoteric proprietary content platforms, a dedicated terminal will be necessary. When signing an agreement for access to content, make sure the access method employed will work in the way the end users expect. This is discussed further in chapter 4.

Site

The license definition of “site” can result in technical access issues if that definition does not meet local need. When negotiating for a site license it is imperative to ensure that the local site is defined accurately. With the development of online learning courses and programs, students and faculty are not always limited to a specific geographical area. Students and faculty can literally be all around the globe but will still require access to the content purchased locally. Collaborations with campus information technology (IT) offices help to insure content can be utilized in virtual learning environments (VLEs) and learning management systems (LMSs). It may be useful to have representatives from campus IT review agreements for compatibility with campus-level definitions of “site.”

Authorized User Definition

The definition of who is an authorized user of licensed resources is also critical. It is best to define authorized users as any persons “affiliated” with the local institution. This language will generally cover adjunct faculty members, students who may be taking classes at multiple campuses within a geographic region, visiting faculty members, cooperative education programs, and researchers hired to work on specific local research initiatives. It is always better to be more expansive with the user definition when possible.

Authorized user definitions should also include on-site visitors and users of the site. Typical language used in agreements refers to “walk-in users” or “walk-in usage” rights. This allows visitors to your site to have local access rights to the same content as students, faculty, and staff. There are communities that are adjacent to your parent institution such as joint-appointment faculty, dual-enrollment students, and research start-ups. Publishers and providers consider these communities as auxiliary to current students, faculty, and staff. When reviewing the authorized user community, be sure to identify or include language that will cover research affiliates. This can get a bit problematic if your institution is collaborating directly with private industries on research projects.

Students who are jointly enrolled in multiple campuses can prove challenging in relationship to the user definition. Another category of patron that
can cause problems are visiting scholars of faculty from other institutions. Again, using the term “affiliated” generally will cover these users but you may find you have to pay more for students in joint-enrollment programs to have access to needed resources.

**Accessibility for Those with Disabilities**

Access to resources is a human right and at institutions of higher education this is often governed by law. Resources licensed by libraries should be compatible with the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0.26 In the United States, the Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT) provides a vendor-created overview of how its site supports compliance with federal accessibility guidelines. The VPAT Repository contains a collection of VPATs generated by library vendors.27 These are not legal documents and they do not guarantee the level of accessibility that a vendor will provide. However, they offer a useful view into the level of attention a vendor has paid to accessibility issues. Willis and O’Reilly offer a useful overview of VPATs and their value among library vendors.28 Local governments, state governments, and even individual campuses may also have pre-determined VPATs they expect resources to meet. In the United Kingdom, Jisc provides a guide to getting started with accessibility and inclusion, which is a useful starting point.29 Try to use the adopted guidelines but also be specific to your institution.

Your institution will most likely have an accessibility officer or campus center. Get to know them and include them in your licensing discussions in order to write a clause into your license with the expectation of the accessibility level. If there is not a current clause in the license agreement covering mobile access, you may consider adding one to cover this type of use by your end users.

**Usage Measurement**

All purchased resources undergo evaluation for use. COUNTER compliant usage data is the standard for obtaining and recording regularly usage of electronic resources. COUNTER is discussed in chapter 6. However, an important point to note is that a new version, COUNTER Release 5, was set to become standard from January 2019 with content providers fully compliant by January 2020.30

In cases where COUNTER statistics are not available, then the ability to measure use through web or system analytics is recommended. If the agreement is silent on providing any sort of evaluation mechanism, again, this is an area to develop local specifications.

It is also important to see what the license agreement says in regard to collecting and using data from your end users. You will want to make sure that
data collected from your end users does not violate their privacy rights. This is another place where campus information technology (IT) offices may be good collaborators in both defining what the end-user rights are and what can and cannot be agreed to in a license. One way to develop this language is to utilize the campus policy on end user privacy and noting any national or state laws to that affect.

**Interaction with Discovery Layers**

Prior to the advent of discovery systems and layers, some producers created MARC record sets that were sold separately or alongside content platforms. Many of the license agreements for MARC records restricted the use to single catalog systems or to a single institution. These agreements may need to be revisited and renegotiated especially if an institution or organization participates in a consortia catalog with a discovery tool. For future resource records, especially those that may be in XML format, the ability to use this metadata in the broadest way possible is the preference. If you can obtain a commitment from the provider in the agreement to supply KBART files, then you will be able to manage your content entitlements more readily.

Resources that cannot be added to federated or harvested search mechanisms are effectively invisible to today’s user, who expects a just-in-time approach to resource discovery. This ability to provide access and connectivity to other resources using a third-party link resolver at the article level, chapter level, or dataset level, and not just at the title level is tantamount to obtaining optimal usage of resources. Try to work in language that allows for the greatest share-ability of descriptive metadata for all resources.

**Indemnification Clauses**

Indemnification should be mutual to both parties and not favor one or the other. In addition, the indemnification should extend not just to the institution or organization but all to of the authorized users. There should be no other clause in the agreement that overrides the mutual indemnification clause.

**Privacy Clauses**

It is worth including a privacy clause stating that any information gathered by individual account creation from authorized users will not be sold, offered to third parties, or otherwise reused without explicit agreement by the authorized user. Asking for a provider to share how they plan to use information gathered from individual accounts, especially in the contract, is worthwhile. Understanding what risks end users are taking with creating individual
accounts on commercial platforms is an increasing area of concern for librarians and having this in a formal written document allows you to best understand what risks are at stake.

**Exigency Clauses**

The incorporation of a loss of funding clause is important for all institutions in the twenty-first century. Funding for higher education is reliant upon many factors outside of a given institution and the need to cancel resources due to loss of supportive funding is a very real possibility. This clause is significantly important with multi-year agreements and consortia agreements. If multiple institutions are subscribing to resources together, a clause stating the other institutions will not be liable for picking up costs from the cancellation by a single institution should be included but rather the overall cost of the package will be renegotiated at this point.

**Venue of the Agreement**

When looking at the contract details check to see which country’s law the contract uses for governing law (e.g., U.S. law or U.K. law). Always negotiate to get this altered to your own country’s law and if needed in North America, to province or state venue law. Most state institutions are required to change contract language to meet state or location requirements. Vendors that will not agree to change language to another state or location may agree to strike the location information completely.

**Confidentiality, or Nondisclosure of Agreement, Information**

Many providers, especially those more accustomed to the corporate market, will initially demand that pricing information not be shared with others. Restrictive disclosure clauses regarding price and details of the agreement are items many librarians try to strike or re-write in order to meet open record laws of a greater body such as a state, province, or nation. More than ever, there is a greater call for transparency with business practices of commercial scholarly publishers. It is important for everyone to argue for the right to share both cost information and licensing details. Some providers in the library market are more comfortable with customers having the right to share this information if they so choose. If your library has a policy that forbids signing nondisclosure agreements (e.g., Cornell University Library’s policy; see also the University of Alberta’s modification and implementation of this policy), the majority of vendors will agree to strike these sections).31,32
Perpetual Access and Preservation

The ability to maintain perpetual access to content can be tricky because journal content shifts so readily from one provider to another that perpetual access is sometimes not honored by the content purchaser. In regard to e-books, perpetual access is still being worked out by most providers, especially as many book suppliers do not own the perpetual rights to the content. This clause may be omitted if the demand for content outweighs the desire to maintain access in perpetuity. Ask the provider to participate in an archiving scheme such as LOCKSS, CLOCKSS, or Portico (see chapter 7). Because local authors should be able to load articles into your digital repository as a way to maintain a scholarly record of local content creation, use the SHERPA RoMEO service to check publisher copyright policies and self-archiving. In addition, local authors should retain the right to reuse any content as designated in their copyright agreements with the same content provider. The open access license pioneered by Harvard University enables Harvard faculty and staff to do just this. Harvard also provides model policy language that others can adopt. This has also been championed in the United Kingdom by the U.K. Scholarly Communications Licence and Model Policy (UK-SCL).

Text and Data Mining (TDM)

Research institutions should request the ability for authorized users to perform TDM of content for both research and teaching and learning purposes. When negotiating this access, it is best practice to define these uses within the educational context. Provision of text and data mining should not require additional payment or fees by an institution.

In the United Kingdom, the text and data mining copyright exception applies, which “permits any published and unpublished in-copyright works to be copied for the purpose of text mining for non-commercial research. This includes sound, film and video, artistic works, tables, and databases, as well as data and text, as long as the researcher has lawful access.” Often this clause will have to be negotiated with publishers in order to prevent the publisher from blocking use (see chapter 5).

3. License Review and Signature

Each institution has a different mechanism for license review. In some cases, the review occurs within the library by librarians trained in contract review or by administrative librarians. Either can be the signatory or signing authority for the agreement. Numerous academic librarians hold law degrees and participate in reviewing resource agreements and leading copyright work on behalf
of the library. In other institutions, contracts may need review by the business or contracts office and the signatory authority resides within these offices. For some US academic libraries, resource contracts are reviewed also by the Offices of Information Technology (IT). In general, the technology office’s interest is in reviewing resource agreements for security and privacy risks. In order to fully understand a local campus review of resource contracts, it is helpful to create a checklist and/or workflow document outlining who must see an agreement and sign off on it (see figure 3.1).

**Basic Resources**

Negotiation for basic resources tends to move rapidly. The review and signature of these agreements should also go quickly. In cases where the license is an addendum to a contract already on file, include a copy of the main agreement when the workflow for review and signature begins. Another way to improve the efficiency of this process is to create a cover sheet or profile for the purchase that lists other resources provided by the same platform or provider. When it is a new platform and/or provider for the purchase, ensure that the contract offices or purchasing offices have fully vetted and approved the provider prior to the agreement showing up. This may require the provider to fill out additional forms for your purchasing or contracts office.

**Complex Resources**

With complex resources, especially when an RFP or tender is used, there will be a significant amount of paperwork included with the agreement. Again, it is helpful to create a cover sheet or summary page outlining the steps involved with the purchase or license agreement. An example can be seen in figure 3.2. For complex purchases and those with significant costs, the contracts office or purchasing office is likely to require extensive documentation and to thoroughly evaluate both the license and the purchasing terms. The review may
require multiple members of your campus financial group to sign off or agree to the signature of the agreement. For this reason, the review will take longer as it requires more involvement by other members of campus.

**Open Access**

With the exception of offsetting or read and publish contracts, most OA contracts are between the author and a publisher. In many cases, library staff do not see these agreements and the signing authority is the author of the work. For librarians in Europe, it may be necessary to check the agreements against funder requirements to insure no embargoes are added when a funder designates immediate OA publication or if an embargo period extends beyond what a funder designates. In many countries including the United States, most APC support occurs with fully open access journals (as opposed to hybrid journals) and provided when grant funds are not available or cannot be used to cover the publication costs. Therefore, checking author agreements against fund mandates is not generally part of a librarian’s role. In the United States, the best practice is to hold workshops and short clinics for faculty on how best to make their works open and most available for reuse by others.37

**4. Negotiating and Renegotiating Contracts**

At the point of receiving a license agreement for content, the first step is to focus on the local deal breakers or guidelines. Checking the content definition given in the agreement against the order placed is the next step. It is best to keep negotiation matter-of-fact and straightforward by designating a main negotiator at the local institution. This person should be trusted to
incorporate all of the main points the local team or library have agreed upon regarding purchasing. The negotiation or renegotiation takes on different aspects depending on the type of resource purchased.

**Basic Resources**

For basic resources, the negotiation will take a few hours to a few days at most. In many cases, there are multiple agreements with the same provider, and the criteria check just insures that the contract terms are the same as any other agreement with the same provider on hand. There may be a bit of back and forth over the pricing and an attempt to negotiate a preferential annual price increase. Basic resources can be single titles or single platforms of content or can be subject collections or multiple resources from the same provider under the same agreement. In some cases, a content provider may have a signed agreement on file from the local institution and only ask for an addendum to that agreement for a new collection or new product. This negotiation is likely to take place via email and concluded fairly quickly between you and the salesperson or license coordinator for the content provider.

**Complex Resources**

Negotiation always takes longer with more complex deals. The complexity may arise due to the purchasing model, the need to set up an evidence-based purchasing plan or demand driven purchasing model, and the orchestration details for this purchasing model. If these are incorporated into the agreement, they can be outlined in the business terms section or in appendices and will require scrutiny. The negotiation may be complex because a decision has been made to increase, or more than likely decrease, the amount of content purchased. Technical access is also a point upon which there can be quite a bit of back and forth in reaching the level of access that works best for the local environment. For more complex resources, the negotiation is likely to take between one to three months to reach full agreement by both parties. Consortia negotiations for big deals can sometimes even go into the next calendar year, which means that a one-year extension to the existing agreement is agreed upon as an interim while negotiations continue.

One major complex issue is content changes within package deals either in scope of content provided or with content shifting from one provider to another. Many librarians find it is useful to add a couple of statements during contract negotiation regarding content transfer between publishers/providers. These clauses almost always include what is considered a reasonable time frame for notification regarding content transfer as well as referencing the standards used when content does transfer from one resource to another such as journal packages. However, sometimes a significant shift in content...
happens with an e-book or streaming media provider. A reasonable time frame for content transfer notifications would be within sixty days of transfer. If significant content is lost in any given year or quarter, then the purchasing institution should have the right to cancel or receive a discounted price upon this notification.

Referring to the Transfer Code of Practice for instances when content moves from one provider to another is encouraged. In particular, backfile content should reside either with the original provider or move to the new publisher or provider. With the transfer of content, access to back volumes or issues can be lost and may be hard to restore due to the new publisher’s or provider’s lack of payment information.

Data sets are often the most complex resources to license and purchase. With data sets, there may be requirements concerning secure server space in order for the data to be used and analyzed by a limited number of authorized users. Many providers of economic data and financial data purge content from time to time, so paying close attention to the preservation capabilities of this information is important. There is not a consistent business model for academic purchasing of data, so this procurement will require creative approaches to meet the needs of a local environment.

**Open Access**

As noted above, offsetting is often negotiated in conjunction with a subscription package deal. Determining how to negotiate an offsetting contract depends on whether an institution is negotiating on its own or through a consortium. When multiple libraries are involved, the overall cost breaks are likely to be more significant.

Offsetting agreements are important as one of the consequences of the transition to open access has been the rise of the hybrid journal. Hybrid journals mix traditional subscription with the option for an author to select open access via a fee known as an Article Publishing Charge (APC). The possibility of publishers charging both subscription fees and APCs for the same content was referred to as “double dipping.” Publishers were accused of earning revenue from institutional subscriptions and APCs—an accusation that was hotly denied by many publishers at the time. This is where offsetting comes in. First introduced by the Institute of Physics Publishing in 2014, Lawson defines offsetting as “recognizing the total spend that an institution makes . . . the ‘total cost of ownership.’” This can either be at the local or global level.

Put very simply, offsetting is where the total cost of ownership stays the same as the journal transitions to OA. Therefore, as more OA articles are published via APCs, the subscription costs decrease. This is global offsetting.

Some of the newer agreements allow unlimited OA publishing for a capped amount while others provide a refund or publishing credit. An example of one
of the newer forms of offsetting agreement is the Springer Compact, which was piloted between 2016 and 2018 by four national consortia—the Netherlands, Austria, the United Kingdom, and Sweden as well as the Max Planck Digital Library. A number of blog posts are starting to report on the analysis of the first years of these agreements.42–44


This may seem like progress. However, there is a serious flaw in hybrid journal offsetting schemes that is beginning to be highlighted by both funders and institutions and their consortia, most notably Plan S.46 Many funders contribute to APC costs for articles where the lead author is publishing the results of funded research. This is to encourage the transition to OA of all research outputs. In many cases, it has been suggested that this transition is not happening fast enough (and if it is happening at all) and that the hybrid journal is just another legacy of the big deal. In his discussion about the challenges and opportunities for offsetting, Earney argues that although there is evidence to say that offsetting agreements are reducing the cost of ownership, the case for offsetting is “clearly far from proven” and that they “have far too easily come to be regarded as business as usual” and even contradictory to the objective of open access.47-51

Schimmer, Geschuhn, and Vogler see the hybrid model as an evolutionary step in the transition from a subscription model to a fully OA business model.52 The next step in the evolution from a pay to read to a pay to publish model is the read and publish model, which Geschuhn and Stone describe as converting “former subscription charges of institutions into a publishing fee, often also supplemented by a reading fee.” They go on to urge libraries “to use this transformational phase in order to actively shape the new model according to their needs and to the benefits of researchers” in order to avoid Earney’s “business as usual” concern.53

In order to address this, the Efficiencies and Standards for Article Charges (ESAC) initiative, hosted by the Max Planck Digital Library, has held a number of workshops that have attracted interest from Europe, North America, and Japan. In 2016, the Joint Understanding of Offsetting was agreed, this introduces the pay as you publish model as a strategic goal.54 This was followed in 2017 by a workshop that aimed to provide an opportunity for institutions and publishers present to exchange ideas on three topics. After discussion, these became the three principles of the ESAC Recommendations for article workflows and services for offsetting and open access transformation agreements:55

1. Author and article identification and verification
2. Funding acknowledgement and metadata
3. Invoicing and reporting

Since their release there has been coordination between ESAC and library consortia in promoting the recommendations. For example, in 2018, Jisc Collections released the first draft of its Requirements for Transformative Open Access (OA) Agreements with the intention of evaluating hybrid agreements against these requirements and making the results publicly available.\(^\text{56}\) There is also a very useful case study by the University of Vienna.\(^\text{57}\)

It is suggested that libraries and consortia wishing to enter into read and publish agreements use these principles and requirements, which call for greater automation and efficiencies in the workflow. For example, in negotiation with publishers, use them as an addendum to the deal breakers outlined above. Many publishers may not have the processes and workflows in place to meet your recommendations from the outset of an agreement. Therefore, it is also recommended that these principles are revisited at the assessment stage (see chapter 6) along with evidence of the transition to open access.

This part of negotiation will be taken to a new level after the announcement of Plan S (as mentioned in chapter 1). ESAC has developed an OA market watch feature on its website in order to monitor progress and an agreement registry as part of its work on transformative agreements.\(^\text{58}\) The agree agreement registry lists the major criteria of consortia agreements from a host of countries and consortia in Europe and the United States.\(^\text{59}\)

Libraries may wish to follow suit and consider their commitment to APC spend with publishers that do not support a genuine transition to OA via off-setting or read and publish agreements model (see chapter 6).

On a separate note regarding open access, if faculty members create content locally and own that intellectual property (IP) per the campus IP policy, they can refuse to allow the local campus or its environment to continue to use their work for courses after they leave that campus. A department or campus administration may wish to license or purchase the content from them prior to their departure in order to maintain certain courses. In these cases, you can adapt the SERU agreement to spell out the understanding between the faculty member and the local institution.\(^\text{60}\) These agreements consist of:

1. The parties involved (in this case an individual and an institution)
2. The amount of the purchase
3. The timeframe for the purchase to be valid (this is often in perpetuity)
4. The ability for the institution to make needed edits or upgrades to the content to insure its timeliness and that the content can be kept accessible within its learning management system (LMS) or virtual learning environment (VLE)
5. Dual signatory line with dates

Another development with long-form digital scholarship and digital humanities projects has arisen from librarians and scholarly publishers working together to develop a model publishing contract for digital scholarship.\(^\text{61}\) The model is primarily for OA books and other long-form digital scholarship. It is
adaptable for new forms of scholarship that are emerging from the academy. As Open Educational Resources (OERs) grow in prominence along with other faculty resources used in teaching and learning, this model provides a mechanism to be used when capturing this digital scholarship in a library collection or repository.

5. Working with Other Departments and Areas on Resource Contracts

There are multiple areas both within and beyond a given organization which may need to be consulted about procurement and licenses. At the local institution, the main work will be accomplished with procurement and contract offices. Other times, it will be necessary to work directly with other departments on campus and even some outside of the local environment such as consortia or other libraries in the geographical area. Any time you work with partners outside your institution, the amount of times required to finalize selection and negotiate the contract will increase. For a new contract, it is best to start discussions with the parties involved and allow up to a year for contract negotiation. When working with contract renewals, this time frame can be shortened by three to four months but will still entail extra time to allow for obtaining consensus by everyone involved.

Basic Resources

Basic resources such as stand-alone databases and small journal or e-book packages can be readily ordered and licensed through consortia. Most consortia have a model license agreement they use that encompasses the needs of their members. The buying power of multiple institutions can make the cost of a resource much more affordable by negotiating a lower annual inflation rate for everyone. In many cases, an individual library does not have to sign or agree to a contract at the local level and payment details are orchestrated through the consortia personnel. Renewal information is usually sent out ninety days in advance to allow for renegotiation as member libraries cancel or add on to the purchase.

In some situations, a department on campus can choose to license a resource for a limited group of users. Many times, these requests come from specific laboratories or business departments. For example, resources such as taxation databases are of limited interest to the majority of resource users on campus but will be heavily used by the department teaching taxation. In these cases, library personnel may help with the purchase and negotiation of the products but not necessarily promote or manage the usage of them directly.

The work will be orchestrated among one or two faculty members and the departmental office staff to insure the financial reporting structure is in place and that billing occurs consistently.

**Complex Resources**

For large journal packages and collections of databases, consortia play a helpful role in negotiating the best cost and access models. The initial orders and renewals will take longer when multiple parties are involved but it is worth the length of time spent to achieve the lower cost structures and the greater access models. Title sharing agreements get very complex in determining what is part of local title entitlements and what access comes from the other members participating in the agreement. Part of the negotiation process occurs internally with the consortia concerning what the title list will be comprised of as well as the negotiation with producer of the content.

With campus departments, complex resources and tools often require specific software compatibility, which must be negotiated and orchestrated through university technology offices. In addition, the technology office often has concerns about the use of certain software or resources with overall technical site security and privacy. It is worthwhile to collaborate with a main contact in your local institution’s technology office to help address the office’s concerns and issues. Instructional design groups on campus will also need to work directly with library personnel on embedding resources in courseware and providing stable links to content from within courseware platforms. When using IP authentication to access content, developing proxied links for use in courseware is a chore beyond the capability of most faculty and teaching assistants. Communicating how access is made available to these departments and other areas on campus is important and will be discussed further in chapter 4.

**Open Access**

For libraries supporting APCs, the funding sources can be individual departments, research and sponsored program offices, or other faculty administrative bodies on campus. In these cases, the administration and management of the APC fund must be coordinated among all the parties involved.

With the deposit of electronic theses and dissertations and undergraduate programs producing content that gets into library repositories, librarians will likely work with offices of graduate studies and designated undergraduate program directors. This may require the utilization of a memorandum of understanding between the student authors or a form on which the student signs off on to allow the deposit of material into the repository. These
documents are a collaborative effort among all the participating groups. It is worthwhile to have students note their expectations for the preservation and continuation of the hosting of content.

Finally, when working with faculty depositing content into a local repository, whether pre-print resources or other open access content, it is valuable to have a memorandum of understanding outlining the intent for preservation and maintenance of the content. There have been instances where faculty members moving from one institution to another ask to take their deposited scholarship with them. It is helpful to work with faculty either through their departments or through various faculty groups to develop a local practice or agreement that is consistent for all deposited content.

6. Recording Administrative Metadata

The final part of this chapter discusses the recording of all administrative metadata so that it can be readily retrieved for future reference and use. Librarians record this information through various mechanisms. Some librarians choose to create licensing databases, internal web portals, or shared network drives that run outside of current library information systems. For smaller institutions, the information can be recorded in financial management systems. Some larger library information systems allow for the upload and description of the major terms of license agreements. The terms can remain within the staff portal or be displayed publicly to allow end users to fully understand any limitations that exist with a given resource. In the case of repository content, the administrative metadata will include the use of a specific Creative Commons license or internal coding, which indicates the memorandum of understanding agreed to with the deposit of the material.

Regardless of where the metadata is stored for retrieval, it is important to try to be consistent with the administrative metadata captured. Use one of the checklists created for the licensing and procurement process to determine

![TABLE]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purchase Terms</th>
<th>Access Terms</th>
<th>Content Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Who to Pay</td>
<td>- Who can use resource</td>
<td>- Content description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- What to Pay</td>
<td>- Where resource can be used</td>
<td>(bib record)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Term of Payment (Sub/One-Time)</td>
<td>- (library/remote/course ware/LL)</td>
<td>- Package title lists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Inflation rate</td>
<td>- Simultaneous usage</td>
<td>- Associated resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Evidence based terms</td>
<td>- Any access restrictions</td>
<td>- Perpetual access rights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 3.3**
Administrative Metadata to Capture
which criteria are most likely to be needed in the future. This can include the conditions that align to the deal breakers, the different offices or parties who signed off on an agreement, or all documentation from the license agreement and procurement process. It is also possible to create an administrative metadata template to outline the information to record (see figure 3.3).

Finally, it is essential to communicate where data is stored through an outline or workflow document. Questions will arise about purchase decisions and licenses signed. Making it easy for other library personnel and campus parties to find this information works to everyone’s advantage.

**Basic Resources**

In the case of basic resources, the administrative metadata is likely to be quite simple. It can potentially be recorded readily in the ILS or campus accounting system by recording the resource purchased, the party that paid for the resource, and the amount paid, along with a note as to the license agreement used. Although it is not likely to be substantial information accompanying the purchase of basic resources it is worth recording contact information for troubleshooting access issues, contact information for resolving order or payment problems, and any specific platform or hosting body information. For resources purchased and licensed through a consortium, indicating how to access documentation held by the consortium becomes important.

**Complex Resources**

With complex resources, the amount of administrative metadata grows. For package purchases, it is important to make note of where title lists of the content are found and any expected changes to the content base whenever possible. When using an evidence-based purchasing plan, recording the final amount spend and the anticipated purchased title base volume. If an agreement is a multi-year license and gives the anticipated inflation rate for each following year, capturing this information in the local accounting system is wise as it helps to project what costs may be from one year to the next. For resources that required a tender or RFP, capture or scan all the pertinent documentation outlining comparison to other the products and resources considered. If there were particular deal breakers that ended up being unsuccessfully negotiated, it is good to note why the choices were made to make exceptions and purchase anyway.

If the purchase of a resource occurs in partnership with other areas of your institution, indicate if there is information held by those departments and who to contact to obtain necessary documentation. Record all information that appears relevant to establishing access and for future management of the content. It is important to recognize that not all future information
needs can be anticipated. Therefore, capturing as much information as possible about the purchase decision and the license agreement for the purchase becomes key.

**Open Access**

Where offsetting agreements are in place, noting what the terms of the offset agreement for the reduction of APCs or the reduction of subscriptions should be easily found within the ILS or campus financial system. The promotion of these terms also occurs through the library website or in direct communications to those who can take advantage of these funds.

For material added to the local institutional repository, noting the type of Creative Commons license used is essential. In addition, any other terms regarding the deposit of materials to the repository should be made clear. When utilizing a memorandum of understanding about deposits, some of this information may be kept on the staff side of the repository and not made public. This includes arranged embargo periods, notation of content that cannot be shared readily, or any withdrawal or “take down” policy in place.

**NOTES**


4

Implementation

Introduction

Once the acquisition and licensing of content is completed, implementing access to resources is the next step. The implementation of a given resource requires multiple processes to occur: the administrative configuration for access is set up along with determining the access points utilized, and then the branding and promotion of content occurs. Figuring out how to establish access that works best in a given environment is often a trial-and-error process. Some resources are very easy to add, such as a standard subject database or a single ejournal, a single streaming video file, or e-book title. In many cases for these resources, the administrative configurations are already in place and it is simply the addition of one more resource to the structure in place. However, the challenges faced with complex resources can be quite troublesome and time-consuming.

An important point to note is that there is sometimes no correlation between the acquisition process and the implementation process. What was easy to negotiate and pay for might be nigh on impossible to make accessible. In other cases, sometimes the difficulties in licensing and paying for a product are greater than establishing access to a resource. This could be true with the
complex negotiation of offsetting agreements, for example. Although open access (OA) content appears not to be an issue for implementation, there are considerations to be made as to the levels of access provided with open access materials. For instance, if you put all of your electronic theses and dissertations into your local institutional repository, do you also catalog these titles for access through your integrated library system (ILS) or discovery tool? Ultimately, for all resources, the level of implementation or access provided must be determined.

Many resources are available consistently from the same providers on the same platforms. Therefore, implementing new packages or adding content to these platforms or from these providers becomes routine and simple to accomplish, especially after the administrative setup is agreed upon. The amount of time required for this is relatively short and the work is routine. There are also fewer considerations to be made with these implementations because there is usually a set protocol in place for how access to content occurs. The focus of the implementation is only expanding the content availability. The main work with these implementations tends to be around description, promotion, and marketing so that end users realize they now have expanded or enhanced access to content on a particular platform.

The other point to note about implementation is that this work is often an iterative process year after year for both licensed material and open access content. The iteration occurs for a number of reasons. Electronic resources and open access content are not static entities. In the print world, there were only a few changes that occurred with content: title changes, publisher changes, and cessation or discontinuation. In the online environment, there are many more variations. Content moves from one hosting platform to another, vendors redesign their platforms, subscription content becomes open access, open access content becomes subscription-based, security protocols change the uniform resource locator from http to https, and so on. Usually, these changes happen on an annual basis but sometimes the change happens out of a scheduled timing sequence and often there may be little notice or overlap between two platforms. Understanding how the initial implementation took place is important to fully understand future steps. This will be covered in greater detail in chapter 5.

There is also the issue of temporal access to electronic resource content. Again, this is a very different process to print. Print materials are generally seen as resources that will be around for a significant amount of time to be utilized over decades. With electronic resources, use is often more time-dependent, and the content is not always expected to be available in perpetuity. If the terms of access to content on offer to a given organization or institution revolve around pay-per-view or demand driven acquisitions models then the access period of the content may be provided on a limited basis. Part of what occurs with implementation is the use of metadata descriptions that allow for the quick removal of content from catalogs and discovery systems when
the pay-per-view or demand driven plan ends. The other important part of this implementation is publicizing the temporal nature of the content offered. Otherwise, end users may expect to continually use content made available in this manner only to discover that it is no longer available to them. This issue will also be examined in the context of exiting an agreement in chapters 6 and 7.

The launching of new content and the marketing of electronic resources and open access content is a vital part of implementation. Launching new products and services may require staff training and introduction to both new content and new service models in the overall library environment. The highlighting of significant content additions and removal through library websites is a standard practice for many librarians, but it is important to develop and adhere to an ongoing marketing plan for all resources through many different communication mechanisms.

Electronic resources are not the only thing to change in a library environment. It is important to remember that end users are constantly changing and may not be aware of services and content purchased in previous years. In this way, the marketing of electronic resources becomes a part of the iterative process as well.

In this chapter, we will focus on ways of implementing electronic resources and open access materials. Part of the chapter will serve as an introduction to the technologies and tools used in this process. When looking at how to manage challenging implementations, this exploration covers a variety of strategies for managing the process and minimizing problems. Documenting how a product or service is implemented is important in order to train and allow others to become familiar with the work needed to support access to the content. The chapter will also focus on how to launch and market content both internally to other library workers as well as to the end users of the products.

1. Access

Seamless access is key to the success of any given resource. One of the main jobs of a library worker is to arrange access to content. Making access work can be a major challenge. However, in many cases basic resources are easy to access. The library provides the content provider with a list of an institution’s internet protocol (IP) addresses, or a library worker goes to an administration site for the product and adds the IP ranges to its administrative toolkit. Patrons within the IP range are then able to use the resource licensed; this is known as IP authentication. Utilizing a proxy system, along with the completion of the configuration of URLs in this system, allows patrons from both on- and off-campus to access a resource. As long as the correct IP ranges are provided, everything works fine.

Alas, this is not always the case. Some content providers with little or no experience working with libraries may be uncomfortable providing broad
access based on IP addresses, or ask for limitations regarding usage through limitations of IP ranges or sites. Sometimes this means that the only offer for access is through the use of Shibboleth or another form of single sign-on mechanism, a username and password, or a set single terminal or desktop.

**Basic Resources**

In this section, we will review a variety of methods of providing access. Some of these can be described as basic resources, while others are increasingly complex. However, the reader will quickly become aware that elements that might appear basic can become complex very quickly.

**On-Campus Access**

The most common method for providing access to electronic resources is through IP authentication, but even this relatively simple technology offers challenges. Although IP addresses do not change too often, and most institutions have simple setups, addresses can change and notifying all vendors about these changes can be a Sisyphus task. As an example, it is quite likely that at least some providers still have the IP address for the Arecibo satellite dish installation in Puerto Rico among Cornell University’s IP addresses, even though administrative control of Arecibo transferred from Cornell to the University of Central Florida (UCF) in 2011. 4 This is likely not a major problem; UCF probably subscribes to many of the same electronic resources as Cornell, and the passage of time will eventually resolve the remaining discrepancies. But institutions with multiple campuses, or significantly different schools (e.g., medical or dental schools)—particularly in different physical locations from the central campus—may find they have long, complex sets of IP addresses, and require different sets of IPs for different resources, such as when a resource is licensed only for the main campus or only for the medical campus.

Two situations where IP authentication is seen as highly suspect by content providers are:

1. Business incubators in an academic setting that are intended to develop a business or business-oriented service
2. Cooperative student programs where students are spending part of their educational time working directly at for-profit institutions

Tools like RedLink Network and IP Registry offer potential solutions for managing complex IP address setups. These tools highlight different approaches to managing IPs.5,6

Requiring users to log in to access resources, even when they are physically present in the library, can lay the groundwork for better access management,
better intellectual property control of library-subscribed content, and foster better understanding of usage, but this type of access entails a loss of patron anonymity. Having said that, it does offer a uniform experience to all users.

When used in conjunction with IP authentication, but not necessarily through a proxy server as well, Shibboleth can allow local users to access resources without logging in. The utilization of Shibboleth to manage access to all library electronic resources usage offers benefits such as much better usage data. However, this is at the cost of preventing walk-in users from accessing these resources. This would not be acceptable at many public institutions, which are obligated to provide access to local communities. The importance of this issue is very much a local decision. Using a single sign-on (SSO) authentication method such as Shibboleth can be a helpful way of limiting problems associated with unauthorized downloads from pirate sites and by implementing two-factor authentication for all users. However, institutions that aim to provide access to walk-in users must ensure that they will still be able to offer access content to all community users. SSO generally requires that every individual log in to the system, and if walk-in users do not normally have login credentials, they may not be able to access resources. That said, local security protocols may require that all users be traceable in order to prevent misuse. In the end, authentication of resources is often a fine line between insuring patron privacy and providing the greatest level of access possible.

Some publishers feel that IP authentication is too insecure to access their resources. Instead, the publisher requires the creation of accounts based on the email domain of the institution. This poses several problems. First, it does not allow for walk-in users who do not have email addresses within the email domain. Next, because the provider does not have access to the institution’s email database; they cannot confirm the accuracy of an email address, anyone can create a made-up email address that will grant access to the resource. (So, in fact, as long as the provider does not require some form of account confirmation through a link provided by email, walk-in users can create accounts to access resources.) In addition, accounts will remain active after students graduate because the provider cannot determine the status of the individual associated with the email address.

Off-Campus/Remote Access

To support community usage, online learning initiatives, and distance and part-time student use, libraries offer remote access to as many resources as possible. In most cases, this requires two components: contractual access and technological access. We address contractual access issues in chapter 3. However, some providers will simply not allow off-campus access. If this is not a red line for the institution, then that must be respected as part of the signed contract. When registering IPs with these providers, the proxy IP must be removed from the ranges provided.
When off-campus access is allowed, EZProxy is a very common and relatively cost-efficient tool for providing off-campus access. EZProxy changes an off-campus user’s IP address to one within the library’s IP range in a manner that is allowed and acceptable to publishers. An important activity to consider with EZProxy is a semi-annual or annual review of the resource configurations. Resources move platforms and change their domain and URL structure. An annual or semi-annual evaluation of your EZProxy logs may uncover resource entries that are no longer needed due to cancellation or platform changes or that may be out of date. Through the review process, you may be able to correct access problems before they become widespread.

SINGLE SIGN-ON (SSO)

Although Shibboleth provides a widely known method for establishing single sign-on (SSO) access to resources that has some significant benefits, it also must be handled with care. It generally requires more technical skill to manage than does EZProxy, although EZProxy can become complicated quickly. Hosted solutions for implementing Shibboleth through OpenAthens do simplify the experience for library administrators at a cost to the budget. In 2011, NISO released Suggested Practices Regarding Single Sign-On (ESPreSSO), which outlines recommendations for content providers and libraries on the best ways to support this authentication method.

LibLynx offers an alternative to EZProxy, in the form of its own hosted proxy server service. It also offers access through SSO, and so can provide whichever path seems most useful for a particular resource at a given institution. It provides several other services, such as user management, patron authentication, publisher authentication, and a library portal; each may be useful for libraries that seek more extensive customizations in those areas.

RA21 is a solution that comes from the commercial sector. RA21 aims to establish a minimal, baseline amount of information to determine the association an individual has with a particular institution, and thereby provide appropriate and legal access. RA21’s advantage over EZProxy is its ability to maintain access more seamlessly when going from one resource to another. Many librarians have expressed concerns about the information that publishers might try to collect about individuals when using RA21, so it is important that librarians remain aware of this and ensure that they are comfortable with the amount of information that is being shared. In addition, there are concerns about this authentication method restricting walk-in user access because a login is required to use this method successfully. Research on a corporate pilot project has been published that may be worth reviewing to understand how this authentication method could work in libraries, especially those in non-academic settings.
USERNAME AND PASSWORD ACCESS
The use of usernames and passwords is one of the most difficult authentication setups in most library environments. It is difficult to understand why electronic resources vendors cling to the use of usernames and passwords in an institutional environment. Whether they provide one username-password combination or ten, any institution that provides access will be required to share those passwords with patrons, which will immediately negate the security of the username and password. Depending on the website structure, it might be possible for library workers to store the username and password in a URL that is passed to access the site automatically. This might seem more secure than simply giving the information out on a piece of paper at the reference desk, but of course it isn’t. Ultimately, the username and password are hiding in plain sight and it only takes a moment for an individual who is viewing the URL from any place to find and obtain the access information. Furthermore, if the vendor does not change its usernames and passwords on an annual basis, all alumni, or academic staff leaving the institution, maintain access indefinitely.

Other sites try to mitigate the problem by having multiple usernames and passwords, with the expectation that only those who need access will receive passwords. Of course, this system also fails in a library setting. Despite these problems, some alternatives do exist: if there is a webpage that is only accessible to those with an institutional username and password, then a page storing the separate usernames and passwords might be a solution, but even then, all the credentials are available for anyone with access to copy and share. Some institutions might share credentials using a password manager, which would provide access while preventing the recipient from seeing the password, but this adds a layer of complexity that is not, in fact, the responsibility of the subscribing institution. Library workers can only do as much as the vendor provides, and it is absolutely the responsibility of the electronic resources vendor to make available an effective access solution to access.

VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORKS
Some institutions offer access through a Virtual Private Network (VPN) as an alternative to, or replacement for, a proxy server. Using the VPN requires that users download a VPN program to their machines, then set up and establish correct settings. The VPN will then assign a campus-based IP number to the machine, even when it is not on campus—but only when the system is properly installed. Because the machine itself is viewed as being within the institution’s IP range, access to all online resources should work. It isn’t necessary to access resources through EZProxy, and as a result there is no need to worry about the challenges associated with maintaining EZProxy stanzas. But users must ensure they regularly update the VPN software, if it is required to address
security concerns, and the setup on the patron side can be challenging, since a
VPN is basically a “tunnel” into a campus network, there can also be problems
with latency where response time of access to resources is slowed down.

**Complex Resources**

Even basic resources may become complex very quickly depending on vendor
and institutional requirements for access. However, the access methods below
are more specialized or complex from the start.

**Limited IP Range Access**

In some cases, a vendor may limit access to a range of computers, usually in
a set physical location. This may mean that only those machines in a partic-
ular building can access the resources. If the WiFi network is a campus-wide
network, computers that are connected to the WiFi network will not be able
to access the resources because they are not within the building’s IP range,
and so do not have access. This is a common practice with some legal resource
vendors, for example.

Although this is not ideal, and in many cases a deal breaker, it may be the
only option for a particularly expensive and essential resource. Each institu-
tion will need to consider its options and preferences, and in some cases this
path might be preferable to shared username and password access. In this case
it would be seen as a marked improvement to access.

An additional problem occurs for institutions that do not allocate IP
addresses to physical buildings. Many universities randomly allocate an IP
address within a given range to each unique login and therefore cannot pro-
vide that IP address information to the vendor. In these cases, a case-by-case
approach must be taken to decide if the results of a change to access is an
acceptable tradeoff.

**IP Versioning**

Any time a new version of IP is released, access to electronic resources can
become problematic. In some cases, certain areas of campus or a site may
upgrade to a new IP version before others. This will result in some of the
campus using a higher or more advanced version of IP access than others,
which can inhibit using resources in those buildings only. It may take time
for an information provider to optimize their products for newer versions of
IP access. For providers offering an array of products some may become opti-
mized before others. Maintaining a close connection with the site or campus
information technology office helps in understanding of the IP versions in use.
In addition, sharing information on which resources are optimized for which IP version is good to know when trying to troubleshoot access problems.

**Dedicated Terminal Access**

The most limiting tool to control access to electronic resources is probably the dedicated terminal. Nowadays limited almost is used solely for very expensive business-related databases like Bloomberg, Capital IQ, or Thomson Datastream. Dedicated terminals ensure that not only do users have to be physically on campus, but they must be at a particular terminal to be given access to the resource. Individuals must almost always create their own accounts, which may require confirmation or authentication from the vendor before access is granted. Given that this will be the only way an institution can offer access to such a resource—if the publisher is even willing to provide such access—there is not much that can be done to mitigate these concerns unless an alternative product can be found.

An example of this is the Digital Library of the National Assembly Library of Korea, which limits its access to workstations on which resource-specific access software has been installed. Unlike IP-limited access, this resource is specifically restricted to a small collection of particular workstations.

**Bookmarklets and Browser Extensions**

When using a proxy service, an off-campus user accesses library resources most easily through the library’s interface. However, end users do not always think to begin at the library’s website.

Bookmarklets and browser extensions provide a solution to this problem. Although not perfect, they are an improvement over the existing setup and so can be useful in many instances. Bookmarklets and browser extensions are features of specific web browsers, so it is necessary to use the browser on which they have been installed. This is not an impossible task to manage, but it is worth noting that education will be needed to encourage patrons to download, install, and use these products.

Bookmarklets and browser extensions have different pros and cons. Bookmarklets will slow down a browser less than an extension, because the extension is always running in the background but the bookmarklet is only activated when the user clicks on it. In addition, a bookmarklet can be used in any browser, while extensions are browser-specific.

However, there are drawbacks to bookmarklets. Once set, bookmarklets cannot be updated automatically. Therefore, in order to update, an institution must attempt to contact all users to tell them to install a new bookmarklet, which is clearly an almost impossible task in most institutions.
A locally built bookmarklet can provide similar functionality, although it will still have a significant learning curve for users. Off-campus patrons need to know that they have access to a particular resource and that they must click on the bookmarklet, which will then add the proxy string to the URL in order to log in with their appropriate credentials. Cornell University created one such bookmarklet, called “PassKey” (see figure 4.1). But as noted above, it cannot be updated—the URL used there is no longer current, but redirects allow it to continue to work effectively.
Open Access

Accessing OA resources should be simple. The whole point of OA, after all, is to remove the paywall to published content. However, OA access can be complex, and in many cases can be far more difficult than accessing subscribed content.

When a resource meets the evaluation criteria and can be added to central indexing of OA content, such as the Directory of Open Access Books (DOAB) or Journals (DOAJ), it is relatively easy to add those collections to your link resolver or discovery layer and let that third party manage the issues associated with linking to content.18,19

However, this approach only works for journals that are fully open access. Hybrid OA journals create problems. If an author in a given institution publishes an article on open access in a hybrid journal to which the library does not subscribe, it effectively becomes invisible to the institution via the discovery layer. Most link resolvers work at the journal level, not the article level. In this situation, a link resolver, which makes links based on page numbers, issue numbers and publication date, does not know which articles are OA. Therefore, the whole hybrid journal could be marked as being outside the library’s collection, even though OA articles might be accessible.

One solution to this is a metadata string known as oaDOI.20 This DOI structure helps to redirect users to freely available content instead of hitting a paywall. Using an application programming interface (API) or browser extension, it is possible to search to find open versions of titles that would otherwise only be available through subscription.

Many full-text abstracting and indexing databases include OA content, which allows for retrieval within a subject-oriented context. In these cases, it may be less important to a library to add that content to their catalogs or discovery tools because discovery will take place within a subject-based context. Many library workers see this access point as the primary one for OA content and a reason not to add or worry about other access points to OA titles.

There are also a number of open source tools available to aid the discovery of OA content. These tools include OA Button, Unpaywall, and OASIS.21–23 OA Button and Unpaywall are two services that are readily available and utilized by many libraries. Both are freely available for use by anyone who wishes to find OA content. OA Button was launched in 2013 as a mechanism to cross-search numerous open access content platforms and repositories. Unpaywall, launched in 2016, is a browser extension created to search across the digital object identifiers (DOIs) made available in the Crossref directory and other known OA sites such as the Directory of Open Access Journals, commercial journal platforms, fully open institutional repositories and CORE (an aggregation of open access research outputs from repositories and journals worldwide), and disciplinary repositories such as arXiv and bioRxiv.24–26 Both mechanisms search reliable and vetted websites for scholarly content as opposed to the entire open web or commercial social networking websites.
such as ResearchGate or Academia.edu, which often hold content that has been added without the correct permissions and licenses and is subject to loss of content due to publisher take down notices.27,28

There are multiple ways to use both OA Button and Unpaywall. Library workers often have either OA Button or Unpaywall as a browser extension in Chrome or Firefox. For some academic libraries, this browser extension is made available on public access terminals used daily by students and community users. Another way to use OA Button is by loading an entire comma separated value data set (as a CSV file) up to the OA Button site or through the use of an open API. Unpaywall works in much the same way, except that instead of being able to upload a CSV file, you can download its database and run queries against it to find features. In addition, a for-fee service has been developed that allows for the establishment of a specific data feed from the database.

To date, OA Button can be embedded into ILL and discovery systems. Both tools have their strengths and weaknesses and many librarians choose to provide both options to end users to help find freely available content.

There is certainly potential for these tools to bypass the problem of access to non-subscribed content issue in library discovery systems and should feature in any exit plan from the big deal. This will be discussed further in chapters 7 and 8.

Openly Available Sources Integrated Search (OASIS) is a new tool developed by SUNY Geneseo to help end users readily find open educational material.29 Although there are compilations of open textbooks, such as the Open Textbook Library, these sites are rarely comprehensive and tend to focus most on resources that resemble an actual textbook.30 With OASIS, the search includes videos, interactive simulations, and modules that can also be reused by other faculty members. What is particularly useful about the OASIS extension is that it can be embedded into courseware platforms to help faculty who are designing courses to find free or open resources to use.

2. Descriptive Metadata Management

Content that is purchased or leased but is not cataloged or made discoverable is warehoused content. Therefore, discovery is absolutely essential to ensure that end users know that a resource has been acquired. This is not, however, a new problem; for a century, libraries have been describing 600-page books with just three dozen words, or less—and many of those words are used to describe only the physical features of the book, not its contents. With e-resources, this should be much easier, because so much more data can be searched from within a library’s catalog. But this can also cause problems, as the addition of the full text of that 600-page book can add too much noise. Multiplied by hundreds of thousands, or millions, of titles, the problem becomes much worse, and easy searching may become untenable.
Basic Resources

One aspect of the selection process discussed in chapter 1 is determining what level of descriptive metadata is needed for each type of resource acquired. It may be enough to add a resource to the A–Z listing of offerings, for example, with abstracting and indexing tools or other tools that provide an indeterminate coverage of given resources within the platform.

Many full-text databases also fall into this area. They may not hold complete runs of a journal title, for example. In addition, this content moves in and out of the database on a fairly regular basis. This makes fully cataloging the contents something of a fool’s errand that takes up too much time to accomplish the end goal of greater understanding of the content provided.

E-book collections are more discoverable and more successful when the individual books are added to a library catalog. Indeed, many provide free MARC records to achieve exactly this. When using an evidence-based purchasing plan for streaming media, use will increase if catalog records are loaded into a library catalog or discovery system. It may be more cost-effective to leave these resources accessible or described at the collection level. Outlining the level of description needed at the point of selection helps to provide the guidance needed at the point of implementation.

Complex Resources

Although using an A–Z list is simple and straightforward, in most scenarios, the complex option is preferable because it will ensure that descriptive information about electronic resources is searchable but will not overwhelm the user with too much data.

Link resolvers connect a citation in one resource (a “source”) to the full text of that citation in a different resource (the “target”) using software and a knowledge base. The linking method is standardized through the OpenURL format (ANSI/NISO Z39.88-2004). The knowledge base tracks which full-text resources a specific library can access electronically, and where they are located. A link resolver is only as good as the knowledge base behind it; if information about the contents in a newly subscribed electronic resource is not added to the knowledge base, then it will never be able to lead to a citation to the full-text content a user seeks. So, for e-monographs and e-journals, it is vitally important to add holdings information about e-resources to an institution’s link-resolving knowledge base. Although the constant flux of titles in large full-text databases does not make them 100 percent accurate, it is still a huge step up from trying to keep up with these resources by hand. However, the quality of the metadata in some full-text database metadata files can leave a lot to be desired, and often fixes have to be put in place to try to find the content. For example, an article or even a title search query may be needed if a target cannot be located automatically.
Link resolvers are fantastic tools to use within subject-oriented abstracting and indexing databases because many researchers and students begin their search for content in these platforms outside of the main library catalog or discovery tool. The link resolver within a database is usually designated with a “Find-It @ [given institution]” or “Get Resource” button or access point (e.g., an icon for a given library) that allows end users to query their library’s holdings.

Link resolvers are most effective for e-monographs and e-journals. Although they can, in theory, be used for other resources, these tools work less well with more discrete objects. This is particularly true for digitized collections of archives or manuscripts or for any collections that do not offer accurate holdings metadata. Although link resolvers are becoming more fine-tuned for the discovery of article level and book chapter data, they often fail with data sets and visual collections even though these objects may be assigned a DOI.

Bibliographic descriptive records are another critical tool for helping users identify and locate resources that are available. Many link resolver providers offer bibliographic records that can be added to a library’s online catalog. This discovery mechanism is a similar-but-different way of searching for a resource. Both paths are equally important, in different ways: a link resolver helps a user who is starting in a database that does not have full text of the article or resource readily available, while MARC records help a user who begins in the library’s online catalog or discovery layer. This can be particularly useful for e-books, where a user may be starting a search in the library catalog, which is historically print-based. A MARC record for an e-book offers an alternative solution. Most e-book publishers and vendors offer MARC downloads at no extra cost to the library.

MARC records or catalog records differ from link resolver data because they provide the addition of a controlled vocabulary for subject-relevant paths to discovery. This type of descriptive metadata encourages discovery at the title level, rather than at the article level, as the link resolver does. MARC records often provide greater detail about the contents of a given resource. For journals this can include previous or subsequent titles; for books, table of contents information is often included.

One challenge of MARC records is that standard cataloging practice states that each format for a resource, be it print, microfilm, or electronic, should be on a separate record, as the bibliographic record has just a single character to represent the format of the item being described. Many bibliographic records for online resources are from third-party solutions that they can be easily updated programmatically on a set schedule.

Discovery layers help to present MARC data in more usable ways than in traditional integrated library systems (ILS). Most discovery layers provide facet searching approaches so that an end user can search titles by formats, by
years of publication, or by location of the content. In this way, end users do not have to be confronted by myriad formats for any given title but can narrow down or scope their searches to specific formats such as e-journals, streaming media, or e-books as opposed to print journals, DVDs, or print books.

In addition, discovery layers are set up to draw on knowledge bases that expand beyond the local library holdings to include consortia holdings and content that can be borrowed from other institutions in the area either through borrowing agreements, interlibrary loan (ILL), or document delivery mechanism. For articles and e-journal access, this makes obtaining content more seamless and easily available from a single interface as opposed to having to toggle or tab between multiple websites or web pages to obtain all the services needed. However, as we mention in chapter 7, there is a significant drop off between accessing e-resources and requesting an ILL.

Given the ubiquity of discovery layers, many publishers choose to make their resources discoverable through these resources. However, many others do not, often for business reasons. For example, in 2018, the Modern Language Association’s new full-text version of its standard MLA Bibliography was made available exclusively via EBSCO’s discovery layer. For any library worker, the exclusive agreement between a publisher or vendor and discovery system is a disturbing policy because it reserves content exclusively, which will often incur the wrath of the community. Libraries are unlikely to switch discovery layers based on a small number of exclusive deals. Therefore, the publisher risks its database or service being sidelined when its content is not discoverable.

Once the decision to share data with discovery layers has been made, the cost of providing that content is not especially high. But the way a particular discovery layer vendor manages the data can become an issue of some contention. If a discovery layer vendor is slow to import data and update the database metadata, then new content will not be discoverable. For some e-journal issues, this can become a real problem. Users will expect to find content in the discovery layer on publication, and if that content has not been loaded in a timely fashion, users quickly become disillusioned with the discovery service.

Conflicts can also arise between MARC records where resources have been fully cataloged and then also turned on in a discovery knowledge base as a target. These conflicts are most common with e-book collections and streaming media collections. If the choice of a library is to fully catalog these holdings, it is often better to leave them off the central indexing within the discovery layer to ensure that content is as accessible as possible. When setting up resources in a discovery layer, it is best to test the access to make sure content works the way intended.

The importance of data accuracy in a knowledge base cannot be overstated. Content providers rarely provide accurate holdings data about a library’s resources. As discussed above, it is an absolute requirement that
electronic resources content providers deliver timely and accurate information about the holdings to which a library has access through an approved format, such as Knowledge Bases and Related Tools (KBART) files. Unfortunately, this often-complex situation can often run into difficulty.

KBART provides definitions for how such data should be provided to help ensure that library users can access all of the entitlements to which they have access, and to ensure publishers have the opportunity to expose as much of their content to students and faculty as possible in order to increase usage. As we mention in chapter 6, increased usage may encourage renewals because it lowers the cost per download of a resource. Publishers have a significant incentive for wanting library patrons to access their products readily through library systems.

If a knowledge base provider does not provide accurate and timely data, then library users will be led to links that fail to deliver full-text content, or worse, will not be provided with links that should get them to such content. In these cases, the content provider creates a poor user experience (due to the failed link) or loses out on usage that could drive renewals.

**Open Access**

Open access material does not differ greatly from other material in respect to metadata management. To this end, the same issues around the quality of metadata apply. Many OA journals lack DOIs at article level, for example, which creates a problem in a discovery system. Users may find themselves at the journal title level and will have to search for the article all over again.

Many OA presses are very small operations with only one or two staff, meaning that specialist knowledge may be lacking in some areas. A U.K. landscape study of new university presses and academic-led publishing suggested that best practices in metadata were drawn up as the quality of metadata created by these initiatives were at various levels of maturity. This view was confirmed at a European level by a report on the visibility of metadata, which stated that metadata was “inconsistent and variable in quality” and that collecting and aggregating that data “was a challenge due to inconsistency in bibliographic metadata processes and formats.”

There is a further issue for the OA monograph. Whereas discovery of metadata via a resource such as DOAB is relatively straightforward providing a library selects DOAB as a target, print is still important to monograph users and it is important for OA monograph publishers to make their publications available via the library supply chain. However, the supply chain is very much set up around print and there is often no option for a zero-priced product in a book vendor’s catalogue. In 2018, a stakeholder forum in the United Kingdom recommended that “there is a need to agree to a minimum metadata requirement, which could then be used in all metadata in the library
supply chain, such as ONIX, MARC, KBART etc. This would go some way to allow all parties to understand what they each mean by the term metadata and what it is describing. The minimum level of metadata must include ISBN, chapter level identifiers and abstracts. There is potential to scale this model internationally.\(^36\)

### 3. Administrative Portals and Metadata

Almost all library platform and resource providers have constructed administrative sites for their content. When implementing resources for the first time on a new platform or from a new provider, the decision is made where to house the administrative login information. Library workers may approach the management of these logins differently. In some cases, the information is added into the ILS along with the purchasing data. In other cases, the login credentials for administration and usage retrieval is housed on a shared drive or within a shared document that is limited to those working with these resources or with a direct need for the administration information.

Administration portals help to set up resources in ways that any given institution prefers. This may mean preferring advanced search over a basic search mechanism for the end user display, which plug-ins or APIs that may take an end user to guides, chat features, or further information on a library website. It is within this framework that library workers would include the IP ranges being used, the configuration for the local link resolver, and the branding mechanisms of their own libraries. When setting up resources for the first time, it is important to have established guidelines that are agreed to by the library community at large prior to setup. These decisions points include:

- Use of basic or advanced search
- How the name of the library is displayed in branding
- Which library logo is used
- What the link resolver configuration looks like (e.g., a button or text)
- When linking to chat occurs
- When linking to web guides occurs
- Whether there are certain features to disable
- Whether there are certain features to always use

By having these guidelines in place, the administrative setup can function somewhat seamlessly without having to be reviewed or checked by multiple members within a library environment. The other decisions to be made are if any of these criteria also need to be added to the ILS or procurement system.
This may be something as simple as a statement indicating that access followed established guidelines, or it may require spelling out specific aspects of the access established (e.g., IP authentication) or explaining the use of one searching mechanism over another.

4. Subject Portals, Reading Lists Management Systems, Courseware, and Local Digital Collections Discovery

There are other access points that many libraries employ to help with the discovery of resources.

**Basic Resources**

Subject portal access or class-oriented access to content is usually provided using a service known as LibGuides. The strength of LibGuides is the unified way in which subject, topic, and class access to content is provided. This is especially true of web pages dedicated to specific courses because LibGuides help to contextualize resources in ways that appeal to specific audiences such as the faculty teaching those courses and the students enrolled in them. Using the tab creation feature in this portal library highlights different content formats such as databases, ejournals, e-books, or online reference works. In addition, these portal pages provide the opportunity to highlight tips and tricks for utilizing the content effectively (see figure 4.2).

Within the platforms that support subject guides, there are often options to create a single A–Z listing. The A–Z listing is usually used to draw attention to databases and large packages of information or to freely available content from government websites or other areas of interest within your local community. The A–Z listing can be used as a base resource for the content that populates the subject pages so that links to material do not need to be replicated multiple times, but rather just pointed to in a single place. In many cases, it is helpful to have an A–Z listing as these forms of content get lost in the details of large library catalogs and discovery systems. The particular use described here, within subject guides, is much better practice than adopting one very long A–Z list across the whole set of resources. Indeed, some of the very specialist resources noted above, which require either limited IP access or usernames and passwords can be inserted in a subject guide list. This provides the opportunity to explain the complexities of access to a particular discipline, such as a law or business faculty.

Local digital collections may exist as standalone web pages or within the local institutional repository within a library’s web presence. Although this
setup allows for easy promotion using social media or library blogs, access can become lost in the larger scales of the world wide web. For this reason, it is recommended that local digital collections be assigned DOIs and follow digital metadata standards to allow for greater indexing and retrievability from large scales indexes like Google. Furthermore, when a library self-publishes local digital content, it is also good practice to assign an appropriate Creative Commons license to let individuals know what reuse rights of the content are or are not available.39

**Complex Resources**

Another way to provide contextual access to content in academic institutions is through the use of reading list management systems (RLMS). Reading list management systems allow for greater flexibility and functionality as more content has moved online. The implementation of reading lists can be laborious and requires a number of considerations upfront regarding interoperability with other systems, management by various stakeholders, and the scope of the system.40 In cases where the library populates the resources on the reading lists, the department in the library assigned this work should be well staffed. In cases where faculty or faculty departments are populating the resources to be used, it is helpful to have a mechanism to check to see if the library holds the resources or to be able to request access to content from the library if not readily available. Having resource requests funnel through the library
helps library workers identify the resources that can be provided openly. Recent studies have shown that students find reading lists to be quite helpful and are generally aware if a library has them available for use.41

There is a crossover between the RLMS and the learning management system (LMS) or virtual learning environment (VLE). Although the RLMS may be a separate piece of software, it is often accessible directly through the LMS.

For this reason, many academic libraries in the United States offer limited online course reserves at this point but try to find ways to more easily provide discoverability of library resources within the various courseware products. One way to do this is through the use of a contextual widget that can query the library catalog or subject guides within the courseware. At Portland State University, this type of widget is embedded into the local courseware system D2L (Desire2Learn) (see figure 4.3) and allows ready access to the library’s resources on any given page the faculty or student sees.42 Many commercial content providers are beginning to develop similar widgets and making them available in courseware systems to drive use to their content platforms.

This customizable application works with the Desire2Learn (D2L) Learning Management System and the SpringShare LibGuides API to create a library widget within a course page that contains dynamically generated content based on the D2L course page where it is displayed.

- Github URL
- Features:
  1. Provides links to class-specific LibGuides
  2. Displays links to class-specific Course Reserves
  3. Offers catalog search box
  4. Includes contact info for research help
  5. Links to the Library home page

**FIGURE 4.3**
Contextually Aware Library Widget for D2L (Desire2Learn) at Portland State University

**Open Access**

For OA content, subject guides serve as a mechanism for calling attention to resources alumni and community users can access readily. For instance, at Portland State University Library, a LibGuide for social workers provides access to openly available resources to help with their evidence-based practices after they graduate from the university.43 Other libraries, such as the Queen Mary University Library in the United Kingdom, embed OA content within their subject guides to highlight what is readily available to students.44 As with specialist resources, some of the best things that can be promoted using the A–Z listing within a subject guide are pre-print services and tools that search across repository platforms like CORE to provide access to all OA content within these platforms.45
Regarding the OA materials in the LMS, many scholarly led publishers feel that OA is often treated in a far less formal way than purchased material and that this helps to fuel the perception that OA is of lower quality, even if the resources are fully peer reviewed.\footnote{From Techniques for Electronic Resource Management: TERMS and the Transition to Open, by Jill Emery, Graham Stone, and Peter McCracken (Chicago: American Library Association, 2020). © Jill Emery, Graham Stone, and Peter McCracken.}

### 5. Testing Access

Establishing access and description is not enough. It is necessary to test and confirm that access works from the various access points provided.

**Basic Resources**

At its most basic level, part of the workflow process must include some type of testing process both on-campus and off-campus access. It is not enough to confirm that users can access the site in question, but also that they can access the full content and print it as well. If time allows, the investigation of any sort of account creation process is worth exploring to see what functionality works there. It is also worthwhile to test how resources work through discovery layers, courseware systems, or LibGuides if these mechanisms are being used for access.

**Complex Resources**

Testing off-campus access is extremely important. For IP authenticated access, there are a range of tools to test off-campus access, for example, through smartphones on the cellular network. Although this also provides an opportunity to see how the site operates on a smaller and more mobile screen, a more reliable and effective tool is a VPN application that creates an environment in which the user is accessing resources from outside the institution’s range. It is useful to establish an outdated laptop with a subscription to a private internet provider running it, the VPN-checker. This laptop can be used just to check off-campus access to electronic resources as questions arise. This can be particularly useful for troubleshooting (see chapter 5).

In chapter 6, we explore how the evaluation and assessment of usage reports may indicate there is an implementation problem with a given resource. If a resource is added due to high demand by end users, but then shows that it is seldom—or never—used, this often indicates that something went awry in the implementation process or that the current access model may not allow the retrieval of the content. An error may have occurred with registering IP ranges, for example, or there may be a problem with the EZProxy setup.

Finally, it is also valuable to announce new resources, whether purchased or made freely available to the local collection committee, group of liaison
libraries, and/or database team prior to making a broad announcement of availability. These groups can also help with testing access. They also are good for recognizing if a resource is appearing in all the modes needed to garner the greatest use and recognition. These groups are often more attuned to testing the use with LibGuides and other subject portals.

6. Branding and Marketing

For many libraries, branding is a critical part of establishing electronic resources.47 This is understandable; many patrons do not realize that the resources they use are paid for by the library, and it makes sense to ensure that there is at least some portion of the resource that indicates who is providing access. Columbia University Libraries has compiled an extensive set of documents that describe exactly what they expect to see from vendors regarding their branding.48 Indeed, the Columbia Libraries contend that “library branding is more important than the vendor’s or publisher’s corporate brands.” Although not all electronic resources vendors can provide the level of branding that Columbia would like to see—and for various reasons, some cannot provide any at all—the goals that Columbia have outlined are clear and admirable. For the library community, insisting on the ability to highlight library branding and co-branding within proprietary systems is good practice.

For the companies that do offer library branding or co-branding, this is a function in the administrative portal. In most cases it simply requires loading a small .gif or .png image of the library logo. For more sophisticated platforms, you may be able to add a redirecting link back to your library website. Another way to brand or co-brand could be just as simple as a text string stating that the resource is provided by your library. It is also good to ask the provider for the redirect back to the library website where possible in order to allow end users to move between resource platforms and the library website.

Once a resource has been fully implemented and publicized to library workers, the next step is to let your local community know about the new resource. It is best practice to develop a marketing and outreach plan to use for resource advertising. It is also advisable to annually review and determine which resources to promote and feature. For new resources, the focus is the development of recognition and utility to your community. With resources that the library has had for a while, promotion should emphasize increasing usage and may need to be tied to current educational practices or new programs in the community. When it comes to OA, the focus is on the content as well as the services that allow local faculty and researchers to make their content freely available.
Basic Resources

In the cases of single e-journal titles or e-books, promotion is as simple as letting requestors know the content is now available for them to use. At most, with this level of content access, you are communicating to a small group of people or a subset of the community. This would be true for one-off OA titles as well. Subject and liaison library workers can easily incorporate this into their work and general communication plans with their constituents.

Complex Resources

For more complex resources or larger collections of material, the investment to purchase the content and make it accessible may be significant. In these cases, it is worthwhile to provide more extensive marketing. Writing blog posts and including promotion in quarterly bulletins that are shared more broadly in your community is one approach. The encouragement of broader communication channels to promote the material, such as the university communication office or your instructional designer community, is another path to informing users. If the library or broader community environment supports digital signage, considering running advertisements for resources on these platforms. Most libraries maintain a social media presence; use this avenue to highlight new content and to promote content whose usage has dropped off. If there is an event occurring on campus, such as a lecture or performance, where the resource may be of use or of significance to those attending the event, tie the promotion of the resource to the event by having flyers or posters posted at the venue.

Open Access

As noted above, with OA material the marketing focus is split between the actual content and the services offered to make content readily available. Although creating websites and guides spelling out the OA services are important, more is needed to spread the word regarding what provisions the library makes for OA support. Marketing directly to deans of schools and colleges is a good idea, especially when there are significant news stories being circulated about open access content. One of the best times to market the services a library offers regarding OA provision is during international Open Access Week, which occurs in October each year. However, this work cannot be limited to once a year. Consider holding a workshop series for graduate students and early career faculty on the benefits of publishing OA. Another option is on focused outreach to research and graduate studies offices to highlight what journal offset deals are in place, where cost breaks for APCs are given, and what the benefits for making various content deposits into institutional
repositories are. Again, subject and departmental liaison librarians are instrumental in helping to spread the word and encourage uptake.

It is hoped that the marketing of OA resources has an influence of the perception of some researchers to open access, particularly around the professionalism and quality of some open access content. For the most part, the lack of quality and prestige of OA is a completely false assumption. If the selection criteria have been followed, then at this stage the OA resources being implemented will have passed through all the quality checks that any other resource will have been expected to meet. The more high-quality, peer-reviewed OA resources that academics encounter, the greater the chance they will choose to publish in this way.

In conclusion, given that implementation entails many different aspects, it is helpful to create a checklist of the marketing processes needed for each resource. Using tools such as checklists benefit library workers by insuring that no part of the implementation process is skipped or overlooked. Recording the necessary implementation steps will also help with troubleshooting problems when they arise. Troubleshooting will be covered in the next chapter.

NOTES
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Troubleshooting

Introduction

In the first version of TERMs, troubleshooting appeared in a subsection under Evaluation and Ongoing Access. Unfortunately, links fail, platforms change, content moves from one provider to another, new security measures are implemented, subscription models change, and strange problems crop up that simply defy explanation. Therefore, with the increasing use of electronic resources in library services and the expansion of content made available online, this topic now requires a section unto itself. This is another area where the Pareto principle comes into play.\(^1\) With troubleshooting, a single problem or issue can take days or weeks to resolve whereas multiple other problems are readily understood and resolved quickly. In this chapter, the aim is to establish and share some guidelines about how to determine where the problem lies, and how best to solve it, when access does fail.

Since 2014, there have been over twenty-five articles published on handling problems and issues with electronic resources. Library workers identify multiple platforms and systems to use when troubleshooting problems to find in-house solutions, often by repurposing other information system tools to
function as customer relationship management tools (CRMs). Determining how to troubleshoot problems is a complex and confusing process in its own right and requires ongoing investigation and analysis to establish a local framework or approach. Most libraries develop a triage methodology in order to try to identify more problematic issues in a structured way. Although it might seem that troubleshooting problems applies only to subscription-based resources, there are also problems that arise with open access (OA) content.

Choosing a systematic approach to use with troubleshooting problems is only the first step. In Reengineering the Library: Issues in Electronic Resources Management, Carter and Traill note that library workers must understand the basic concepts of e-resource access and provision before they can assist with troubleshooting problems. Staff training is key to identifying and quickly resolving problems that arise. Training is not a single activity—it requires ongoing refinement of the practices employed and identification of new issues and concerns. Library workers who may be best at resolving problems and access issues are usually not the same people working directly at a public service desk with the end users. Part of the training provided should cover best practices for responding to problems and issues reported and developing templates for common or known issues. Library workers at public services counters may not always have the depth of knowledge required to fully diagnosis why problems are occurring. Knowing when and how to hand over problems between front-line library workers and back-room library workers becomes part of the overall necessary training.

Human error can be the cause of many issues. For example, with metadata entry and around the renewal of resources. Many libraries purchase and activate resources upon request as opposed to having a set time period when new resources are activated. This results in varying renewal periods for many online items. If a renewal period is missed, either by the provider or the library workers, access may be temporarily terminated. Again, these problems can be rectified fairly quickly, and access restored. This is the opposite of an issue described in chapter 6, where a resource is acquired by the library, but the publisher forgets to replace the trial with a subscription and access is terminated.

More challenging problems occur when resources have been fully renewed and activated but access problems persist. There could be server issues, a problem with the version of IP authentication being used, or a malware problem occurring at the provider end that will require confirming problems with the provider. In many cases, this means there is not a problem with the web site overall but rather a single aspect within the provider’s platform, such as subject searching not occurring as anticipated, the loss of the facets, or discrete searching mechanisms that should be available. This requires working through a problem with technicians at the provider’s site.

If material is freely available, then does it follow that there will be no access problems? Regrettably not. Problems with open access materials are as
numerous as with paid resources. Some publishers like to provide free, open access to content when first launching new titles, which is known as bronze open access, but then move these titles to paywall access after interest proves market viability. This will result in loss of access. For embargoed titles, the annual or semi-annual changes in content availability means having to update coverage descriptions regularly in order to provide end users with the required availability of OA titles. For hybrid journals, where a subscription is paid for access, but single articles or single issues may be offered OA, the goal becomes helping users understand this landscape of access. In some cases, library workers may activate subscription-based resources in their discovery tools to allow discovery of OA content but may not hold subscriptions to all the titles. This requires letting end users know that access content through the discovery tool may be limited. This issue is discussed further in chapter 7.

Troubleshooting resource problems has become a familiar and regular part of online resource management in the twenty-first century. The following sections will outline ways to approach troubleshooting to help your users obtain access to the content your institution provides.

### 1. A Systematic Approach to Troubleshooting

The best approach to all troubleshooting requires an open mind. For all e-resources and OA resources, money and time are spent to select and activate resources for the user community. When these resources are not available, the loss is felt by everyone, even those who do not report problems.

Problem reports come from many areas within and outside the library. Other library workers may report problems using resources in their instructional sessions with end users, there may be a help form or CRM system enabled on the library website or within the library catalog that end users and other library workers use to report problems, or direct emails may be sent in from other library workers or regular end users to a centralized email list or specific individual. It is also worth noting that many problems go completely unreported as users simply move on to the next resource.

Along with providing users a choice in the ways they can report issues, it is better to have a systematic approach. For example, it is helpful to set up an email list either for problem reporting or for responding to issues. In addition, establishing service time frames for staffing is important for there to be more timely responses to problems.

When using a team approach to address troubleshooting, setting up a timetable or time slots for key responders is a good idea. Having overlap with at least one person or group allows for responses when a single individual may be out of the office. An out-of-office reply when trying to report an urgent
issue is often the last straw for the user and can quickly escalate into a complaint. A troubleshooting team should not just be a group to report problems to, but also a team that directly communicates problems back out to the library as a whole so that everyone is made aware of significant or ongoing issues.

The best way to be efficient when troubleshooting is to aim to answer two questions:

1. Where is the problem?
2. What causes the problem?

**Basic Ways to Troubleshoot**

Developing and using a consistent mechanism for reporting problems and issues helps to determine where these problems occur in order to better identify them and develop solutions. If using a web-based form, keep the reporting fields simple and ask for contact information from the person reporting the issue so you can circle back to them as needed (see figure 5.1).

In many cases, particularly within smaller institutions and libraries, using a group email suffices for problem reporting. This also allows for immediate response back to the person reporting the problem if there is a need for follow-up. This can be manageable in an environment where only one or two individuals do the troubleshooting, and its greatest benefit is that it is essentially cost-free. An email address is created, and library workers assigned

**FIGURE 5.1**
Sample Web Form for Error Reporting #1

---

to troubleshooting keep an eye on the inbox. However, as the number of resources increases or at a larger institution with far more users there are drawbacks to this approach. It can become easy for items to slip through the cracks unless there are email exchanges stating who is working on what problem. Those with less expertise may spend a lot of time trying to solve something that another individual can easily address. Recipients must use “reply all” to let others know that one person has claimed an issue so that work is not duplicated. For example, one person’s solution often will not be available to others if they are not copied in, experience and insight may not be effectively shared, and there will be little standardization.

To resolve this, templates for responses should be instituted. For example, having a web form or structure for reporting problems is helpful. Fields can be established to indicate more clearly at what point access to content failed. If using a form, being able to set up a process to capture the point at which failure occurred by auto-populating this information into the report makes the work easier on both the person reporting the problem and the person trying to resolve the issue (see figure 5.2).

When addressing the question of where the problem is occurring, there are then five supplemental questions to ask:

1. Is the problem occurring on a single computer or on many?
   a. Is the problem on a computer at all? Does it happen on mobile devices but not on computers, for example?
2. Is this problem mirrored on campus and off campus?
3. Are only certain browsers affected, or does it affect all browsers on and off campus?
4. Is the problem limited to resources accessed from the library catalog or from the library website, or both?
5. Is access coming directly from internet search engines?

In most cases, developing a decision grid to work through can help lead those new to troubleshooting through a framework of diagnosing a problem (table 5.1).

TABLE 5.1
Decision Grid to Support Problem Reporting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION OF PROBLEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer in Library Site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Off-Site from Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browser Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Catalog Link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link from Elsewhere</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURE 5.2
Sample Web Form for Error Reporting #2

From *Techniques for Electronic Resource Management: TERMS and the Transition to Open*,
by Jill Emery, Graham Stone, and Peter McCracken (Chicago: American Library Association,
Once it has been determined where a problem has occurred, the next question is to ask why a problem has occurred. By using more complex systems for reporting problems, locating where a problem is occurring can be built into the reporting structure.

**Complex Ways to Troubleshoot**

Using a CRM system or ticketing system allows you to develop more granular ways to identify where problems are occurring and why they may be happening. In these systems, there are usually more fields to be populated by the person reporting the issue. Given that support for fixing electronic resources problems is a vital part of electronic resources management, institutions will benefit from implementing a tool designed to manage these responses. Such tools can offer end users the ability to find an existing solution without having to submit a problem ticket. It is therefore vitally important to train users of the system about why they need to report a problem fully and systematically.

Many libraries have gone a step further and implemented LibAnswers as a tool for managing problems. At Cornell, the University Library’s e-resources group has implemented this specifically for public services library workers. In this case, use of LibAnswers takes place only within technical services, and is limited to addressing problems associated with electronic resources. At Cornell, the LibAnswers-hosted website is where public services staff can submit information about problems they have encountered. Although users can choose from a range of questions about the problem experienced, the only required field is an email address. The benefits of this implementation have been significant. Tickets are easily assigned to experienced individuals who are able to incorporate internal notes as they work on implementing a solution. Tickets that have not been resolved are easily identified and individuals can search completed tickets and use available solutions. Solutions for common problems can be shared with public service library workers, obviating the need to even submit a ticket. An advantage of using a CRM system is the ability to better track and report on an ongoing issue with specific providers or platforms. CRM systems also allow for better overall statistical gathering, one example of which would be the number of times the system was used in a given time period.

Although it is impractical to check all of the following variables, and especially to check all variables against all other variables, having a system that records more data is helpful in diagnosing the problems being encountered. When reviewing reports delivered through the CRM, it should be fairly easy to pinpoint where the problem is occurring and then spend more time figuring out the cause of the issue. In addition, this type of information helps in the overall evaluation of products, as noted in chapter 6, as well as contributing to decision-making regarding retention of resources discussed in chapter 7.
Open Access Troubleshooting

The biggest issue with troubleshooting is getting the end user to report problems encountered. If the end user is trying to access an OA resource through library web pages or the library catalog, then it is easy to have links to the troubleshooting mechanism. However, if end users are going to resources directly, there may not be an easy way to embed a link back to the library to report problems.

This section has focused on ways to develop troubleshooting mechanisms locally and how to approach troubleshooting in a broad sense. The next section delves into more detail about some of the more common problems that arise and discusses the tips and tools to use when troubleshooting or even ways to avoid some of them.

2. Common Problems

As noted at the beginning of this chapter, the majority of problems end users encounter when trying to access resources are readily diagnosed and fairly quickly resolved. More complex problems can take days or weeks to unravel and require quite a bit of follow-up and communication among providers and the end user experiencing the problem. Open access problems may be more routine, such as link checking and through a systematic review of both the descriptive and administrative metadata.

Basic Problems

In this section, we list some of the more basic problems.

Unpaid Invoices

Sometimes the problem is simple. The most basic cause of an access problem is non-payment. For one reason or another, an item has not been renewed as anticipated. This may be because the provider did not invoice within the usual schedule of renewal or the product moved from one provider to another. The first thing to check is whether the resource is still available on the platform where the problem is being reported. If it is, and access is not available, then the next step is to make sure the resource was not cancelled for some reason. If it appears that a renewal should have been processed and wasn’t, then the next step would be to renew the subscription. It can be surprising how often an electronic resources provider will shut off access because a library has not paid an invoice that the provider’s accounts management team forgot to send. But it happens.
This problem is easily mitigated by using renewal alerts within the acquisitions system to let the acquisitions team anticipate renewal periods and check on the non-receipt of invoices. To resolve, it may simply mean contacting a provider to indicate that the problem exists, then asking for access to be restored until payment is processed.

**Site Unavailable**

If a site is not available at all, it is easy enough to confirm that the problem is with the site host and not with your own connection to the internet, but it is important to check that the problem is not limited to a particular browser. In most cases, it is worth the time to check if a resource works in at least three different browsers, such as Google Chrome, Firefox, Microsoft Edge, or Safari. There has been an increase with malware attacks on scholarly publishing sites in recent years. When these attacks occur, a company may lose access to many communication channels in-house depending on the malware used. For this reason, it may be worthwhile to check Twitter and library discussion lists to see if others are reporting a large-scale problem with a provider. If there is no set time frame given for when access may be restored, it may be helpful to add a banner note to the library website or within the A–Z listing stating that there is a problem and that library workers are working with the content provider to resolve the problem as quickly as possible.

**Site Migrations**

Times change, and so do publisher platforms. In some cases, publishers abandon their created platforms for commercial content management platforms. Other times, the migration happens the opposite way with a move from a third-party hosting system to one developed by the content provider. When publishers move their content from one platform to another, access problems arise. Although it is the producers’ responsibility to ensure that access continues, the failure to do so is a problem for end users and therefore for electronic resources library workers.

The most common problem with migrations is keeping track of appropriate resource access. That is, understanding what titles and resources the library should have access to on which platforms. For example, when many titles moved away from Ingenta Connect in the early part of the twenty-first century, some publisher content access remained on the Ingenta platform, whereas for other titles all content moved from this platform to the one hosted by the given society or publisher. Title entitlements for a given library are often lost in the conversion process. Once a transition has occurred, library workers should consider doing a test of a small percentage of local holdings to ensure the provisions appear to be correct. If any of the tests find a problem,
testing should go forward with more titles to identify where the disconnect occurs.

Changes in paths to content are a frustrating part of these migrations but are almost certainly guaranteed to occur. In some cases, a redirecting URL is used for a length of time. However, this often means that a migration is not discovered as readily as it should be because the old links still appear to work. Link resolver knowledge bases are often delayed in updating to new platform access. This may mean that library workers need to create temporary access targets to use until the link resolver knowledge base catches up with a content shift or change.

Fixing these problems entails work because the vendors are experiencing new and unexpected glitches on their new platforms.

Transfer of Titles

Scholarly societies and content producers choose to move their content from one provider to the next on a five- to ten-year cycle in order to leverage higher returns on the scholarship produced. This results in access loss if this information is not widely communicated at the time of the content move. Library workers experience many problems associated with site and content migrations and should be prepared to address these problems quickly.

One of the best tools to use to identify content shifts from platforms or providers is the Transfer Alerting Service. This tool is hosted by the International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) Organization and allows anyone to search by title, provider, or year to see what journal titles have moved from a given provider or platform and where they may have moved. It is also an invaluable tool to use both at the renewal period and when there is a question about where content now resides. This free service allows individuals to receive notifications when journals change publishers, and includes RSS feeds, an API for automated querying, and a database that can be searched directly.

Aggregated Content Migration

When it comes to aggregated content collections, there are continual content migrations. For this reason, instead of trying to catalog all the content within an aggregated collection, it may be best to just turn on as a target in the local discovery system. Usually publishers and societies have signed agreements to allow access through an aggregated platform for a five- or ten-year period to avoid content shifting around too often. Aggregated e-book providers now try to remove content no more than twice yearly and notify librarians/libraries of these content changes 30-60 days in advance. Streaming media providers are slow to develop a schedule for content moves/shifts and tend to have the most instability. Content is removed and added on a monthly basis with some
streaming media providers, making entitlements hard to track and maintain especially in an evidence based or patron driven acquisitions model. Within many aggregated serial collections, most content is embargoed by varying periods, which makes keeping up with holdings problematic. An embargo period can be as short as a single month or as long as two years. Although library workers are comfortable with the fact that content continually comes and goes from large standard aggregated serial collections, end users will not be. A very commonly reported problem is the unavailability of embargoed content, regardless of whether there is a note posted to say that the most recent content is embargoed. This is an example of a standard template reply to the user stating the rules of engagement and access for that resource.

**Excessive Downloading**

A continual problem for library workers is dealing with excessive downloading issues. Oftentimes, this is a legitimate complaint from a resource provider. This is especially true in research institutions where text and data mining (TDM) is common. There is a growing desire for researchers to mine content or crawl a large set of resources or data looking for specific information. The tools used for these processes often result in an excessive-use case if this is done without the library employees or content provider being alerted beforehand. In addition, some end users do not understand that setting up protocols such as bots or spiders to download a large number of articles or data is an illegal activity in some countries. Although there is a copyright exception in the United Kingdom to cover this (see chapter 3), if an end user does this through the proxy system, then it is likely that the proxy IP will be blocked or shut off from access until the complaint is addressed. Library workers work with their centralized information technology units to identify an end user based on IP or single sign-on account. The end user will need to be sent a cease and desist letter and also be told that this should not occur again. However, it is helpful to also mention that if users have a legitimate reason for crawling a content provider or platform, they should alert the appropriate library workers in advance, so permission can be granted for short periods of time. In some cases, content providers will have a text-mining protocol or API that users employ for this form of research.

Paul Butler of Ball State University has created an EZProxy blacklist hosted on Github that lists specific IP addresses and ranges that have been identified as being regularly used to allow illegitimate access to EZProxy servers.\(^{10}\) The list contains about 14,250 IP addresses or ranges. By incorporating this list into the local EZProxy admin file, EZProxy administrators can block known bad actors. Of course, there are chances that valid IP addresses or ranges can sneak on to the list, and Butler updates the list as needed, but this free crowd-sourced solution does provide additional levels of protection from blockages related to excessive downloading.
As an example, on a single day at Cornell University, two instances of alleged excessive downloading were discovered. A publisher noted that a particular IP address had downloaded more resources than the publisher felt were legitimate and provided the offending IP address. Because the publisher provided a specific IP address (which was not affiliated with the campus WiFi network), campus IT was able to identify the individual username most commonly associated with that IP address (in this case, the IP address referred to a desktop in an on-campus office). When the individual behind the username was contacted, it turned out that a doctoral student had been performing “sentiment analysis” of recent newspaper articles about a specific environmental topic that had been published in a specific geographic region and specific timeframe. The vendor offered to create a customized space where the individual could work on this data without bumping up against download limits, but the costs made that prohibitive. However, once it was clear that this was the legitimate work of an advanced student, the content provider was willing to work toward a solution.

In another case on the same day, a journal publisher blocked access to its resource after 150 articles were downloaded in fairly quick succession. Because the only IP address that was available in this case was the university’s WiFi network, there was not much that could be done, until a student reported being blocked from downloading articles from the very same journal. A follow-up discussion determined that a faculty committee member had told the student, another doctoral candidate, to read every article published in the last two years in that journal to prepare for exams.

Complex Problems

More complex problems are those where the problem cannot be replicated by library workers, the problem requires working through a series of tests in order to resolve, or the problem is the result of a complex series of events. The resolution of the problem will take a longer period of time to diagnose and solve to everyone’s satisfaction. If the problems uncover a significant issue, it is worthwhile to share the findings on library discussion lists to inform others about the problems encountered.

Browser Issues and Problems

There are a number of browsers that end users employ depending on the computing or tablet environment they use regularly. Resource providers intend for their products to work in the majority of popular browser environments. There are situations where functionality is optimized for some browsers over others. Testing access in multiple browsers when problems are reported help to diagnose this situation. If the site fails to work correctly in one browser but does work in others, use the failing browser’s incognito mode to test without
being impacted by browser extensions or existing cookies. If it works in incognito mode, clear the cache and delete cookies from that browser’s standard mode, and test again. If it then works, the problem was likely local, but it is important to check on several other machines to confirm the problem has been identified correctly.

If the site fails to work in multiple browsers, test it on different machines. The top browsers represent over 90 percent of desktop browsers in use. Many resources work extremely well in Google Chrome but not all are optimized to fully function in Safari, the browser built into Apple operating systems. When troubleshooting problems, a key question to ask end users is which browser they are using to try to access the content. This single question can help to diagnose and solve a problem more quickly as it allows the person working on the issue to best mirror the search or access point at which access is denied. A helpful diagnostic tool is a browser rubric to work through in order to test access (see table 5.2).

Another problem that occurs is when end users use certain setups with their browsers. If end users or library workers use high security settings on their browsers, especially those that block pop-ups or where cookies are not enabled, these settings can result in problems accessing content from some resource providers and platforms. Asking end users to check their browser settings or try to access the content through a browser they normally do not use regularly will often provide the access that may otherwise be blocked.

For example, library workers in one area found that searches within a major aggregator database website returned no results at all. Somewhat to their surprise, they did not hear other library workers complaining about the problem, but the expectation was that this would be a massive problem.

**TABLE 5.2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser Rubric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHROME</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC, on-campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC, off-campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac, on-campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac, off-campus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
experienced by many. A day later, the problem remained for the workers in the same area, so they contacted the vendor. The vendor representative could see no issues that might be causing the problem. To investigate further, the library workers went to a public terminal to confirm the problem there. To their amazement, the problem was not replicated on the public terminals and searching worked fine. Going back to their desks and searching in an alternate browser, they discovered the resource worked there as well. Eventually, the cause of the problem was found to be a browser extension on the employees’ work machines. This also serves as a reminder to attempt at least some initial investigations before submitting problem tickets to vendors and publishers.

Working through Problems with the Content Provider’s Technicians

Complex problems often require contact with the technical support team of the provider or producer of the content. The first thing is to know who to contact. This can be your sales representative, who can usually handle known issues or concerns, or it may be a technical support team. It is helpful if this contact information is recorded within the administrative metadata captured in the acquisitions record for the resource or at the collection level record as was noted in chapter 3. For resources from scholarly content providers, the technical support team may be located in a different locale than the content producer or provider. This is helpful if it allows for technical support to occur in an ongoing way or it may be a hindrance if the support team is in a time zone different from yours. When contacting technical support by email, best practice is to outline the problem first in the body of the email and then write the subject line for the problem after you have defined the situation. The process of describing the problem—as accurately and as dispassionately as possible—leads to a better understanding of that problem. Writing the subject line, or summary, is in fact very important. Whereas a subject line along the lines of “JSTOR Web site won’t open!! Help!” is fairly useless, one that reads “Citation links from Journal of Foo won’t open when using Firefox” can lead to much quicker resolution without confusion about what is meant. It is extremely useful to the technical support team if a series of screen captures can be provided to illustrate the problem. Most end users have not taken the time to provide screen shots when problems occur, so this may mean replicating the issues occurring. If the problem is intermittent, sometimes you can start to doubt the problem even exists because you cannot always reproduce it.

An example of the time-consuming nature of troubleshooting certain problems is a specific problem encountered at the Cornell University Library. Library workers were unable to access a subscribed resource. Initially, the thought was that it might be because the vendor had failed to invoice for the content and, as a result, payment had not been made, which led to access suspension. That was not the reason in this case. However, establishing the actual
cause was quite difficult. Despite impressive work on the part of the sales representative, the problem stumped everyone. Library workers checked the IP addresses multiple times over the course of a week and checked access on multiple machines and through multiple browsers. All of the solutions implemented failed. Finally, through an online conference call that included library workers in upstate New York, a sales representative in London, and a technical services representative in India, screens were shared while trying to access the resource so that the technical team could see the error logs. This information allowed the technical team to eventually resolve this surprisingly challenging problem. Luckily, problems of this magnitude are rare, but they do happen. They may be tricky to troubleshoot and can sometimes require a significant commitment from all sides to resolve the problem.

Unreproducible Problems

Sometimes, a reported problem cannot be replicated. In these cases, the best response to the end user reporting the problem is that it is not possible to reproduce the problem experienced. Temporary issues occur because of internet connection interruptions, latency with page loading due to slow internet connection, or slight glitches that self-correct within minutes. Asking the end user to take screen shots and report back again if they encounter the same problem may result in finding a browser issue or problem.

OA Problems

For research published with funding from federal granting agencies and some private funders, access to the content in the United States can be embargoed before being made freely available. Immediate access may not be available but within six months to a year, the content is released for access. In local repository systems, tracking when access can be made available is critical. In other cases, a scholarly publisher or provider may have made a journal title freely available but then decided that revenue could be generated from subscription and decides to move the content behind a paywall. Another case where OA content becomes inaccessible is if a journal title ceases publication or is discontinued. In these cases, the publisher may opt to move the content into a preservation platform where access is only available by paying the participation fee for that preservation platform.

3. Metadata

Some of the simplest problems encountered with online resources are the descriptive metadata being incorrect or an end user becoming confused about which journal issues and years are available. Indeed, incorrect metadata is
such a common problem that it deserves a section of its own. Problems with journal issues are often due to human error. All it takes is one bad entry for the incorrect information to travel across multiple platforms and catalogs. Fortunately, these problems are almost always readily identifiable and easy to correct quickly.

**Basic Problems**

Incorrect metadata and missing content cause serious problems for all online content. If resources are described incorrectly or have the wrong holdings information given it will seem like resources are available when they are not or unavailable when they are. The source of these problems may stem from incorrect bibliographic record sets, inaccurate KBART files, flawed holdings update information, or rolling walls of content addition or subtraction from a provider. Unfortunately, the result is a poor experience for end users, which leads to reduced usage of some providers’ content as well as a reduction in the perceived value by library workers and libraries. It is the e-resource equivalent of mis-shelving a book.

In some cases, a publisher will represent a journal that has changed its name, but under only the subsequent name and throughout the full publication period. This is bad practice because the journal was published under the prior name in its early years. To suggest that it had a different name at that time ensures that links to content under the earlier name will not be found using standard indexes, which will reference the current title. This might seem like a minor problem that affects only a few publishers and will be easy to fix. The latter point is true, but not the former. It is a significant enough problem that the National Information Standards Organization (NISO) spent time and resources to establish a working group of librarians and publishers to write Recommended Practices for the Presentation and Identification of E-Journals (PIE-J), which specifically details the problem and its solutions for journal publishers.12

When vendors misrepresent their content through inaccurate metadata, they reduce the functionality of their products. Although searches within the publisher’s resource are not negatively impacted by inaccurate metadata because end users search the content directly and do not rely on information about the content, searches that must make use of metadata about the resource’s contents, such as through link resolvers and journal A–Z lists, cause failures when they are not correct. Some knowledge base vendors spend time to create tools and systems to correct this data as it is imported into their knowledge base. This work minimizes linking problems and corrects the errors that the publishers failed to fix themselves. In addition, many library workers establish a yearly calendar or schedule to review various packages and
resources to ensure that the holdings represented for the collection of content are correct.

**Complex Problems**

Problems with aggregated monograph and streaming video content are far more complex. Bibliographic descriptions of e-monograph and streaming video collections describe each individual title in a collection but do not always reference the collection back. If library workers choose to catalog individual titles within aggregated e-book collections and e-video collections as opposed to just turning on the collection as a target in a discovery tool, it will be necessary to update the bibliographic collection records on a regular basis. This is also true with e-book collections where content may be added throughout the year or with various end user driven acquisitions models and evidence-based models of purchasing. The access to content in these packages works best when there is a set schedule to update records on a monthly or quarterly basis.

**Open Access**

The majority of open access content problems are due to errors with descriptive metadata. As discussed above, if embargoed content does not have the correct metadata attached, users will not have access because that content is not retrievable.

Another problem with open access content is that many libraries use their institutional repositories as current research information systems (CRIS) or have completely replaced their repositories with a CRIS. This leads to problems where many records in the repository contain metadata data only with links to subscribed content via a DOI. If end users are using a tool such as OA Button, this results in them thinking an OA article has been deposited into a repository when in fact all that is available is a citation. This can cause quite a confusing circular path on which an end user can get stuck.

**4. Tools for Troubleshooting**

As noted at the beginning of this chapter, there are various tools and CRM systems that help with creating a ticketing or tracking system for problems. However, there are also tools and practices to utilize with routine functions to help proactively work through known situations that occur regularly. When working through common problems, tools such as Transfer and the EZProxy Blacklist are helpful. However, there are other tools, some open source and some free services that are also useful.
It should be noted that all of the tools described in this section are equally relevant to open access content.

**Basic Support Tools**

**Link Checking**

The most common problem all libraries face is the loss of access due to bad URL links. Content is just not available in the format it was published in originally. This condition is known as “link rot.” It occurs with subscription-based resources as well as open access content. Ensuring long-term access to these resources, or proactively noting when they fail, is difficult. Georgia Southern University Library workers have begun a process that they refer to as “essential audits” as a way to check on links periodically to try to get ahead of problems occurring for end users. An open source tool that has been created to perform linking checking comes from the University of Georgia Libraries. The tool, known as SEESAU (Serial Experimental Electronic Subscription Access Utilities), is designed to check links through the OpenURL resolver to insure access is still available to the content on a quarterly basis. Given that this process was designed over ten years ago, it is likely an updated version of this tool could be created now.

Another free product to use for link checking is Callisto from Sharp Moon. To use Callisto, a small program is installed on one or more computers within the library’s network. This program regularly checks all e-resources that have been included in the institution’s Callisto profile to see if that site is active. When sites are not accessible, Callisto sends an email notifying library workers. Another email is sent when access is restored. For a collection with many resources, the end result can be an occasional deluge of emails—sometimes too many to be particularly helpful, but in some cases, this can be useful for indicating when or if a particular site has become inaccessible. For most libraries, Callisto can be implemented as a free service. In addition, LibGuides has a built-in link checking utility. This service can be run periodically to check links in both the A–Z listing as well as links being used on specific guide pages. Furthermore, this tool can be an invaluable for identifying multiple links that may need updating and instituting the changes on a large scale across the platform instead of having to change links one by one.

**EZProxy Maintenance**

Another way to discover problems proactively is to perform a quarterly or semiannual maintenance or cleanup of EZProxy targets. Going through the list of entries added to EZProxy may uncover platforms that are no longer in use but may be still made available on out-of-date web pages and LibGuides. This is generally a manual process, which can be tedious, but it is useful in
helping to keep resource activation up-to-date. It is also a way to discover resources and content that may now be available openly and no longer need to be proxied.

**Complex Support Tools**

These tools are more complex in part because they require a greater time investment and more coordination. In addition, specific user communities may require more in-depth analysis of platforms and content provider sites. However, investing in more complex processes often does pay off in greater use of resources overall.

**User Testing**

Developing mechanisms to both directly and indirectly observe how end users navigate and use resources will yield invaluable information. As information professionals, our paths to using content resources are rife with bias. What seems easy and straightforward to use may in fact seem quite complicated and difficult to an end user encountering a specific resource environment for the first time. For this reason, there have been multiple studies performed on the usability design of database A–Z listings to see how readily an end user can get to a specific known resource. In the first study, a review of A–Z database listing sites was reviewed and tested to help design the local presentation of resources. A second study undertaken by East Carolina University helped develop staffing for universal design as well as study the use of the A–Z listing of resources. User testing is a way to see where end users may be having issues utilizing the resources. It is a time-consuming effort but can be part of a scheduled review of resources.

**Accessibility with Adaptive Technology**

A growing concern in all libraries is ensuring all web platforms in use and all resources available are accessible for every user. This requires testing and checking for possible accessibility issues. The web content accessibility guidelines (WCAG) help to define the base level of access needed for web platforms and content to work with assistive technologies. One freely available tool that can help with testing for accessibility is the web accessibility evaluation tool (WAVE). This tool helps identify problems that could occur for users trying to access web platforms and contents while using assistive software and devices. It cannot identify the exact problems occurring but can highlight where problems may occur. The tool can be used through browser extensions or by using the web form to load pages for reviews. Another recommendation is to work with your local disability resource center to have end users with disabilities test the usability of access points as well as specific resources. This

will help alert everyone to known problems with specific platforms and content providers and help with the future selection of content based on usability and accessibility.

5. Communication in Troubleshooting

Poor communication within library settings creates problems. For instance, if your information technology office changes IPs for any buildings and does not tell library workers, access to resources will be lost until the new IP range is added to administrative portals.

The main rule with communication in troubleshooting is the KISS principle: (Keep It Simple Stupid). There is an unfortunate tendency among those who work with electronic resources on a regular basis to talk in acronyms and to over-utilize technical language. Part of the training of library workers involved in troubleshooting should always be about how to communicate effectively. In addition, there is also the tendency to make correlations between problems too quickly. Although it is true that problems with specific providers are likely to be interrelated or very similar, this is not always the case. This emphasizes the importance of keeping an open mind when receiving an initial report and considering how to address it. Hiatt has noted that with the increase of electronic access to information, technical services work has become a public service at most libraries. For this reason, all training about interactions with end users should include everyone within the organization.

Basic Communication Efforts

There are many ways to handle the communications needed for troubleshooting, but the best efforts include developing template replies. For example,

Thank you for your problem report. We are looking into this matter and will get back to you shortly. (You may have a standard response time in place where you have to send a human response.)

We have discovered that the coverage date of this resource is incorrect, and we do not have access to the (journal/article you have requested. Here is a link to order the needed content from Interlibrary Loan). (Some libraries will waive any charges if the mistake is theirs.)

We have discovered there is a problem with our access to this resource and are working with the provider to resolve the access issue as quickly as possible.

We are unable to replicate the problem you have reported. It appears to have been a temporary glitch. The article/chapter you were trying to access is attached to this email.
Another basic approach to use when there is a serious problem with a popular resource or title is to add notes where appropriate (e.g., the main library web page as a banner or in the A–Z listing) stating that this is a known problem and the library is working with the provider to resolve it as quickly as possible. Furthermore, many libraries have blogs where they can make this information available. It is also possible to drop these updates into other pages, which ensures a consistent message. The University of Strathclyde in Scotland has created a LibGuide to post regular and ongoing resource problems and provide updates to users regarding specific interfaces and known problems (see figure 5.3).

Poor communication issues between a provider and library can exacerbate a problem. Knowing the right person to contact at a provider is just as important as making the contact with the provider. Oftentimes, the salesperson does not have enough experience with the product and cannot help to solve problems. It is likely that the sales person will need to direct the question to others in their organization, which may not happen immediately. It is important to have a set contact list for each provider and know who to contact with problems, usually through a technical support line or email address. The

---

**FIGURE 5.3**

University of Strathclyde, Library eResources Status Web Page
maintenance of this list is best done by one or two people in an organization and then shared broadly with everyone who needs this information. When problems arise, communication with designated contacts should be succinct and direct in order to convey problems that a library needs help solving. As discussed above, writing out the problem and then developing the subject line of the email can go a long way in helping to resolve problems sooner as opposed to later.

More Complex Communication Efforts

Troubleshooting access problems occurs at many access and reference points within a library. Problems may be mentioned to library workers at circulation or access desks, at a reference desk, or through chat sessions. Given that problems come into a library from multiple access points, it is wise to hold quarterly meetings or open forums between the troubleshooting team and the service point library workers to talk through known problems and issues that arise. Having both the problem reporters and the problem solvers in the room together can lead to finding unexpected solutions and responses. In this way, issues and concerns that may seem minor can be discussed and investigated.

In a study at Georgetown University, Kimbrough outlines a methodology used to mine chat transcripts to identify known problems and issues occurring with electronic resources. The research revealed that just over a quarter of the transcript studies were about electronic resource problems and of those problems, over 85 percent were known item issues where an end user was attempting to access a specific book, article, or resource. The study concluded that more collaboration between library workers answering chat problems and the workers handling electronic resources would be beneficial.

When working with vendors and content providers directly, there will be times where email exchanges cannot resolve a problem or issue. There will need to be phone calls made between the technicians working at a content provider and the local library workers to resolve the problem. No provider wants there to be access issues with their content because this ultimately means loss of business or revenue. Content provider technicians are often in a similar situation to that of library workers in having to deal with concerns and problems and generally understand how to help resolve issues quickly. During a call with a content provider, it is important to be able to state the following basic pieces of information:

- Your institutional identifier, either the standard one or the account number used by the content providing access to content
- Your name and contact information for follow-up as needed
- Your institution’s IP addresses and specifically your proxy IP address
- The browser environment most commonly used by your institution and its end users
- Any specific information relevant to your institution or your level of access to the content, for instance, whether your library’s subscription is for simultaneous users or if it is a site license, if everyone must use a VPN to access your resources, and so forth.

Politeness when working toward a solution together helps the process to go more smoothly as well as reach a successful conclusion more easily.

Finally, designating someone to monitor relevant discussions lists and activity on platforms like Twitter can be helpful in recognizing major issues and problems. If you belong to a consortia, oftentimes known problems and issues are raised on discussion lists, which can be helpful in informing others in the library about known issues and problems. The key national lists where problems are often discussed are:

ERiL (Electronic Resources in Libraries)27
LIS-E-RESOURCES28
SERIALST29

Monitoring these lists will often provide information about significant downtimes to be expected from resources as well as with large-scale issues that many libraries experience.

**Communication Efforts with Open Access**

Communication about the availability of open access resources and open scholarly publication tools should be consistently provided throughout the year. Many libraries and library workers focus their efforts around Open Access Week in October and Research Week in May. However, developing a quarterly series of presentations focused on research communication is a worthwhile investment that helps to keep open scholarly practices consistently in mind (see figure 5.4).

**6. Negative Impact of End Users Giving Up**

You cannot know if there is a problem if no one reports it. This is true for all resources whether they are electronic or in print. Running routine maintenance processes will help to find some problems that may not be reported but many go unreported and unresolved.

In the following chapter we look at the assessment of resources including that of usage data. Very low usage can indicate that there is an unreported problem with the resource and that users have given up. Unless investigated,
low usage will likely result in cancellation or reduction in the content provided at some future point.

Engaging library workers who ask questions about resources and resource access on a regular basis is really the best way to uncover and find problems that may be going unreported.

NOTES


Assessment

Introduction

This section looks at the assessment of e-resources. It develops the formerly separate evaluation and ongoing access and annual review sections in the original version of TERMS as a more complete section. Assessment is an ongoing process for many resources. However, the actual assessment of a resource may not commence until an annual review is required. For this reason, it is important to understand precisely what is going to be assessed at the acquisition stage, as some assessment criteria may need to be built into the contract itself, for example COUNTER compliance and requirements for the publisher or vendor to provide specific data on titles.¹

In addition to contractual requirements, the focus is on what is to be assessed and why. These evaluation criteria differ from resource to resource. An aggregated resource needs a simple cost per download calculation to understand value for money. A more complex resource will assess a number of different criteria, such as, the evaluation of the user experience as well as simple downloads. An example of a poor user experience is one in which an end user has trouble accessing content due to heavy digital rights of an e-book being in place. In addition, it is necessary to understand who the actual users are. For
example, researchers, undergraduates, or a mix within a given organization. Poor usage does not mean automatic cancellation. If the resource under evaluation is a very specialist resource that is only used by a small research center or faculty then usage will never be “high” but may be entirely “appropriate” for that group. That research center can be responsible for a great deal of research income or may be a particular specialization of the local organization and thus deserve to retain needed content. Evaluation works best when it encompasses a broad spectrum of considerations as opposed to a single designation such as cost per use.

Assessment of an open access (OA) resource is completely different. The assessment could focus on the external use of the institutional repository rather than the internal use by faculty and students. This can be achieved by analyzing citation data and then linking this use to research income.

In addition to learning who the users are, there is also the need to understand the performance of a resource over the reporting period. Therefore, troubleshooting is an important part of assessment (see chapter 5). Was the resource unavailable for any length of time, did this affect the user experience, and is this reflected in usage and or usage comment?

Not only is it necessary to consider the assessment of a resource from the very start of a contract, ideally the assessment will continue over an extended reporting period of at least two years to understand any underlying trends in the usage data or use experience. Most resources, or new business models, take time to embed. In the first year, there will likely be little meaningful data generated (e.g., usage). However, user surveys and troubleshooting reports provide a better picture of use during this time.

The assessment of complex resources will also need improved cooperation between different teams, such as the e-resources and OA teams, as well as subject liaison. Assessment reports must often go to different management levels within the library. Senior management do not want the same level of granularity as the electronic resources or OA team may require. Furthermore, not everyone has the inclination or the time to spend hours poring over a spreadsheet. Visualizations offer a more efficient way to get the information across. A picture paints a thousand words.

On the subject of data and visualizations—there are risks. A visualization needs to be put in context. It can often show more than a spreadsheet—patterns emerge that were not obvious in the underlying data. However, because there is also a risk of misinterpreting the visualization, notes are always required. Furthermore, the data source should always be given to prevent challenges about the accuracy of the information, particularly by senior management or by publishers during the renewal or negotiation process. It is important to back visualizations up with cold hard facts. This works the other way around, of course. During negotiations publishers and providers often present visualizations of their assessments. If the data looks too good to be
true, it probably is. Challenge the sources and ask to see the underlying data-
sets during vendor presentations.

1. **Performance of the Resource against the Selection Criteria and Troubleshooting Feedback**

To fully understand the performance of a resource, go back over previous pro-
cesses. For example, how did the resource perform against the negotiation
criteria? Check the list of common deal breakers (see chapter 3), to see if your
criteria were met. Perhaps more importantly, were they adhered to by the ven-
dor or publisher?

For a new resource, how did the implementation go? If there were issues,
did they get resolved? Did access start at the right time?

For any resource, monitor troubleshooting issues. In extreme cases, the
attention required could lead to cancellation, or potentially to compensation
or a reduced fee in the oncoming subscription period. If an institution entered
into a Service Level Agreement (SLA) with the vendor, this should be moni-
tored over the year of service to ensure the SLA has been met. If the agree-
ment was through a consortium, it may have done this for you. It is vital to
report any issues so that the consortia can act on your behalf. Just as users
report issues, consortia need to hear from the institutions they serve.

**Basic Resources**

As noted above, before looking at the perceived value of a resource (e.g., cost
per download or impact), it is essential to check whether the resource in ques-
tion satisfied the selection criteria. At its most basic level, this is simply a
question of assessing the relevance of the resource. For a single title, it may
be that the researcher or even the research institute is no longer part of the
university. For an e-book, it may mean that a new edition has been published
and the older edition can be removed from the collection. It should be a rela-
tively easy check-box procedure to see if the common deal breakers have been
achieved throughout the review period (see table 6.1).

If a supplier fails to supply or work toward a particular deal breaker
required by an institution, this should be fed back into the assessment pro-
cess to inform the decision as to whether to renew, cancel, or seek a revised
contract, possibly with a discount if certain terms were not met. For example,
if the resource was unavailable for X number of days, a discount should be
sought the next year. It is also good to report full compliance to the supplier,
as this builds on the goodwill that often occurs in a long-term relationship.
between an institution and a supplier. This feedback loop can often smooth the way to better agreements.

For new resources (and new interfaces), check to make sure implementation processes were utilized, and that protocols on access will have been put in place (see chapter 4). Did the process run smoothly? If not, then compensation may be due, and this information needs to be fed into the cancellation review. For resources that have multiple access points via different providers, you may have the choice to move from one to another.

Troubleshooting is the third basic criteria to check (the preceding chapter goes into more detail regarding troubleshooting processes). Many resources run fairly effectively with only a few problems during the year, and some of the issues are often out of the control of the publisher, provider, or the e-resource manager. However, if a resource appears to be failing, it might be a deciding factor in assessment. Examples include connectivity issues, unscheduled downtime, or problems with access and authentication. The resource can be so unintuitive to users that it has failed to become embedded at the institution, despite best efforts. These factors should be included in the assessment
process at the time of the renewal, which is why it is so important to record data about a resource during the evaluation period.

When these factors occur, record them on a spreadsheet or within the e-resources management system or library management system. Issues with user experience build evidence during the year. Surveys to end users or subject liaisons may reveal further information, these tools could take the form of fairly basic surveys to more complex user consultations, which will be examined below.

**Complex Resources**

For larger resources such as big deals or large aggregated databases, the continued relevance of content is a key assessment. Of particular interest is the movement of titles in and out of the agreement. Ideally, for journal big deals, the lack of use of the Transfer Code of Practice will be one of the deal breakers. This helps publishers ensure that journal content remains easily accessible by users when there is a transfer between publishers, and to ensure that the transfer process occurs with minimum disruption. The Code contains best practice guidelines for both the Transferring Publisher and the Receiving Publisher. However, even if a big deal publisher has signed up for the code, the publisher that is taking on a particular title may not have. There is also the question of checking whether the transfer of a title is of interest or not.

It is best practice to establish a checking process for titles leaving a big deal. For example,

1. Set up a regular schedule to check transferred titles for a particular publisher’s big deal; this usually occurs annually in late summer or early fall when many transfer notices are distributed by publishers/providers.

2. For a list of titles, establish which are actually part of the big deal undertaken, because the agreement may not have access to every title. Ignore the titles that move if they are not included in the agreement.

3. Is the title leaving the deal one of the core subscriptions? For example, was the title a previous subscription prior to the big deal? If yes, then check where the title has gone. A new subscription to the title may be required—this may be at an additional unplanned cost that is not in the current budget cycle. Check usage to review the relevance of the title transferring. If the usage is low, forgo picking up a subscription.

4. If the subscribed title moves to another big deal to which there is a subscription, the associated costs will likely move with it. Transfer into another big deal may prevent the review of the title. The title may remain within an overall subscription portfolio even if demand has declined.
5. If the transferred title is not a core title, check whether it was a highly accessed title. If download statistics are high, investigate a new subscription at an additional cost. If the title moves into another big deal, there will likely be a chance to maintain access at no additional cost—a plus point for the big deal! However, make sure the title does not enter the next big deal as part of a set of additional titles in a separate bundle that is not part of the current contract.

6. Finally, if the title is not part of the core subscriptions and not well used, there is no need to take any further action, other than checking what the access rights are to this title going forward.

A significant number of titles leaving a particular agreement may trigger a clause in the contract that allows for immediate cancellation as we note in chapter 3.

Large full-text aggregated database agreements (e.g., journals, e-books, or streaming media) will not be subject to the Transfer Code of Conduct. Furthermore, transfer of titles in and out of an aggregated database are expected to be far more than for a journal big deal. This means that there is a fair amount of risk in subscribing to a database agreement in order to access a specific title as things tend to be in a constant state of flux. Keeping track of this churn manually is virtually impossible. Fortunately, web-scale discovery systems now automate this process. The easiest way to assess a database agreement may be to look at cost per download (as discussed below). However, if the local institution subscribes to a number of similar database agreements, it is also important to run an overlap analysis as part of any assessment. This could either be done as a manual process by comparing spreadsheets or as part of an automated overlap analysis in a web-scale discovery system (see chapter 2).

For longer agreements, for example, three to five years for big deals, a longitudinal analysis of compliance may be required in order to check on the previous year’s compliance.

Contractual compliance may also be carried out at the consortia level for big deals. However, monitoring of all contracts is a good idea to make sure that compliance takes place.

For e-book packages, similar criteria apply; like journals, much of this will have been negotiated at the beginning of the agreement. However, an important question should be asked: Does the agreed business model work and are there new models on offer? Many current e-book deals evolve into a purchase of a front list of titles and then aggregation of backfile titles. This means a library or library consortia purchase the content for a given year but then selectively buy back content as needed. Part of the evaluation should center around the purchase model as opposed to the overall current use of the content.

Consortia often request subscribing institutions to complete surveys in order to assess the success of a particular agreement. Additionally, an
institution may wish to consult its users about their user experience, particularly for e-books.

**Open Access**

Assessment of open access content depends on the reason for use. The dependency focuses on what the requirements are for the assessment. Broadly speaking, this will fall into two distinct categories: assessment for research funders and assessment for libraries and research offices.

Assessment for funders refers to two areas. First, there is funder compliance. For example, funders in the United Kingdom require an annual report from all universities that receive research funding in order to assess open access compliance and to monitor the effectiveness of the Research Councils U.K. (RCUK) open access policy. Both RCUK (now UKRI) and COAF (including the Wellcome Trust) have come together with Jisc to produce a single excel template. A guide from the former RCUK is also available for information.

It might not seem relevant to all e-resource managers to collect this information; indeed, it may be the responsibility of a completely different team. However, use of this template has allowed data in the United Kingdom to be tracked in order to inform the transition to open access. Furthermore, it can be used to monitor the average APC costs for both hybrid and gold APCs. In the United Kingdom, this data is used to produce a report on the annual costs in terms of publisher and type of journal. One of the outcomes of the 2016 Jisc report is to confirm that fully open access journals are becoming a larger part of the landscape—an important trend to note. Therefore, this information proves vital in the negotiation of agreements with fully open access publishers in order to keep the cost of fully OA APCs down.

At an international level, this data feeds into the OpenAPC project at Bielefeld University in Germany, which “releases datasets on fees paid for Open Access journal articles by universities and research institutions under an Open Database License.” Currently over 190 universities from Germany, the United Kingdom, Sweden, Norway, Canada, Austria, France, and other countries submit data as part of this project. One of the outcomes of the OpenAPC data is a series of tree maps by country, publisher, and journal for either pure OA titles, offset titles or the combined dataset. The data is used to draw conclusions on the transition to OA and to analyze offsetting deals. The main APC file can be downloaded with an open database license data on GitHub. This data can then be used for other comparisons, such as citation data.

Next, there is OA compliance for publishers themselves. Jisc in the United Kingdom (in conjunction with funders, publishers, and European institutions) produced an OA Publisher Compliance document, which listed, “13 recommended standards for publishers to adopt that will help authors and institutions globally with implementation of open access more effectively and reduce their cognitive and administrative burden.” Although this has now
been superseded, the principles in this document live on in negotiation criteria. This document was also used as a foundation of work around the assessment of offsetting led by the Max Planck Digital Library in Munich, Germany, as part of the ESAC (Efficiency and Standards for Article Charges) initiative, which will be considered below.

The first offsetting agreement was launched by the Institute of Physics Publishing in Austria in 2014. The 2016–2018 Springer Compact pilot agreement is what could be described as the first of the new offset agreements and was taken up by four library consortia in the Netherlands, Austria, United Kingdom and Sweden plus the Max Planck Digital Library in Germany.

There is now a growing number of offset deals in existence (approximately eighteen in 2018), predominantly in Europe, although in 2018 MIT signed an agreement with the Royal Society of Chemistry that is described as “the first ‘Read & Publish’ license agreement among North American institution.” It includes the following statement:

Publisher represents that the Read & Publish model, with its foundation in “hybrid” open access—where some articles are paywalled and others published open access—is a temporary and transitional business model whose aim is to provide a mechanism to shift over time to full open access. The Publisher commits to informing Customer of progress towards this longer-term aim on an annual basis, and to adjusting Read & Publish terms based on its progress towards full open access.

It is important to note that offsetting as a concept is far from proven. Schimmer, Geschuhn, and Vogler regard offsetting as representing the early days of the evolution of the hybrid model, where money can be repurposed in the transition to open access. In an assessment of offsetting itself, Earney argues offsetting agreements “have far too easily come to be regarded as ‘business as usual’ and even contradictory to the objective of open access.”

However, as noted above, regardless of the relative immaturity of offsetting as a model, the first of the new agreements are up for negotiation. This means introducing a number of completely new concepts to e-resource assessment.

One of the first elements is to assess whether a particular offset agreement has met the ESAC Customer Recommendations for Article Workflows and Services for Offsetting/Open Access Transformation Agreements. In summary, the following criteria should be assessed to see if an offset deal has conformed to agreed principles:

1. Author and article identification and verification
2. Funding acknowledgement and metadata
3. Invoicing and reporting

An offset agreement must be assessed to determine whether it truly constrained the costs of hybrid open access publishing—the principle that the
combined cost to individual institutions remains affordable by linking what an institution pays a publisher for the combination of APCs and subscriptions. This is particularly difficult to assess in agreements where the library pays the subscription, but researchers pay the APC, which is common practice in the United States. This can allow APC costs to run completely unchecked while subscription costs are maintained at a reasonable increase. The argument here is that subscriptions should be reduced.

In addition to the ESAC recommendations, Jisc’s requirements for offsetting agreements can also be used to assess on offset agreement:

1. Journal Agreements must be transitional
2. Agreements must constrain costs
3. Agreements must aid compliance with funder mandates
4. Agreements must be transparent
5. Agreements must support improvements in service and workflow for authors and administrators

As well as an overall assessment of the principles around an offset deal, the overall value of the deal requires assessment. Traditionally a big deal is assessed on cost per download; while this applies to the “read” element of a read and publish agreement, it does not apply to the open access “publish” element. This will be discussed in detail below in the subsection on cost per download.

As this subsection shows, evaluating an offsetting or read and publish deal is very complex. This is encapsulated well by the Vienna University Library.

The negotiations preceding OA publishing agreements are very rarely straightforward. Several factors may feed into the final outcome, such as previous subscription and APC spend, historic research output by the participants’ researchers, and the general terms and conditions of the licence agreement. As if these were not challenging enough, the negotiations often take place in a politically charged environment, and against the backdrop of the often ostensibly opposing goals of the publisher and the University.

2. Usage Statistics

Usage statistics for journals, databases, and e-books have been around in some form since the development of these resources in the 1990s. This enables librarians to understand usage patterns and to work out the value for money of these resources in a far more effective way than they ever could for print journals, and to some extent print book loans. However, until the creation of
Project COUNTER in 2002, the quality and accuracy of usage statistics was often called into question. In short, COUNTER provided a semi-automated and audited solution to a growing problem, “where the same, or at least similar, things are being measured by different publishers, and theoretically they could be combined within a single table by library staff, the different methods of presentation make combination such a time-consuming task that, in practice, it is not undertaken.”

Although not all publishers have signed up to COUNTER, most major scholarly content providers and aggregators provide COUNTER reports in one form or another. For a definitive list of COUNTER-approved suppliers, visit the register of COUNTER-compliant publishers and vendors. However, as a rule of thumb, if a supplier is not listed in the register, it is not compliant with the current COUNTER release.

Before looking at how COUNTER statistics can be used in basic, complex, and OA resource assessment, it is important to understand what each report can offer.

COUNTER developed the latest release of the code of practice, Release 5, in July 2017. The expectation is that this release will be in place by compliant providers and publishers from January 2019 with content providers fully compliant by January 2020. This iteration of COUNTER differs from past releases in that instead of separate reports being developed, a single data repository is available with specific reporting queries. This will allow for more continual and incremental updating of COUNTER data with less need to completely change and develop new releases of specific standard reports. With Release 5 of COUNTER, new reports are available to distinguish between full-text databases and databases that are just abstracting and indexing resources. Furthermore, there are unique title reports to help get at the discrete elements made available from a platform or provider. These are the title level reports and provide usage information on how titles are used for both e-books and ejournals.

COUNTER currently providers a gold OA report but in the new release there will also be a more expansive OA report available at the item level (article/chapter). As with previous COUNTER reports, there are access denial reports (known previously as “turnaway” reports) to see what content users may try to access but not have access to. One other area of development is an attempt to provide consortia statistics.

One report that is not available in either Release 4 or 5 is the zero-use report. This is of particular use for assessment in order to understand the “long tail” of titles in a journal big deal that are never used. However, there will be a way of running a comparison between a title master report for journals against a library’s KBART files. This should reveal titles where there is no usage. As with any new release of COUNTER, a number of guides and tools will be developed to support libraries and publishers as the release is rolled out.
This section of TERMS has concentrated on COUNTER usage statistics. A quick glance at the compliant publishers and vendors reveals that there are many who are not COUNTER compliant. This will be considered under complex resources below.

**Basic Resources**

At the most basic level, such as a single journal or database subscription, in order to understand the “value” of a resource, usage of the resource needs to be counted.

For an aggregated database this will often be via the database report (DR) indicating total item investigations and requests as well as searches. Item investigations, in this case, replace the historic record view information. For full-text resources, to see total titles usage the better report will be the Total_Item_Requests as this will show how much usage occurred solely on the full text in an aggregated collection.

For individual journals, the Unique_Item_Requests report will give basic usage information. To take this a step further, usage of a big deal in its most basic form also uses this report to show the overall title usage with the exception of zero-usage.

**Complex Resources**

Understanding usage becomes more complex in a big deal. For starters, a COUNTER report will give you usage data for all journals published by a particular publisher regardless of whether these titles are included in the big deal. For example, for a sample big deal, a title report TR_J1 report may provide data on over 3,000 titles. However, only around 2,100 may actually feature in the agreed big deal. The first step is to strip out the titles that are not part of the big deal so as not to overcount. As explained above, this can be done by comparing the usage report against your KBART file from the same provider.

In addition, in Release 5 you are able to run a report that looks at specific year ranges to indicate usage on a given year as opposed to across all years accessible. This report is the TR_J4.

Then, there is the issue of hybrid journals. Virtually every publisher now publishes hybrid titles. Many of the articles within these titles may have been published by faculty. If you simply want to report on the overall usage of your big deal, then a “frontfile” report will suffice using the TR_JR1. In this case, frontfile includes usage of the subscribed titles in the deal, but includes the gold open access hybrid articles, which are free to access. To understand the “subscribed” usage—the content that has actually been paid for as part of the big deal—gold open access usage should be removed. With Release 5, it is much easier to exclude the gold open access than in previous iterations of
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COUNTER. In these instances, simply choose the reporting option to exclude gold open access to avoid counting the usage from the hybrid published articles. This will also result in a downturn of usage in comparison to Release 4 statistics unless these were being adjusted to account for hybrid journals in previous years.

If a library is part of a consortia, some of this data may be collected at a consortia level. In the United Kingdom (Jisc), Sweden (Bibsam), Australia and New Zealand (CAVAL), this data is collected by JUSP (Jisc Usage Statistics Portal). In the United States, the Association for Research Libraries (ARL) and the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) both gather annual collections reports from the majority of institutions of higher education. The make-up and basis of these reports change fairly frequently in regard to what is required to be reported.

This section has described the manual process for collecting usage statistics and, as stated, it is important to understand the principles behind the collection of usage data. However, the collection of usage data can also be automated.

The COUNTER website states that

The advent of the SUSHI (Standardized Usage Statistics Harvesting Initiative) protocol (www.niso.org/workrooms/sushi/) has greatly facilitated the handling of large volumes of usage data, and its implementation by vendors allows the automated retrieval of the COUNTER usage reports into local systems, making this process much less time consuming for the librarian or library consortium administrator.

This data still needs to be understood and analyzed either via the use of spreadsheets or the library system. An additional list of publishers is held on the JUSP web pages; this lists the publishers sending files to JUSP via SUSHI plus the COUNTER reports available—this is not an exhaustive list of all COUNTER compliant publishers.

Some publishers that provide COUNTER statistics do not provide SUSHI and many more besides do not provide any useful usage data at all. This is particularly the case with specialist resources that are not primarily sold to the academic sector, such as business and law resources and also other media. In this case, the collection of usage data may only include the number of user sessions, which, although a fairly meaningless number, is still important to count. Sometimes the value of the resource to faculty outweighs the wish to collect useful data about that resource; this is a decision that needs to be taken at the procurement stage (see chapter 3).

Assessment of e-book collections is less common. However, a growing concern is the weeding or deselection of e-books due to low usage or relevancy. Waugh, Donlin, and Braunstein suggest that currency is perhaps the
most important of the two factors.\textsuperscript{30} The need for further development of collection, management, and development policies to address e-book assessment and selection will be considered in chapter 8.

However, it should be noted that although important, usage can be a poor proxy for value in both journal and e-book assessment; a low use title may be essential for key researchers.\textsuperscript{31} Relying solely on usage can be problematic. A number of studies have shown that usage can also be discipline specific and can be skewed by undergraduate use.\textsuperscript{32–34} Therefore, usage should be considered to be one of a number of tools available.

**Open Access**

The potential use for OA usage statistics differs from the use of statistics to measure subscribed material. COUNTER gold open access usage statistics can be used to measure overall frontfile usage of a resource. However, if memberships or annual support payments have been used to gain access to open access material (see chapter 3), a Gold OA report could be used to measure the internal use of the resource. However, this may not be relevant if membership is used to support the principles of open access, rather than directly supporting article publication. As noted above, COUNTER is working on developing reporting and is likely to have options available in the future to get at usage of OA material at a given institution.

COUNTER has also created the Item_Master_Report. This report would show activity for single items such as articles or videos and can be used to assess usage of content within an institutional repository if the current repository in use does not have an internal statistical package to show discrete items are being used.

An issue for many open access publishers, particularly pure OA publishers (of either books or journals), is that they do not have the resources, infrastructure, or technological expertise to contribute to COUNTER. It is possible to get some usage data. For example, if universities register their IP range with the OAPEN library, then they can obtain COUNTER level usage stats for open access e-books usage for their IP ranges.\textsuperscript{35} This is not foolproof; for example, anyone using the system from outside the IP range will not be counted. However, it does give an indication of the possible value of a resource available via OAPEN, for example Knowledge Unlatched e-books.

The lack of sufficient usage data for OA publishers also hinders the second use for open access material. If an institution has paid for an APC, it may want to understand the reach of that output. For example, global downloads per region. Some major publishers have the capacity to do this and it is worth asking about. This would reveal the open access usage of articles from leading authors from an institution as a percentage of that country’s leading authors

or a country’s usage for leading authors verses global usage. However, where this data is available, it sometimes lacks robustness and the raw data is very rarely supplied. For this reason, it may be more reliable to use other metrics, such as citation data (see below).

Finally, open access usage data can be used alongside subscription usage to measure the success of read and publish offset agreements, such as Springer Compact.

3. Cost per Download

To assess the value for money of a subscription, financial data needs to be used alongside usage data to calculate a cost per download figure. This figure can then be used to decide on the value for money of a particular resource. It is important to note that cost per download is only one way to measure value—just because a resource has low usage or a high cost per download does not make it worthy of cancellation. Indeed, unless there is a scenario of drastic budget cuts, where one resource has to go to balance the budget, a high cost per download should be a trigger point to initiate discussions within an institution. Even in the situation of severe budget cuts, high cost per download should never be the sole reason for cancellation, although if all other factors are equal, it may be the deciding factor.

This section will look at the basics of cost per download calculation before considering the added complexities of cost per download in a read and publish or offset agreement. The section will also look at return on investment calculations, which can be used to assess the value of archive collections.

Basic Resources

For a single e-journal subscription the cost per download calculation could not be simpler. Divide the title report (TR) for a given year by the cost of the resource to give the cost per download. For aggregated resources, the same calculation applies, either using the DR to calculate the cost per investigation or the TR to give cost per article download if the resource is full text—these databases traditionally have very low costs, so this should not be a surprise.

Big deals that only include subscribed content follow the same principle where the TR-J1 is divided by the full cost of the big deal. Be careful at this point to include all costs. If the big deal includes print or e-journal subscriptions and an access fee, then this should all be included in the calculation.

A similar calculation can be done for individual e-books. However, it might also be advantageous to compare this cost per download figure with cost per loan data, which can be calculated for the same title in print.
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Where a big deal includes hybrid open access titles, the calculation still follows the same pattern. This time divide the “subscribed” usage (TR_J1-KBART) by the total cost of the subscription. Make sure to exclude the Gold OA when pulling this report. These calculations also allow you to look at trends across years and to benchmark against other publishers.

To understand the value of a title or big deal it is also useful to compare the cost per download figure with the cost of an interlibrary loan (ILL). ALA estimates the average cost of an ILL to be $15.36 This figure appears to include staff costs. However, if staff costs are factored in at this point, you also need to know the staff cost for the serials team to process a title. Rathmel et al.37 used an estimated ILL staff cost per article of $7, which would suggest it was appropriate to use $8 as a base cost of an ILL (without staffing costs) in the United States. Clearly costs will vary from country to country or even region to region based on local circumstances. Indeed, Arch, Champieux et al. note that “there is a lack of standardization in how these costs are calculated and what expenditures are included.”38

However, for the purposes of explanation, if cost per download of a resource in this example is above $8, an ILL may be more appropriate than a subscription.

For journal archive collections that have been purchased outright, return on investment is a more appropriate way of calculating cost per download. This method actually begins with the ILL costs, which are used to create a forecast. Cumulative cost per download calculations are then used to assess the return on investment of an archive over a given period of time.

When deciding on the purchase of an archive from a particular publisher, first retrieve the titles and date ranges of an archive. ILL data then needs to be interrogated in order to see how many articles available within the journal archive were requested in a given year—or averaged over a number of years. This will give a cost per year of ILL requests, which can be used as a predictor of COUNTER usage.

ILL requests do not exactly match usage statistics. When looking at it from the other side, usage drops significantly after cancellation, because ILL creates a significant barrier to many users as it requires more effort (and often personal cost) to retrieve the desired article. Returning to calculating a value for return on investment, it follows that this can also be used the other way to calculate the return on investment for a journal archive based on ILL costs. TERMS suggests that it is not unreasonable to suggest a ratio of 10:1, that is, for every ILL recorded there will be an equivalent of ten COUNTER downloads (for an explanation of this figure, see chapter 7). This then enables forecasting to understand the potential of an archive. If there were fifty ILLs per year at a cost of $8 each, an archive costing $20,000 would require 2,500 cumulative
downloads over a five-year period in order to return on its investment. Every
download over this amount, either within the return on investment period or
after the total had been reached, would be a saving.

This estimate then needs to be assessed itself every year based on actual
data to see if the forecasts were accurate.

Open Access

At the most basic level, cost per download calculations are irrelevant for OA
journals; the cost per download should always be zero as there is no cost to the
subscribing library. However, offsetting agreements are an exception to this.

Where agreements include other criteria, such as APC offsetting, further
data analysis is required to calculate value. Current offsetting agreements “are
more akin to a ‘Read and Publish’ agreement such as those used by Springer
Compact and the Royal Society of Chemistry, which basically converts former
subscription charges of institutions into a publishing fee, often also supple-
mented by a reading fee.”39

Therefore, in such a case, two separate calculations of cost are needed. For
the read element of the costs, a simple cost per download figure obtained from
the subscribed usage is required. If the offset agreement is really transitioning
to open access, then this figure should trend toward zero over time. If it does
not, then the very nature of the offset deal needs to be called into question
(See Earney’s concerns).40

In order to assess value of the publish part of the agreement, two cal-
culations can be made to assess the APC savings and also the combined fee
savings, where the combined fee is the read and publish costs combined.

1. The calculation on APC savings can be calculated by subtracting the
total value of APCs for articles published in a given year from the value
of the publish fee (usually based on a previous year’s hybrid OA costs).
If the value of the APCs published is higher than the publish fee, then
it can be shown that there are overall savings. This is found by calculat-
ing the average APC cost, which, if savings were made, will be less than
the listed APC.

For example, for Springer Compact this is €2,200 in 2018. A new
average APC cost can be calculated by dividing the number of APCs
published in a year by the publish fee. For example, the release of the
Netherlands 2018 Springer Compact agreement shows that by divid-
ing the publishing fee by the total number of eligible articles (2,080),
the APC amounts to about €1,350.41,42

This example takes the cost of an APC at the discounted or offset
rate well under the average cost of an APC, according to Pinfield et
al., of €2,248.47 and closer to the average APC of a pure gold title at
around €1,700 in 2016. 43,44
2. A saving in the publish element leads to a recalculation of the cost per download in the read part of the offset agreement. Therefore, this second calculation assesses if an institution has achieved overall savings on combined fees based on the number of articles published.

If the value of APCs published are greater than the publish fee, then the surplus can be subtracted from the read fee—this naturally results in a lower cost per download figure. If the entire read and publish fee has been offset, then the cost per download for an institution will equal zero and the average APC cost would be less than the listed APC indicating that for that institution the offset agreement is transitioning toward full open access.

The one caveat here is that this must then be the case for all subscribers for the whole big deal and has to be consistent throughout the life of the agreement to indicate transition to open access. This is something that still appears to be a long way off.

4. Non-Traditional Bibliometrics

To this point in the chapter, we have looked at traditional forms of assessment such as usage and cost per download and also variations based on return on investment for archive collections and the complexities of offsetting agreements.

It is important to look at other forms of assessment that do not rely on usage. One alternative is what is often referred to as “non-traditional bibliometrics.” Figure 6.1 shows commonly used bibliometrics tools.45

One of the best places to get started with these new metrics is the independent report from the Higher Education Council Funding Council for England (which was dissolved in 2018). Although published in 2015, it gives a good background to metrics and notes the pros and cons of using them.

Some of the best advice from the report is that metrics are open to misunderstanding and misrepresentation. However, used properly, they can complement traditional metrics, such as usage and citation data.

The report called for a more responsible approach to metrics, built on five principles:

Robustness: basing metrics on the best possible data in terms of accuracy and scope;

Humility: recognizing that quantitative evaluation should support—but not supplant—qualitative, expert assessment;

Transparency: keeping data collection and analytical processes open and transparent, so that those being evaluated can test and verify the results;
Diversity: accounting for variation by field, and using a range of indicators to reflect and support a plurality of research and researcher career paths across the system;

Reflexivity: recognizing and anticipating the systemic and potential effects of indicators and updating them in response.46

In a response to this, Universities U.K. (UUK) has set up the U.K. Forum for Responsible Research Metrics (FFRRM), which is chaired by the Pro-Vice Chancellor at the University of Surrey. It consists of “research funders, sector bodies, and infrastructure experts . . . working in partnership to promote the responsible use of research metrics.”47

A July 2018 article in The Guardian by James Wilsdon, one of the authors of the 2015 report, suggests that the tide may already be turning against metrics.48 The article refers to a new metrics report published in the United Kingdom in July 2018 that takes stock of the work of the FFRRM.49

Therefore, due to ongoing debate, non-traditional metrics should always be treated with caution. However, this does not mean that they are of no use. For example, the Metrics Toolkit is a good resource that helps researchers and evaluators find the right metric to use.50 The toolkit “provides evidence-based
information about research metrics across disciplines, including how each metric is calculated, where you can find it, and how each should (and should not) be applied.” The toolkit also provides examples of how to use the metrics (see figure 6.2).

There is a listserv and blog, both of which can offer support to the beginner. Finally, metrics are also used in research assessment.\textsuperscript{51,52} How these metrics are used can vary enormously from country to country and from funder to funder. Dr. Muriel E Swijghuisen Reigersberg, who has worked in both the United Kingdom and Australia, has written a useful blog to explain the different approaches in those countries.\textsuperscript{53}

**Basic Resources**

Unlike the other methods of assessment discussed in this section of TERMs, to a large extent non-traditional metrics can be used by researchers to assess the value, or to put a value on their own research rather than providing value of the content outside of the researcher/author through mechanisms like journal impact factors.

Probably the most recognizable non-traditional metric is the altmetric donut. Altmetric describes its resources as

metrics and qualitative data that are complementary to traditional, citation-based metrics. They can include (but are not limited to) peer reviews on Faculty of 1000, citations on Wikipedia and in public policy documents, discussions on research blogs, mainstream media coverage, bookmarks on reference managers like Mendeley, and mentions on social networks such as Twitter.

Sourced from the Web, altmetrics can tell you a lot about how often journal articles and other scholarly outputs like datasets are discussed and used around the world. For that reason, altmetrics have been incorporated into researchers’ websites, institutional repositories, journal websites, and more.\textsuperscript{54}

To a certain extent, resources such as altmetrics rely on self-marketing by the researcher in order to make sure that their article is read by their peers or the wiser scholarly community. A resource that enables this is Kudos.\textsuperscript{55} Kudos was created in 2013 by three publishing and technology professionals and is a completely free resource for academics. It allows researchers to explain their
recent research articles in plain English, to share the research via social media channels such as Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn, and then to measure the impact by aggregating the most relevant metrics about that work in one place. A case study on Kudos showed that the process takes an average of around ten minutes per article and led to a 23.1 percent higher growth in full-text downloads than the control group used.56

**Complex Resources**

There is little distinction between basic and complex resources, as bibliometrics can get complicated very quickly. It is worth making the distinction between the free version of Kudos used by researchers from the institutional fee-based version. The for-fee version offers an institutional dashboard that allows the tracking and support of researchers’ use of Kudos in order to “maximise the discoverability and impact of their research.”

Gadd and Rowlands revealed a further complexity: the unintended consequences of expanded subject coverage of bibliometrics to the arts, humanities, and social sciences (AHSS). For example, citation benchmarking covers a small set of science, technical, and medical journals (STM).58 There are concerns that using this for AHSS disciplines would change the way research is published to the detriment of these subjects.

This leads to the area of bibliometrics for books. Launched in 2015, Bookmetrix from Springer Nature is “an innovative, new platform bringing together citations, downloads and altmetrics for books and chapters.”59 However, there is little independent research in this area and like COUNTER for books, bibliometrics for books need further development.

**Open Access**

All of the non-traditional bibliometrics apply equally to open access. Indeed, there is an argument from some quarters of the bibliometric community that ownership of bibliometric data should rest with the scholarly community rather than the suppliers and that “citation data should be opened up for the community to access, reuse and interpret.”60 Indeed, the Initiative for Open Citations (I4OC), launched in April 2017, is a project aimed at doing exactly that; it describes itself as “a collaboration between scholarly publishers, researchers, and other interested parties to promote the unrestricted availability of scholarly citation data.”61

Additional work is also being carried out around the assessment of pure OA and hybrid journals. For example, research yet to be formally published at Bielefeld University in Germany has investigated whether APCs mirror the impact factor of the legacy subscription model. The research uses the total OpenAPC data set as well as a sub-sample of U.K. data from 2014 to 2016.
Multivariate linear regression was used as a method to analyze APCs actually paid with 1) “source normalized impact per paper” (SNIP) data, 2) whether a journal was open access or hybrid, 3) the publisher and 4) the year. Findings appear to indicate that the “journal’s impact is crucial for the level of APCs in pure open-access journals, whereas it little alters APCs for publications in hybrid-journals.”

5. Consultation

Consultation can include a variety of approaches in contacting research staff and other stakeholders. In terms of assessment of resources, this could include user surveys, user groups, feedback from customer engagement teams, and anecdotal evidence via subject liaison. Much of this is informal consultation that may give valuable insight into the success of a resource. For example, whether a provider has met any service-level requirements or responsibilities in the agreement or if there any customer service issues with the agreement, such as user experience problems. If an institution runs customer relationship management (CRM) software, this may be recorded automatically. If so, it is essential that time has been taken to define the metadata; otherwise it will be very difficult to pull any meaningful information from the CRM. For example, Pennington et al. show how anecdotal evidence can be used to develop strategies to improve the user experience.

There will also be more formal mechanisms to consult. For example, meetings of the collection management and development group or faculty or research board liaison meetings. Informal consultation may also lead to a more formal method of consultation, such as a survey of the academic community.

If an institution is part of a library consortium, then it may be consulted by the consortia body to provide feedback and review of usage. This information will then be used in the assessment and renegotiation of agreements at consortia level. If an institution does not respond to the consultation, then its views may not be adequately represented in consortia negotiation. Therefore, it is important to respond in order for your voice to be heard.

In addition, other organizations collect data on big deal usage. Data in these reports are treated with strict confidentiality and will usually be anonymized and aggregated so that individual institutions and consortia cannot be recognized. For example, in 2018, the European Universities Association (EUA) released the EUA big deals survey report. This was described as the first mapping of major scientific publishing contracts in Europe. Reports such as this provide important background information and can be used to benchmark local agreements against a national or international landscape. The EUA report details annual price increases, associated rights under big deal contracts (post-cancellation access, archival rights, perpetual access, etc.), big deal e-books contract information, and annual expenditure.
Finally, a number of organizations collect data on behalf of members. This can be used for benchmarking. In the United Kingdom, the Society of College, National and University Libraries (SCONUL) collects library data in an annual statistical survey. In the United States a similar survey is conducted by the Association of College and Research Libraries. Both surveys can be used to measure usage trends.

**Basic Resources**

For basic resources such as individual subscriptions or subject-based databases and agreements, simple communication, possibly between the collection management and development group or with the faculty or head of department may be all that is required (see chapter 3). The larger or more complex the resource, the wider the consultation may need to be. A multidisciplinary big deal may require university-wide consultation as it will be used by a number of discipline faculty and students across the institution. The consultation could be relatively straightforward, such as, the distribution of an evaluation report and the collation of feedback. This feedback may include title reductions as opposed to cancelling a deal outright.

Consultation includes communication within the library itself. As noted in the introduction to TERMS, electronic resources management may involve several different teams within a library. In order to consult successfully, these teams must be kept in the loop. This may occur as part of a regular meeting, or through an ad hoc meeting so that individual teams understand each other’s work and roles in the process of assessment.

**Complex Resources**

One potentially complex area is the user survey. In relation to resource evaluation, surveying will most likely fall into three broad areas:

- Consultation as part of the assessment itself
- Consultation as part of any planned renegotiation, which may include sections on assessment and will feed into any new negotiations
- Consultation on cancellation after a resource is assessed and the decision is made to cancel it

As stated above, this could be an institutional survey, or it may be part of a wider consortia survey. It might be both, as when a consortium has requested that individual members’ faculty are consulted, or an institution might want to re-run a consortia survey at the local level to gain greater insight.

Either way, there are a number of key factors that must be considered as part of the survey process:
**Length and complexity of surveys.** Surveys should be short and to the point. It is very easy to create a very long and complex survey that asks for every view possible. As a simple rule, look at the finished survey and ask yourself whether you would fill it in if it was sent to you. Chances are that a long and complex survey would wallow at the bottom of your inbox. Always state the time required to complete the survey in the (short) introduction and make sure that a great deal of preparation is not required before completing the survey.

**Survey fatigue.** Surveys are incredibly useful but beware of survey fatigue. Try not to send a survey every time you need to consult, but only when absolutely necessary. Avoid times of the year when other institutional or external surveys are being sent. Some universities even have a moratorium on internal surveys at certain times of the year.

**Introduce the survey.** Give a succinct introduction around why you are conducting the survey, what is the purpose, why should people respond? You may also wish to add a confidentiality statement that explains how the data and results will be used and to confirm that any personal data (including IP addresses) will be destroyed.

**Ask open questions.** It is important to remain neutral in any survey questions in order to get the best response. Therefore, try not to ask leading questions such as “why did you dislike the current agreement?” For example,

**Q3.** *From the perspective of your institution, what are the positive aspects of the current agreement?*

(Please type in your answers)

and

**Q4.** *From the perspective of your institution, what are the negative aspects of the current agreement?*

(Please type in your answers)

**Mix qualitative and quantitative questions.**

**Quantitative.** Some questions require a yes/no or ranked response using a Likert scale. For example, “on a scale of 1–5, where 1 is strongly agree and 5 is strongly disagree, what are your feelings toward the following statement.” On other occasions you may wish to have a series of options either checked/unchecked or ranked by preference. This will allow you to grade the responses as appropriate and even compare across longitudinal and resource surveys.

**Qualitative.** On other occasions you may wish to know more details. Space for response is usually in the form of a free text box. This could either be a supplemental question to a quantitative question, such as, “if yes, why?” It could also be a separate question.
Data quality. Know what you want to achieve. When deciding on the structure of the survey, think about the responses you require and how you will do the analysis. If you want respondents to indicate a price, for example, give them a range of costs so that they can choose an option. Do not provide a free text box, as the quality of the data will suffer. The cost data will not be consistent—is the currency dollars, Sterling, or Euros, does it include tax?

Thematic analysis. For free text answers, think about using thematic analysis to establish the key themes in order to make reporting back easier. Thematic analysis is described as:

a process for encoding qualitative information. The encoding requires an explicit “code.” This may be a list of themes . . . A theme is a pattern found in the information that at minimum describes and organizes the possible observations and at maximum interprets aspects of the phenomenon.69

This will allow you to be surprised but also “guided and influenced by some initial hunches and frames of reference.”70

When designing your survey, check out a variety of open survey tools, unless your institution has a preferred survey tool.

Consider designing your survey so that the first section asks a number of general questions and the second part delves deeper into the resource you wish to assess. The general questions will allow community feedback to be compared across resources, for example, general satisfaction levels across journal or e-book agreements. If you are conducting the survey over a number of years, such as an annual survey across a three-year agreement, it is wise to change as little as possible from year to year. This will allow you to analyze trends over the life of the agreement.

Once you have designed, conducted, and analyzed your survey, you will need to disseminate it to the community and to senior staff within the organization. Although rows and rows of data can be very appealing to some, many others switch off on receipt of an Excel spreadsheet. This is where visualization comes into its own. A good visualization can vastly reduce the word count and may even bring out areas of the data that had not been spotted in the initial raw data. Visualizations should be thoroughly explained. Do not forget how easy it is to draw the wrong conclusion without adequate commentary. Gadd and Rowlands draw an analogy from the food industry:

At a bare minimum, consumers want a list of ingredients (sources), but ideally they want a sense of how healthy those ingredients are, i.e. what percentage of our Recommended Daily Intake do they consist of (how sensible is it to consume these metrics, at what level of granularity, and what risk?); just as with food labelling, this could be colour-coded (and with error bars) if necessary.”71
There are a number of free to use visualization software options, such as Google Charts and Plotly, as well as commercially available solutions such as Tableau. Library systems may also have limited capability to provide visualizations.\textsuperscript{72}

Finally, when presenting findings to the community, always cite the data you are using—you may be challenged regarding the validity of your data, particularly during a cancellation (see below) or by a publisher in a negotiation meeting.

\textbf{Open Access}

Some of the difficulty with open access evaluation occurs because there are many different definitions of what openness means to different constituents in a given library community. The first step in understanding should be to come together on an agreed definition of open access.\textsuperscript{73}

It is also helpful to survey the local community authors about which open publishing platforms or publishers they prefer. This can also help surface any issues they might be having with APC payment, especially if this is devolved to the authors. The library may have the publisher agreement, the publisher may send reports, but without consultation and temperature checking, it may have no idea of bad experiences or missing data.

Performing bibliometrics for your campus for a five-year time period allows you to understand which open access publishers local authors are publishing with and to prioritize those publishers over hybrid publishing models or lesser used publishers.

6. Cancellation Review

Previous subsections have discussed the various ways to assess resources. This subsection looks at one outcome of assessment, cancellation review. This will take place for resources judged to have minimal value for money, either because of cost per download, currency exchange issues, transfer of titles in and out of the agreement, pricing models, change in discipline concerns at your institution, or other factors discussed above. It may be the case that there are not enough finances to cover continued access to a given resource.

No matter what the reasons for cancellation, this information should be conveyed to faculty and alternative access needs to be provided where possible.

\textbf{Basic Resources}

It is important to advise all library workers that access to a certain resource is about to be switched off. For basic resources, this requires simply editing the holdings record on the library catalog and/or the discovery system to close the subscription dates. It may also be appropriate to inform everyone of
alternative measures such as ILL, where users can gain access to material. For a database of full-text material, there may be alternative access to much of the content, in which case staff need to be directed to the new resources (although the discovery system may take care of this seamlessly).

For an e-book, it may be that a new edition is available, and resources need to be updated accordingly. Examples include required reading lists and teaching material.

**Complex Resources**

For more complex resources such as a big deal or resources over a certain price threshold, the cancellation review requires further consultation and discussion before an exit strategy is reached (see the subsection on exit strategies in chapter 7). Leaving the big deal can be an emotive subject, and there will be winners and losers in every context. For example, cancellation of big deals based entirely on the maxim that 80 percent of all usage is from just 20 percent of the content does not always take into account the long tail. Replacing the big deal with subscriptions to the most-used content prejudices humanities scholars who require journals that often see far less usage than science titles—STM titles tend to dominate the highest used journals in comprehensive subscription plans.

If a decision is made to leave an agreement, it will likely include a number of steps. First, it is advisable to compile a final analysis report. This report should take the following criteria into account as relevant:

- For consortia, a list of subscribers, including the package taken if appropriate, such as subject clusters
- The complete title list included in the current agreement (including all variant packages, if appropriate)
- Core titles and their subscription costs using relevant data (“core” refers to the titles that were journal subscriptions at the adoption of the big deal)
- Usage data
- Post-cancellation rights (PCA), which includes the big deal content that you have access to as part of the big deal agreement you have with a given publisher. It is very important to understand what this access is and to check that access to this content is maintained after the deal is cancelled (see chapter 7)
- APC data (if appropriate). Total number of vouchers, total number used, and DOIs
- Proportion of OA content published in journals and number of articles published per journal using data from Crossref
• Data regarding green OA, for example, availability in institutional repositories
• Consultation with other libraries and purchasing consortia

This data can be incorporated to complete an initial assessment of the impact of a cancellation on the community. This final consultation reveals reasons to keep the agreement if the risk to research or teaching is considered too great. The continuation of a deal can come about with alternative funding being made available by faculty. It could potentially be used as a negotiation gambit, although this tactic is high risk and should not be used in all negotiations—the perception that a library is crying wolf about finances could result in this tactic backfiring.

As part of the assessment, alternative resources should be considered, such as cancelling a big deal in favor of a core selection of titles based on usage. Note that individual subscriptions or abbreviated title lists cost are likely to be different than what was included in the big deal. Indeed, Nabe and Fowler report that upon leaving their big deals they were presented with a content fee and an immediate large price increase on subscriptions, and that “the stance taken by publishers is to make leaving so painful as to discourage an institution from taking that step.”

Another strategy is to source the same or similar content from another supplier. This could include cancellation of the big deal in favor of aggregated full-text journals from a vendor.

Whatever the outcome of the cancellation review, a document highlighting lessons learned from the agreement is essential. Not only does this keep a record of the successes and failures of an agreement, it will inform any decision to re-approach a publisher at a later stage in order to renegotiate. It also provides a set of lessons learned for other negotiations. As stated above, it is important to list the sources of any data cited in this document.

A number of criteria listed in the bullet points above refer directly to big deals that feature hybrid open access journals. This will be discussed further in the section below and expanded upon in chapter 7, which looks at alternative options.

**Open Access**

There are two roles for open access as part of cancellation review. First, there is the actual review of open access membership agreements, such as those offered by SpringerOpen, where membership offers a discount on APCs. To a certain extent, this is a fairly simple calculation to determine if the savings on the APC expenditure equal or exceed the membership fee. If not, there are grounds for cancellation of the agreement. It is preferable to have at least three years of data in order to access any trends. Like usage, publishing output should not be judged on a single year’s worth of data because the research
lifecycle moves at a different pace than the electronic resource management lifecycle.

For hybrid open access titles, data on the availability of open access articles, both green and gold, can contribute to the decision to leave the big deal. For example, the higher the percentage of titles available from an institutional or subject repository, the better coverage for institutions leaving the deal. This forms an important part of the exit strategy and will be discussed in full in chapter 7.
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Preservation and Sustainability

Introduction

With the initial iteration of TERMs, there was quite a bit of feedback regarding the fact that we did not address preservation, perpetual access, and sustainability of content. The problem we all face in regard to preservation and sustainability is that no one has really defined what this may mean. Although there are probably some aspects of digital curation already in place, this is just part of what should be addressed here. Digital curation is a sub-discipline that has a very specific meaning within library and information science. While some of the practices employed in digital curation may be applicable, there is a likelihood these practices would not apply to the majority of electronic resources where the purchase model is based solely on access and not on ownership of the content. Morse made a very astute observation at the Library Publishing Forum in 2018: “it’s not just a technology issue but a commitment of resources over time and ultimately, preservation is a series of decisions.”

The perception of access to electronic resources is that it is temporal. For resources such as JSTOR, access has been consistently available for over twenty years. Although many of the emergent platforms used in the late
1990s and early 2000s are no longer with us, much of the indexing and content served by those platforms still lives on. That said, link rot is a persistent problem, and when looking at references that use URLs, it is not surprising to find there are some that no longer link to the content referenced. Indeed, the issue of digital preservation is no longer new. Back in 2007, Holdsworth contributed a chapter to the Digital Curation Manual, and its key takeaways are still relevant today.

Part of the problem with preservation and sustainability revolves around the temporality of many resources and determining what will be advantageous to keep in the future. The other issue with electronic material is what Hoeve refers to as “the preoccupation with immediate access of information, which has subsequently resulted in the neglect of sustainable preservation practices.” The focus is on what is requested and needed today, rather than what may be needed in the future. In this regard, selection decisions are readily made for content that does not have the viability for long term access and use.

For the purpose of this chapter, preservation and sustainability requires the determination of the selection criteria for resources to be maintained perpetually, development of a local strategy in which to make that sustainability and preservation happen, investigation of the metadata needed, the choice of what local practices and cloud-based practices are most viable for a library, and finally the development and initiation of exit strategies for leaving content and purchasing models successfully. Although this does not bring us to a distinct definition of what preservation and sustainability is, it will allow the reader to determine local frameworks and practices to allow for the local determination of how to best try to sustain and preserve the necessary content. In the end, there is not an easy answer to these concerns.

1. Choosing What to Preserve and Sustain

The first choice is determining what needs to be preserved and maintained. This circles back to the collection development plans and priorities mentioned in chapter 2. When determining what resources to buy, part of that decision-making process should include a consideration of the longevity needed with the content. Most electronic resources are purchased with the idea that the content will be preserved and sustained for a significant period of time. In the cases of subscription material, best practice is to resolve the provision of perpetual access rights upon selection and determine how the title will be made available if it were to cease or if cancellation occurs. Historically, however, this has not been a question that has been asked at the point of selection, but given unstable and increasingly diminishing budgets, the determination of longevity of a content stream must now be discussed. The good news is there are model retention plans for digital collections that serve as starting
points for determining the local retention of commercial produced online content. Framing these decisions in this manner will support better alignment between purchased resources and locally created resources.

When purchasing online archives, it is important to understand the reasons why the content is being acquired and how the user community will use it not just in current programming, but in the future. Ongoing access fees and content updates can become a burden on any library budget quickly. Ascertaining upfront the long-term use of content is critical. Knowing what the post-cancellation rights and perpetual rights are with archival purchases is essential in the case of potential cancellation. Archival purchases are significant expenditures and as such, need to be treated with more comprehensive planning and understanding as to their long-term viability. Table 7.1 depicts a chart showing what this could look like:

**TABLE 7.1**
Resource Retention Chart Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource Type</th>
<th>Short Term</th>
<th>Perpetual Access/PCA</th>
<th>Purchase Archive</th>
<th>Support Archive Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ebook Subscription</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebook Collection</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregated Collections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Collections</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Right now, libraries tend to develop retention plans that primarily focus on digital assets or OA collections. Preservation or retention plans normally spell out why you are choosing to keep or preserve the material and how you are going to accomplish the preservation practice. In these cases, the retention plan is part of the set-up process engaged in with local institutional repositories. Determining which content to retain and for what time frame is usually part of the metadata used for ingesting locally created material as well as for reaching agreement with authors to deposit material. Although some multi-institution networking has begun to create redundant access models, these networks are nascent and still rely on grant funding for development. Developing mechanisms for dark archiving of open content either upon immediate deposit or in the future are often necessary for some disciplines and individuals within your organization. Providing exit strategy clauses for your community to withdraw content or to move it to dark archives is vital as well.
Basic Resources

If the purchased material is needed for a short period of use, temporary access is adequate. This is often the case with streaming media content, for example. Streaming media that is widely used and important to a faculty member today may not be as popular or of much interest in the future. Other short-term content may be purchased for course reserves and reading lists. This content ages very quickly and new editions may be issued annually. Maintaining older versions may not be helpful as assignments tend to be made from the most current versions of the material. Indeed, in some disciplines, such as law, maintaining older editions is strongly discouraged. Electronic material used for specific grants may no longer be of vital interest once the grant period has ended and the research is completed. Finally, most libraries do not provide a commitment to maintain aggregator platforms or content. The full text provided through these services is often seen as supplemental to library holdings as opposed to being essential library holdings. In cases where these are the basis for library holdings, the expectation should be that the content will flip to subscription at the title level for high-use items that drop out of the aggregator package in order to insure longevity of access. However, the opposite may occur in a big deal cancellation.

In the case of journals, some databases, and key abstracting and indexing (A&I) resources, the preservation strategy involves investing in perpetual and accessible archives either directly from the provider or publisher or from a third party such as JSTOR. Once the journal backfiles are purchased, there is a likelihood that the same content is held in print. In the case of most A&I resources, the use of discovery tools in libraries, along with the development of tools like Lean Library, make the retention of some A&I services less important. The other main choice is to use third-party preservation strategies such as LOCKSS or Portico to insure long-term access to journals and e-books.9–11 We define these tools in detail in the sections below on local and cloud-based services.

Although many librarians consider e-books to be permanent or perpetual additions to their library collections, it is worthwhile to review e-book holdings to determine the value of the content previously purchased. Louisiana State University (LSU) librarians did this with their historic purchases of what were originally NetLibrary titles.12 They used the weeding criteria established for their print collection and applied it to e-books. However, deselecting e-books can be problematic. In many cases, e-books are bought as collections (this is especially true for historic NetLibrary titles). The LSU librarians needed to find a way to exclude or deselect these titles from the current administrative portal, which required working closely with the current content provider to enact that functionality. A number of lessons can be learned from this study. First, it is worthwhile for librarians at a given library to develop e-book weeding criteria that may be different than print criteria. For example, content that
has a certain amount of link rot will be considered for deselection. This should be noted in the collection, management, and development policy.

Another situation is the deselection of the same title in print. In her article, Francis describes the process of weeding print resources in the reference area at the Dakota State University Library. By utilizing online reference collections and individual title purchases, the reference collection was reduced by more than 20 percent. Print volumes of reference material are likely candidates to be replaced by electronic resources as long as e-reference works can be absorbed by the local collection budget. At the Portland State University Library, one e-book vendor pitched for business by asking for a list of print ISBNs in order to see what could be replaced with its e-book collections. To date, this offer has not been explored but it is an intriguing one that may be explored in the future. Again, the issue comes down to whether a budget allows for this change in format can be undertaken in any significant way.

Understanding what the budgetary costs are for preservation and sustainability of electronic resources is an ongoing consideration. In some cases, the annual access fees to be paid for third-party platforms are very straightforward, whereas maintaining and providing content from local servers or via payment for local cloud services will be more ambiguous and may be tied in with other support or maintenance costs.

Complex Resources

With e-book subscription models, patron driven, and evidence-based purchasing models, the culling of underutilized content, or in some cases over-utilized content, is a choice made by the provider or the participating library. For this reason, this decision point is more complex. In these cases, it is best to have a rubric or practice to handle the semi-annual or annual removal of content from the packages offered. This often means having funding available to purchase some content in perpetuity that is not entirely anticipated.

ProQuest announced in 2018 that it was planning to develop Secure Archives For Ever (SAFE), a dark archive to safeguard its e-book content. This could be a situation where obtaining access to the dark archive may become an additional service cost for purchased content. Nonetheless, ProQuest should be commended for making the effort to establish a preservation mechanism as not all providers are committed beyond using third-party platforms at the moment.

Machovec notes in his column in the Journal of Library Administration how some library consortia in North America are committing to locally loading e-books onto local platforms for their participating libraries. Examples include OhioLink’s Electronic Book Center and the Ontario Council of University Libraries’ Scholar’s Portal. In addition to these initiatives, E-books Minnesota is a project by the Minnesota Digital Library to preserve the outputs of
Minnesota publishers and Minnesota authors. In the same column, Machovec notes that some commercial publishers will allow libraries to host their content locally for preservation purposes.

With more complex citation abstracting and indexing tools, buying the archives may bring up the problem of flexibility. Throughout much of the early twenty-first century, many libraries invested in purchasing significant back files of these citation tools. When a new product came onto the market, the same libraries found that if they cancelled their current subscriptions to the tool, they would also lose the access to the back files. This locked many libraries into maintaining tools that they wanted to replace. In this case, choosing to preserve resources ended up being a short-sighted decision.

Streaming media is also another content area that can be complex. In some cases, providers allow for a perpetual purchase of the content but insist on the library hosting the files locally. This will require working with local streaming media platforms and managers to provide access to the content. In other cases, streaming media providers allow for extended year licenses, usually at three-, five-, or ten-year intervals. For content that is heavily used in your library environment, purchasing an extended license agreement will insure continuity of access. Recording this information is critical so that others know when access timeframes will expire; this will be discussed in greater detail in the metadata section below.

**Open Access**

Within a given organization, the thought is usually that if something is in the institutional repository it will be preserved. This is not the opinion of managers of institutional repositories. Some libraries are choosing to use backup servers to archive their institutional repositories and digital library content; others may be using Archive-It from Internet Archive. Archive-It is a relatively affordable third-party web archiving platform for collecting and preserving library web presences and cultural heritage material. However, it is not necessarily the best tool for archiving pre-prints and post-print material. We are not aware of any librarians or libraries that are insuring redundancy of pre-prints and post-print materials with subject discipline repositories, although for health science institutions there is a high likelihood that content may be available in a local repository and will also be hosted on PubMedCentral. A recent announcement from Portico indicates that authors publishing open access material using the Scholastica scholarship portal can choose to have their content deposited into Portico. However, this means that preservation is becoming a closed, paywalled system because only libraries participating in Portico will then have access to this content.
2. Developing Preservation and Sustainability Plans

After making the choice of what should be maintained or preserved for longevity, the next step is establishing the plan or guide for preservation. First and foremost, establishing the required metadata to track content is essential. These metadata elements will be outlined more specifically in the metadata section below. However, knowing upfront what metadata works for insuring sustained retention helps with recording it during the procurement phase or implementation phase of the resource.

Although there are many training courses and broad overviews available on digital preservation and ways to get started, it is much harder to find the statistics on how many libraries worldwide are fully engaged in significant preservation or sustainability plans.\(^\text{19}\) That said, there are some significant preservation plans available to get started. One example is the UNT Libraries Digital Preservation Policy Framework at University of North Texas Libraries.\(^\text{20}\) This framework presents a glossary of concepts and terms and then neatly frames the mandate that the UNT Libraries has taken on in order to preserve local digital scholarship. This plan could be adapted by other institutions designing their own policies about how the preservation of commercial produced content is retained or sustained. Preservation and sustainability plans should be contextualized to a given environment or institution and often must be scoped to varying areas of preservation and sustainability. Various other collaborative preservation networks have formed, which have influence and impact, but then end as their grant funding runs out. It is worth mentioning the policy documents coming from these initiatives, but this trend indicates that libraries are not fully committed to funding these initiatives to the levels needed to sustain them.\(^\text{21}\)

**Basic Resources**

At a very basic level, an initial step could be identifying the post-cancellation rights of commercially produced scholarship, such as outlined by Carter.\(^\text{22}\) Her presentation indicates that there are first steps to take with administrative metadata and to understand what content should be readily available to a given institution through its post-cancellation access rights or perpetual access rights. Many current library management systems provide a designated field to note post-cancellation or perpetual access rights. Furthermore, this information can serve a dual purpose. Once the access rights are recorded, it makes it easier to identify what content should be available as it moves or transfers from one provider or platform to another. However, until library workers take this initial step, it may be impossible to retrace them to fully discover their access rights to electronic content. Another option would be to
use these fields to note what digital resources are being archived somewhere else and which ones are not using the Keepers Registry.23

Most recently Edina has announced a beta version of a tool called the Entitlement Registry.24 This tool works as an intermediary between librarians and publishers to help establish the entitlement rights. In summer 2019, Edina ran an extended beta-test of their service in hopes to fully roll out the service by the start of 2020. If successful and priced reasonably, this service is likely to become quite popular.

**Complex Resources**

Many library workers are deciding to remove print collections that overlap with online holdings of the same content. This is true for print resources beyond the reference collection scenario discussed above. The biggest concern with the replacement of print with electronic formats is the potential for removing resources critical to the library collection and then losing access to the online content as well.

Payne reviews the difficulty with developing and creating weeding projects of print materials during a project at John Hopkins University Libraries.25 Although Payne does not specifically outline how electronic access played a part of the criteria leading into the project, her points about effective communication are valuable for any weeding activity undertaken. The main takeaway is that it is critical to make sure that everyone understands the reasons and purposes for the weeding project and that this means representing the project in visualized ways rather than passing around spreadsheets. Sasyk provides a couple of scenarios where electronic resource management tools are utilized to provide overlap comparisons between print and electronic resources for deaccession of print journal titles.26 Her method involves techniques to secure data integrity between both formats in order to create lists of material to remove from a collection. Sasyk’s method of creating weeding lists through the electronic resources management system works well for journals but is likely to have less success for books.

There is not a definite approach to use for replacing print materials with electronic ones. This work will require a local library environment to develop the plans and practice that will succeed in its own environment. The process created for removing print resources in favor of electronic must include widely understood documentation of the preservation strategy for the online content.

**Open Access**

Preservation and sustainability plans for institutional repositories have been discussed for many years.27 More recently, this has been extended to cover
gray literature, such as master’s theses. In the United Kingdom, the question as to whether a repository had a formal preservation function was asked by the Universities U.K. Open Access Coordination Group. Its report noted that “The British Library is in the process of enhancing its digital preservation capacities and looking at how it may expand its services to others, including theses (EThOS) and OA publications. Jisc is piloting a Research Data Shared Services Model (RDSS) with a number of higher education institutions, and digital preservation is in the project scope.” However, regarding institutional repository content, the report found that “preservation of OA content is recognized as a need, however, the pressure on each higher education institution repository to find its solution is a key concern.” The report concluded that institutions are not adequately funded to create a solution and often lack technical expertise. A major recommendation of the report was that “(a) study into the feasibility of a national preservation solution be undertaken, recognizing that the British Library and Jisc are key stakeholders.”

Some universities do have existing preservation strategies. For example, Cornell University presents a useful table listing file formats for digital content and the likelihood that each format will support full long-term preservation. However, it adds that “PDF is a good file format choice in terms of preservation, with PDF/A being the best option,” but that PDF is not a format that will support long-term preservation. This view is supported by research in Sweden that states that using PDFs “implies major challenges for the longevity of files because there is an inherent dependence on the software used to create each file over the full life-cycle for each file.” This study concludes the there is “little focus on and awareness of open file formats,” However, PDF/A does seem to be a viable option, but only for traditional formats.

Regarding the acquisition of open access journals, particularly hybrid titles, there is a link between the deal breakers discussed in chapter 3 and the development of a preservation strategy for acquiring open access content, including hybrid open access. For example, the Jisc Collections Content, Management and Development Policy states that for hybrid titles, “content should be part of an archiving and preservation solution such as Portico, LOCKSS or CLOCKSS.” It is recommended that this policy is adopted in institutional policies too.

When it comes to preservation policies for open access publishing, those fully open access publishers that qualify for the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) gold seal respond to the question on digital archiving policy by choosing one of the following options:

- CINES
- CLOCKSS
- LOCKSS
- PKP PN
- PMC/Europe PMC/PMC Canada
- Portico
- A national library’s requirement
- Other
DOAJ states that “‘No policy in place’ does not qualify for the Seal.”

When searching in DOAJ, those publishers that have an archiving policy in place have a green tick next to their names. Although this is part of the DOAJ application, it does not form part of the submission for Directory of Open Access Books.

However, there is a digital preservation policy for open access monograph publishers who upload their content to OAPEN. “OAPEN collaborates with the National Library of the Netherlands e-Depot to secure long-term preservation of all publications in the OAPEN Library.” This covers publishing platforms, such as Ubiquity Press, which offer preservation via OAPEN. OAPEN also preserves its content in Portico. This will be covered below in the subsection on cloud services.

3. Metadata Needed for Preservation

Metadata for ongoing preservation is a rapidly evolving landscape. Almost a decade ago, a group began work to pilot a journal preservation registry service (PERS) to outline the metadata needed for this work. Part of its framework explored how to arrive at a common vocabulary to accomplish the post-cancellation rights of content. However, this work stopped short of the development of a specific standard or element to be used to identify post-cancellation access or perpetual access to content. Given the lack of national standards, most libraries must develop metadata that is meaningful within their own environments. It is most helpful if the data is readily retrievable by anyone who needs it. A final consideration is how public to make metadata for any given resource.

One approach library workers can take involves the consistent application of persistent identifiers for the creators and works created and for the provenance of the work by using an institutional and funder identification. Often referred to as PIDs, some of these standards are more widely adopted and utilized than others. Although this tends to be done within institutional repositories, at this time these designators are not commonly found in library management systems. In part because the work with library management systems takes place at the journal and e-book level more than at the discrete levels of chapters or articles. However, these key pieces of information are more and more critical in the information retrieval landscape to aid in the discovery and utility of scholarship throughout the lifecycle. We recommend six PIDs to begin with:

1. Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs). The DOI is the key identifier of discrete elements of scholarship. It was designed initially for use with journal articles but has come to be applied to many single items of scholarship such as blog posts, data sets, data objects like tables and
graphs, and book chapters. Once an output has a DOI, access to the resource can be retrieved more readily through various portals in a more seamless and direct way than URLs allow.

2. Journal Article Tag Suite (JATS). The Journal Article Tag Suite envelops an article or discrete part of a journal such as letters to the editor, or a book review in a set of XML descriptive metadata to help distinguish it from other articles or works within a given digital journal. Multiple descriptive schema can use the JATS structure to help make the descriptive information more portable and extensible within a given digital structure. Being structured as XML instead of a static PDF allows the content to be moved more readily from one networked environment to another and to interplay easily with other services.

3. ORCID. Although ORCID research identifiers currently play a minimal role in retrieval, this identifier is key for researchers disambiguating themselves from other researchers with similar names as well as receiving the credit for their research outputs. For closed systems, this process will still need to be done manually. Having researcher ORCIDs captured within library systems allows for academic librarians to easily identify the scholarship produced by their local scholars and to highlight and promote these authors readily.

4. Funder RegistryRef. Funder Registry from CrossRef is the key identifier used to indicate the funding body supporting the research. With scientific literature, knowing who funded the research is a key component to understanding how the research was developed as well as an indication of why the research was done in the first place.

5. International Standard Name Identifier (ISNI). This identifier provides information about the institution where a researcher worked while the research was undertaken. Again, this provides a contextual reference for the research.

6. Research Organization Registry (RoR). This identifier is still in development but is an attempt to create a fully open and readily available code for research organizations.

**Basic Resources**

As has been noted, in our discussion of developing preservation plans, one of the most immediate activities to undertake is the recording of post-cancellation access or perpetual access within the library management system framework. Although there is not a standard to use for this, the library management system may make this very easy to do by utilizing a checkbox approach or allowing for more descriptive elements such as date ranges or time periods covered. The more description that can be added the better, because not all
resources have the same post-cancellation access rights or time frames. Knowing this information is critical for many other operations or decisions in the library, which is why documenting these rights is important.

Regarding streaming media resources, librarians on national LISTSERVs in the United States are discussing public notation of access rights. This entails adding in a descriptor to the link address that provides the term of access for any given streaming video. For instance, Portland State University Library is adopting the following link text for one of the streaming media collections—“Kanopy (film expires xx/xx/xxxx)—as a way of indicating to the end user the time period of availability of the content on a given platform if perpetual purchase is not possible.

**Complex Resources**

In the United States, the majority of government information has moved online throughout the early part of the twenty-first century. Given this trend and the most recent administration’s habit of removing government sites (although this is a problem for many countries when a refresh of a website happens, or indeed government focus), there has been growing concern among government document librarians about the need for more robust metadata with these resources.46 There is work, which is still ongoing, to provide a better framework of the metadata required for preservation of this material. This work has given rise to the Preservation of Electronic Government Information (PEGI) project to help identify and preserve at risk government resources and websites, and potentially crowdsource needed descriptive metadata.47

The Library of Congress has a statement on Recommended Formats for preservation to allow for consistency with preservation applications.48 This framework helps to outline and provide a cohesive framework for the base format description to be used with resources. It is an essential document to utilize when defining the scholarly and creative works being preserved.

**Open Access**

OA material relies on much the same metadata as other electronic resources. Therefore, the PIDs discussed above apply here too. Of particular note, ORCID has created an application programming interface (API), which allows open repository systems to set up a feed to collect ORCID data directly into the repository.49

In addition, there are a number of developments occurring around the following initiatives: the Open Archival Information System (OAIS), PREServation Metadata: Implementation Strategies (PREMIS), and PRONOM online file format registry. This work is instrumental in facilitating access, discovery, and management, as well as with expanding the frameworks for preservation of digital resources.50

4. Local Preservation Options
(Servers, Media Drives, LOCKSS/CLOCKSS, MetaArchive)

Preservation and sustainability concerns about online content have given rise to numerous projects underway at many institutions. The main problem with both local and networked initiatives is that these initiatives begin with grant funding or start-up investment and lack budgets to sustain and carry projects forward. That said, there are tangible projects such as LOCKSS/CLOCKSS, which is entering its second decade of existence and expanding the capture of content for preservation needed.51,52

More complex projects such as the Scholarly Orphans Project provide examples of unique but necessary projects that capture some of the new emerging forms of scholarship.53 There is the MetaArchive project, a cooperative digital network for capturing cultural memory institutions.54 Weintraub and Alagna outline the state of local preservation in their Institute of Museum and Library Studies funded research project from 2017.55 Their findings indicate that standard backups of local repositories tend not to happen due to the lack of funding available.

Basic Resources

The two most basic methods for local preservation are running a local backup service for all hosted scholarly content and participating in the LOCKSS program. In both instances, there are costs involved.

The second most common preservation strategy is through participation in LOCKSS/CLOCKSS. These services also require a local server environment on which you capture the local scholarly content, but the server is networked to other servers maintaining much of the same content at other institutions. Through the balance load of local availability and networked access, the content is made available during any downtime by a participating hosted provider. CLOCKSS is the open environment side of the system that allows open and ready availability of content that is discontinued or ceased publication. In addition, it was announced in July 2018 that CLOCKSS would also host all backups of Crossref data, which allows for ready linking of content through DOIs.56 LOCKSS has also made a number of case studies available showing how it is being used.57

Complex Resources

Much of the work on metadata that could be described as complex is still in development, such as The Scholarly Orphans project, which is discussed further in the chapter 8. However, the MetaArchive began close to fifteen years ago to keep overhead costs minimal but provide easy mechanisms for collaboration. This work has created the infrastructure needed to preserve its shared
local digital collections. One of the backbones of the success of MetaArchive has been the use of the LOCKSS preservation network. Although working to arrange the setup of this work took an initial long-term investment, it was found that the work put into setting policies and the community governance structure is just as valuable as the preservation strategy itself.

Open Access

LOCKSS is also active in support of OA publishing and there is also work being performed to help preserve Open Journal Systems (OJS) and insure that open content will remain open even through preservation.\(^58\)

ArXiv is an interesting case study. This pre-print server began in 1991 as a U.S. government hosted website to provide access to research articles focused mostly on physics and relevant physical literature.\(^59\) In the early part of the twenty-first century, the platform and access moved to be hosted by Cornell University and eventually came to the Cornell University Library for management. Along this path, there were times when the sustainability and future of the platform came into question, but each time the community using this platform found ways to fund and support it. Today, Cornell University continues to provide over one-third of the organization’s operating expenses, with the remainder provided by the Simons Foundation and pledges from member institutions throughout the world.\(^60\) In 2019, oversight of arXiv will transfer from the Cornell University Library to the Cornell Computing and Information Science. The site is recognized worldwide as a major research portal for physics and physical disciplines and continues to grow in content.

Many additional pre-print servers have grown from the arXiv model, though it seems unlikely that all will survive. Examples include SocArXiv for social sciences, founded in 2016; PsyArXiv for psychological sciences, also founded in 2016, AgriXiv for agricultural and allied sciences: and many others, using the Open Science Framework Preprints structure.\(^61\)

5. Cloud-Based Options

(Archive-It, Portico, Media Portals, DPLA Hubs, Shared Preservation Structure)

As noted above, the desire within the library community to participate in networked and third-party solutions can be problematic. Many of these initiatives begin with grant funding and are just not able to make the essential elements of content preservation and sustainability key factors in financial support. The most successful platforms are ones that exist within larger nonprofit supported organizations that have multiple funding sources to balance the costs.\(^62\)
Basic Resources

The best-known third-party cloud-based systems are Portico, Internet Archive, and Archive-It.63–65 More than a thousand libraries worldwide currently participate in Portico and they provide a solution that works for both publishers and for libraries.66 Publishers can readily deposit content for archiving and libraries can retrieve content as needed during service failures or when content ceases to be available on publisher websites. In addition, Portico has begun to accept digital collections for preservation as well. Libraries pay annual support fees based on the size of their library expenditures to join and gain access to their preserved content.

The Internet Archive is also a nonprofit company that has compiled what is arguably one of the largest digital library presences. The archive began in 1996 and continues to grow and expand. Its website provides access to openly available books, streaming visual files, static visual files, audio files, software, and websites. Its strength is in providing access to content that is out of copyright in the United States or was preserved from platforms that no longer exist on the web. Although grant funded initially, the Internet Archive has managed to promote and crowdsource funding on a regular basis to continue to add to its collections. Libraries can choose to donate support, however, most of the support comes from funding agencies and individuals.

Archive-It is a subsection of the Internet Archive that is supported by libraries and cultural heritage sites through membership fees. Members participate in the governance of the structural system and help to guide development concepts for new iterations of the software and systems. The members establish schedules where the sites they wish to capture are crawled and preserved on a routine basis. This provides a relatively inexpensive and fundamental capture of a given institution’s web presence.

Complex Resources

A nonprofit cloud-based preservation entity, the Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) is relatively new, planning began in 2010 and it was launched in 2013.67 Libraries and library consortia participate by hosting local service and content hubs in order to capture and then uploaded access to the DPLA main site. In November 2018, the DPLA Board of Directors announced that due to a funding shortage, six staff positions were eliminated, and the remaining staff would be restructured. This change coincides with DPLA transitioning from grant-funded support and trying to become a financially independent nonprofit entity. Much concern has been raised in the U.S. library community about the DPLA and its future role in helping to preserve the cultural heritage of U.S. libraries.68 In particular, the hubs that were in development no longer
have the internal support expected to fully get their workflows and processes in place.

**Open Access**

As noted above, OA publishers who make their content available via OAPEN benefit from OAPEN’s preservation policy, which includes the use of Portico. In addition, OA publishers can also preserve their book and journal content directly with Portico for an annual fee. It is important to double-check the list of publishers on Portico. For example, the University of Huddersfield Press, one of the first new library-led university presses in the United Kingdom, has had its OA journal content preserved in Portico since 2013.

**6. Exit Strategy**

The previous chapter discusses the possibility of an assessment of an e-resource leading to a cancellation review. If further consultation following this review leads to a decision to cancel, then an exit strategy is urgently required. This will differ depending on the resource. Some exit strategies are simple to achieve. However, because others—especially big deals—will affect the ability of researchers to access content, this process must be managed carefully. An exit strategy always features in a collection management and development policy as it is important to have outline both acquisition and disposal or cancellation of resources.

For an indication of the institutions that have taken the decision to cancel the big deal, see the SPARC big deal cancellation website.

**Basic Resources**

For the purposes of an exit strategy, basic resources include single journals, e-books, and databases. Single journals are treated in very much the same way as a print journal cancellation. The catalog or knowledge base must be edited to close the entry and relevant faculty need to be informed, perhaps via any collection management group, subject liaison, or other means (see chapter 4). E-book weeding also follows the same model as print book weeding: candidates will be those books that have not been used, are no longer current, or have been superceded by new editions.

Demand driven acquisition (DDA), although more complex than the processes described above, is still fairly straightforward. Indeed, it is far more straightforward than switching the collection on! The exit strategy for DDA is to make sure that when the money runs out the collection is switched off.
immediately. This avoids users selecting a title that is no longer available. The worst-case scenario is when this happens over a weekend.

Exiting a database agreement is slightly different. However, a database is rarely purchased for one title, but rather to give broad subject coverage at a competitive price. If a number of databases are in a collection, it is very likely that there will be overlap with other content available. Unlike a journal subscription, once a database is switched off, the content is gone—there will be no post-cancellation access (see below).

**Complex Resources and Open Access**

Exiting the big deal can be an incredibly complex affair, often made more so by the cross-disciplinary nature of many large-scale big deals and the volume of content involved. For example, a big deal may contain thousands of journal titles, which translates into millions of articles across twenty to twenty-five years. Therefore, unpacking the big deal is an incredibly complex process. This subsection will run through a suggested checklist designed to lessen the impact of big deal cancellations. This checklist is partly inspired by the work of McGrath on Plan B, which was first developed by Research Libraries U.K. (RLUK) in 2011 for its Wiley and Elsevier negotiations as a strategy rather than a viable alternative. Like the University of California negotiation toolkit mentioned in chapter 3, this checklist will help set the stage for renegotiations of packages as well as the leaving of package deals. Indeed, McGrath considered that “maintaining Plan B beyond about three years is problematic owing to the ever-increasing amount of material that becomes unavailable to users.”

However, the Plan B work focuses very much on interlibrary loans (ILL) as an alternative. This subsection suggests that open access is also a viable alternative to be considered as part of the exit strategy.

**Post-Cancellation Access (PCA)**

Post-cancellation access or post-termination access can be described as entitlements that “specify the conditions that allow ongoing access to the journal volumes a subscriber has paid for.” When exiting a big deal, understanding PCA rights is vital. In some cases, this might entitle the library to access everything published during the duration of the agreement, whereas in other cases PCA access may only include core titles. Points to look out for include the introduction of “rolling wall” access to this content, where you may find access is lost to older articles and to archive content, as well as the introduction of a service charge after a given period of time.

During a negotiation, some publishers may offer to reduce the cost of the agreement by a nominal figure that represents the value of PCA. Although
this may seem attractive at the start of an agreement, if the big deal is ever cancelled, this could represent a significant amount of content that cannot be accessed. This will become apparent when defining the exit strategy.

**Core Titles**

Core titles are related to PCA. Essentially, they represent the titles subscribed to individually before the big deal was negotiated and purchased. Big deals usually include a no-cancellation clause for these titles, so after the big deal is terminated, subscriptions to these titles resume unless they have also been cancelled at the same time as the big deal. These core titles form part of PCA in that access should be granted for the years subscribed. However, there are complications. Some publishers allow the swapping of titles during the big deal. This may mean that the coverage of those core titles will not cover the whole duration of the agreement. Unlike PCA, core titles will differ from institution to institution depending on historical subscriptions.

Both PCA and core titles should be available within a discovery system to ensure ongoing access. Depending on a publisher’s PCA policy and a library’s historical subscription spend, this could represent a substantial percentage of titles. However, it may not!

**Gold and Green Open Access**

At the article level, gold and green open access titles will also have ongoing access. However, these are harder to lock down, because a big deal might include millions of articles. A percentage of these will be gold or green open access, but coverage through a discovery system is likely to be patchy at best.

Research claims that the overall “free” availability is as high as 54.6 percent, although subject and country coverage may differ. It would be fair to assume that there are more science titles available than arts, humanities, and social science material. However, free does not mean gold and green open access. Free could include gold, green, delayed green (with up to two years embargo), bronze and “other” sources, such as that from ResearchGate. As discussed in chapter 4, sources such as ResearchGate should not be relied upon as they can be unreliable.

Based on Unpaywall data, when looking at gold and green open access for 2017, the percentage of OA articles drop to 31.7 percent. This percentage decreases the older the article, but conversely, the authors of this research add that the percentage does rise year on year, so 2018 data should be higher. It is very important to note that this percentage will also vary between publishers—for many it could be far lower. For a big deal that covers up to twenty years, the older material, which will not be available on open access, will also reduce the percentage significantly.
Chapter 4 notes that tools such as OA Button and Unpaywall are available as browser extensions. CORE’s mission is “to aggregate all open access research outputs from repositories and journals worldwide and make them available to the public.” Although CORE does not cover all gold and green open access material, it is a good place to start and can be linked to discovery systems to allow seamless access.

**Bronze Open Access**

Bronze open access represented 15.3 percent of content in the Unpaywall data. However, this is not truly open access. Piwowar et al. define bronze as “free to read on the publisher page, but without a clearly identifiable license.” This could represent gold and green open access with bad metadata. It is more likely to represent content made free at some point in time by a publisher. For example, many publishers make the first issue of new titles available as a sampler, while others make selected articles free for a short period of time. Therefore, the figure of 15.3 percent for 2017 articles will most likely have changed since the sample was taken. Even if the percentage remains the same, the articles may have changed.

PCA, core titles, and gold and green open access represent content that can be reliably depended upon as an alternative to a big deal. Furthermore, there is a good chance that this content is made available via the discovery layer, which will ensure seamless access to a percentage of content. However, this percentage is very difficult to calculate reliably and will differ from institution to institution and from big deal to big deal. However, this content is the baseline for any exit strategy.

Bronze open access content will increase the amount of content available, but it cannot be linked to reliably. Libraries may prefer to advise their researchers that bronze open access content should be acquired legally by researchers, but that researchers will have to seek it out for themselves.

**Analyzing Usage Data**

This still leaves a large percentage of content that is effectively closed to researchers. Just as the long tail of little-used titles in a big deal are used as a reason to cancel, this long tail can also be used to bring the percentage of closed access material down. Schöpfel and Leduc cite the Pareto 80:20 distribution to explain this. If 20 percent of the titles in the big deal represent 80 percent of usage, it stands to reason that the long tail representing 20 percent of the usage is very unlikely to be in demand after the big deal is cancelled.

Working this out as an actual percentage of the big deal is probably easier said than done and would require a fair amount of computing power. The clear message here is that the amount of closed content that might be of local interest is likely lower than the raw data might suggest.
Interlibrary Loans

No matter how you work out the number of items left on closed access, the remaining articles from the big deal can be provided via ILL. Potentially this figure could look horrific, particularly for small- to medium-sized libraries, which often benefit the most from the big deal because historically they have fewer core subscriptions to fall back on.

There is some relatively good news. Research shows that ILL requests are always far lower than usage in the big deal. McGrath bases much of the work around Plan B on document delivery, using a 35 percent ratio for conversion of previous usage to ILL, although a lower figure of 10 percent is discussed. Nabe and Fowler find that ILL use for Wiley represented 9 percent of previous COUNTER use in the deal and 3 percent of previous use for Elsevier. Research at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee suggests a COUNTER:ILL ration of 17:1, although Scott warns that variations among publishers (and disciplines) may be observed, therefore this ratio should be used as a general estimate.

TERMs suggests that a 10 percent ratio is used to calculate the potential ILLs, so every one hundred downloads in the big deal, would convert to just ten ILLs requested. The drop is because of the barrier to access that the ILL request puts in place. Having to fill out a form or simply clicking through to the ILL request reduces demand. This figure has the potential to be reduced further as open access tools such as OA Button become embedded into the workflow. The destinations of these tools must be checked to prevent the library accidently endorsing access to material that is not truly open access for example bronze OA.

Once the potential ILL requests are estimated, then a cost can be assigned to this part of the exit plan. If this figure looks too unaffordable, check it against current ILL figures. Chances are there is room for small increases. However, if the increase over the existing ILL costs is very large, you may need to consider additional staffing costs too.

In chapter 6 we note the average cost of ILL is around $8. However, this cost is subject to wide variation, as there is often a lack of standardization in how these costs are calculated and what expenditures are included. Therefore, there are always weaknesses in these estimates. A more standard and transparent formula is certainly needed.

In addition, there are further variations in costs. For example, Florida State and Caltech both offer two levels of ILL: expedited delivery costs $30 and guaranteed delivery in twenty-four hours is free. This will increase the costs.

It is also worth noting that Rathmel et al. use an estimated additional staff cost per article of $7 and this should be a factor in any costings. Knowing the staff costs of other areas would be necessary to make a true comparison, for example, repository staffing costs, serials team and e-resource team costs.
If there is a possibility of a large number of ILLs for a particular journal, this implies that an additional subscription should be taken out. Pedersen et al. view the use of ILL costs in cost per download analysis of the big deal as a primary criterion for decision making.92 In their case study at Iowa State University, only 3 of the 1,598 titles cancelled, which had not been substantiated by this method of cost-per-use assessment, were reinstated due to demand.

At the end of these steps, you will have two figures. The cost of continued subscriptions and the additional costs of ILLs. If these costs are less than the big deal you wish to exit, then the decision is viable.

As discussed in chapter 6, the decision to leave a big deal must be done in full consultation with faculty. Some big deal publishers are well aware of the potential reputational loss to a university library if this is not managed well and will encourage negotiations to continue for as long as possible, thereby leaving not enough time for a careful and organized exit from a large collection. It is all the more critical that libraries plan ahead, potentially having worked out any potential exit plan in advance of an actual decision.

Once that decision is made, in the absence of a completely automated solution to the exit plan, the library must inform its patrons about alternative methods of access. Although, as explained above, some parts of the plan will be automated through the discovery layer, other access points will need explanation. An example of best practice in marketing alternative methods of access is the Bibsam consortium in Sweden. Its well-publicized exit from the Elsevier agreement in June 2018 was followed by a blogpost giving guidance to libraries and researchers.93

NOTES


45. ROR, Research Organization Registry. https://www.ror.community
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Conclusion

At the start of this book, we mention how electronic resources management has changed over the five years since the last version of TERMS was published. In the conclusion to that version, we suggested topics such as e-book management were growing in importance and other forms of scholarship were developing, such as open access publishing. In this version of TERMS, e-book management models are included along with streaming media and the ready incorporation of open access scholarship models. Other areas highlighted in the Library Technology Report version highlighted the emerging developments of the latest generation of library management systems and the need for workflow versioning. In addition, through our presentations and continued crowdsourcing, we received feedback on the need for us to cover issues such as troubleshooting and preservation. While researching and writing this current work a number of new considerations are emerging, specifically COUNTER Release 5, resource assessment tools, entitlement registries, and Plan S.

We live and work in a world of almost constant churn and this is certainly true for electronic resources management. Indeed, library workers involved with this content must be comfortable with change management and flexibility. There will continue to be shifting roles for library workers and new
configurations of work environments due to changes in content collection and provision. Staffing roles are altering in many libraries already and this will continue to be a trend going forward.²

Throughout this book we highlight emerging concerns and issues in the life cycle (albeit with brief discussion). In this final chapter, we revisit those areas to examine these items a little further. Of course, these will be only some of the areas in development over the next five years, and with time, our focus on these topics may provide to be wrong-headed. There are many initiatives for electronic resources management and open access publishing that never fully come to fruition or that sputter out in a short time span.

In going back to our initial version and its conclusion, the focus on workflows remains extremely relevant for codifying the work we all undertake on a daily basis. Having a roadmap or framework of how we accomplish this work now and understanding how to best adapt these processes to new work models and provision of content is the best practice.

The Next Major Collection Topic: Data and Other Scholarly Outputs

The pace of change is accelerating, and it can be hard to fully comprehend how the decisions being made today will affect libraries in the next five to six years. However, one new content area that is already developing is data and data management. This is largely driven by research funders and the requirement to have the data underlying major research efforts readily discoverable. This requires the use of a range of persistent identifiers. The main international nonprofit dedicated to ensuring persistent identifiers for research data is DataCite.³ Its work is significant because:

▪ Researchers in their efforts to find, identify, and cite research data and other research objects
▪ Data centers by providing DOIs for datasets, workflows, and standards
▪ Journal publishers by enabling research articles to be linked to underlying data and objects
▪ It supports funding agencies by helping them understand the reach and impact of their funding

As this is an emerging field of work, many libraries are recruiting a single individual, team, or committee to take on the work. The importance of incorporating this work and management into the current organization structure in a meaningful way is critical. The work at hand is shown to be greater than a single person’s workload. An option to consider is writing a local data
management plan into the collection development plans and priorities as a way of broadening the scope of responsibility so that a single individual does not become overwhelmed by the work.

Another area of rapid development is the emergence of the COUNTER Code of Practice for Research Data in Repositories. This initiative is led by DataCite, the California Digital Library, National Information Standards Organization (NISO), and Project COUNTER, among others. This project, also known as Make Data Count, provides a standard data use metric to be applied by data repositories and platform providers. This project outlines a way to readily understand the use of research data and assists the work underway to develop best practices with data provision and citation.

As librarians and libraries build and populate their institutional repositories, library workers are finding ways to add far more content elements than would be provided by traditional library catalogs. These resources range from recorded interviews or presentations given at a specific institution to visualizations of products made with 3D printers as part of the scholarly process. These resources often require differing metadata and persistent identifiers as noted below in the discussion of future changes in implementation. These types of scholarly outputs are seen as part of the next wave of scholarship from the academy. Thinking about how these items are selected and incorporated into current workflows will be ongoing work.

The Next Major Procurement and Licensing Topic: Significant OA Growth

Two specific developments from late 2018 are having significant impact on the discussions around open access and higher education in the United States. The first is Plan S and the second is California Digital Library’s hard stance with Elsevier/RelX in negotiations for a read and publish agreement for the University of California Libraries. These discussions have brought open access publishing to the attention of campus administrators in ways that librarians could not before now. Librarians in higher education in North America are prepared for these discussions and able to join the conversations about how campuses can begin to engage in meaningful ways. For example, some librarians/libraries do this by presenting the OA deals and APCs using LibGuides through direct email promotion to faculty in various schools and disciplines, and with in-person meetings with key faculty and committees on campus.

Pushing this information out to local faculty only works so well. A better model is to help faculty understand what is available to them at the point when content is submitted to a publishing platform. This is a proactive way for libraries to indicate the level of support available. Many commercial publishers are developing dashboard mechanisms that work in this way. These
services often come at additional costs to libraries. Other publication systems allow libraries easy access to the content published OA on their platform and send alerts when new content is submitted. This service allows library workers to understand where investments should be made to support continued OA publishing on transparent and trusted platforms.

In the United States, there is hesitancy about broad-scale publicity regarding OA provision within the local environment. In other parts of the world, this type of advertising of services is commonplace. A recent press release from the Royal Library KB, Sweden’s National Library, outlines all the ways in which it supports open scholarship models. Such endeavors serve as examples of how to approach and present large-scale marketing of open services to a given community.

The Next Major Implementation Topics: Knowledge Bases and Persistent Identifiers

As we move further and further away from a world of monographs and serials, more and more content simply does not appear in the knowledge bases that generate link resolver data or bibliographic data. In some cases, such as streaming films or dissertations, it is reasonable to expect that an electronic resources knowledge base should include this content. However, the producers of knowledge bases used with library management systems tend to support only traditional scholarly outputs. The biggest knowledge base provider who has a handle on other research outputs at this point is Crossref. As the official Digital Object Identifier Registration Agency of the International DOI Foundation, its registry allows for the best representations of scholarship from a myriad of viewpoints. The other knowledge base to keep an eye for development is Unpaywall. Although Crossref refers to its database as one containing articles, due to the nature of its DOI linking, it is uncovering data and other scholarly outputs that reference publications’ DOIs. This can be seen as a benefit as well as a bane to the discovery of content. The adaptation of this data setup could be readily mirrored to focus on other scholarly outputs.

Rapid development is also occurring with the recognition and need for standardized persistent identifiers for new forms of scholarly outputs. Presently, DOIs are carrying most of the responsibility for discoverability. Description for these works then becomes defined by their relation to other scholarly works such as articles and book chapters. Although DOIs are extremely useful in discovering resources, there is still quite a bit of work to be done to develop the descriptive metadata for other scholarly outputs. DataCite’s work on the development of descriptive metadata schema for data may be a model to use with the development of enhanced descriptive metadata for other scholarly outputs. Work on further and refined persistent identifiers will continue to
grow and impact libraries. Library workers should ensure that the systems they employ for management of all resources are agile and open enough to incorporate these changes as they take place. Developing toolkits to outline useful persistent identifiers is a good way to help your research community fund ways to increase the impact of their research outputs.16

The Next Major Troubleshooting Topic: Web Browser Plug-ins

Almost all troubleshooting mechanisms currently available for use in libraries exist within a library’s website or library management systems. Although these tools are vital, they do not meet end users where end users usually begin their research process: the open World Wide Web. One idea that came up in discussions with library workers is to have a browser extension or plug-in specifically designed for troubleshooting problems with access to content. The development of troubleshooting browser plug-ins are worthwhile explorations for library workers. However, after a review of the current literature on troubleshooting electronic resources, this concept does not appear to be under investigation by anyone. It will be interesting to see if this idea is pursued beyond discussions at library conferences.

The Next Major Assessment Topics: COUNTER Release 5 and Book Data Enhancements

When we began writing this book, COUNTER Release 5 had just been issued as the latest COUNTER Code of Practice.17 As publishers and providers began implementing the new code, they found numerous issues and concerns that the administrative bodies of Project COUNTER had to address. This led to some fairly substantial revision of the latest of Code of Practice.18 The new release will allow library workers and content providers to use the data in more extensive ways than in the past. However, it isn’t possible to model the potential use cases until the standard is in place. While writing this book, we tried to leave chapter 6’s discussion about assessment open enough to cover these changes. In anticipation of potential confusion and concern about the version, COUNTER has published a series of YouTube videos entitled Counter Foundation Classes.19 One thing that is certain is that the new COUNTER Release 5 will make it easier to assess the usage of hybrid and pure OA titles and COUNTER intends to develop another possible statistical point, “Other_free_to_read,” which would help to capture bronze OA material as well. However, this metric will not be issued concurrently with the Release 5 implementations in 2019.
Knowledge Unlatched and Springer/Nature both held webinars in 2018 on expanded e-book metrics that provide usage representation beyond COUNTER download statistics for sections and whole e-books. Because these initiatives are still in the very early stages of development, the webinars may prove useful, but once again, until in use it is hard to fully comment on the potential impacts of this work.20,21

The Next Major Preservation Topic: Preservation of Non-Traditional Scholarly Outputs

The Scholarly Orphans Project, a recent initiative funded by the Mellon Foundation is exploring the feasibility of capturing and preserving scholarly works outside of traditional formats.22 The project explores ways to discover, capture, and archive the scholarly artifacts that researchers deposit in portals across the web. It begins with an institutional perspective and uses web archiving techniques to capture the content to be preserved. Most of the content resides on platforms that record scholarship but are not intended for long-term preservation of scholarly outputs such as GitHub. The intent is to use a distributed network approach such as LOCKSS to capture this output and provide a longer-term preservation strategy for the content. The project leaders find that depending on the harvesting mechanisms used, the level of content preserved varies greatly. At the end of the study, they hope to provide recommendations of the best harvesting mechanisms and the best preservation platform to utilize. At the time of writing, this initiative is funded with grants that will be ending in the near future; it will be interesting to see what the next steps may be in order for this work to continue as well as where the funding to keep it viable will come from.

Open Access as a Real Alternative?

This version of TERMs introduces open access into the mix. We suggest that open access should stand alongside traditional subscription-based models and although the administration of OA is often carried out by a different library team, the e-resources manager needs to understand both sides. This is particularly true for hybrid open access titles and big deals, where offsetting and read and publish agreements require an understanding of both subscriptions and open access worlds.

But what about pure gold titles? Where do these fit in the cycle? One argument is that in a world where there are no subscriptions, negotiation will
no longer be required. However, although hybrid APC costs are 25 percent higher than pure gold titles, gold is increasing at a faster rate.\(^{23}\) Therefore, we suggest that negotiations must move from issues of limiting or negating the above inflationary increases of subscription journal, to negotiations about capping the increase in APC costs. This concern must also be included in collection, management, and development policies in the near future.

Crawford differentiates between “APCLand” and “OAWorld”: “APCLand accounts for 14 percent of the fully-analyzed DOAJ journals with articles in 2015 and 29 percent of the 2015 articles in those journals. It also accounts for 74 percent of the maximum potential APC revenues.”\(^{24}\) According to Crawford, only eleven publishers account for this revenue, whereas thousands of publishers in OAWorld account “for 86 percent of the active journals and 71 percent of the articles, but only 26 percent of the revenues.” Indeed, 81 percent of these do not charge APCs.

This leads to another potential development. Is it sufficient to automatically switch on resources such as the Directories of Open Access Journals and Books, or does the content need to be assessed like other e-resources in the collection, management, and development policy?\(^{25,26}\) It would certainly be easy to treat them like full-text databases, where content is not assessed at the individual title level. However, one risk is that the discovery system will be flooded with English-language abstracts that lead to non-English articles. This could prove frustrating for users.

Nobody can predict if and when a full transition to open access will occur. However, it is likely that more libraries will look to OA in order to exit their big deals and will therefore need resources that help to locate alternatives. This is a very fast-paced environment, with new projects being announced frequently from initiatives such as OA Button and Unpaywall.\(^{27,28}\) For example, in November 2018, OA Button announced Direct2AAM,

> “a set of guides to turn the often unsuccessful hunt for author accepted manuscripts (AAM) into a simple set of instructions that’ll always bring results. The guides, available for most major journals, provide easy to follow instructions for authors to obtain an Author Accepted Manuscript from their journal submission system, where the AAM is stored during the publishing process.”\(^{29}\)

Another expanding area is the library as publisher and academic-led publishing. Since 2017, a number of reports and papers have been published including landscape studies, and studies on metadata and visibility and the supply chain.\(^{30-35}\) Indeed, an entire issue of Learned Publishing was devoted to the 2018 University Press Redux conference.\(^{36}\)

Further output is expected from the United Kingdom, in support of the four U.K. HE funding bodies intent to mandate OA for monographs submitted to the Research Excellence Framework beyond the 2021 assessment and U.K.
Research and Innovation (UKRI), a signatory of Plan S, has launched its own open access policy review, which will include monographs and book chapters, and other European countries in relation to the monograph element of Plan S. Various Mellon funded initiatives are also underway in the United States.

Another OA initiative gaining traction involves OA textbooks, or open educational resources (OERs). This is an area we mention a few times in this book but we do not delve deeply into the topic. The focus has been on the development and promotion of benefits for utilizing OA textbooks up to this point and the future focus will be on the concerns about management and ongoing support. A recent study performed by the University of Georgia indicates that impacts on student learning are positive when faculty use OERs as course material. This is another area where OA content will grow and be incorporated into library collections.

The announcement of Plan S in September 2018 is a potential game changer for the way e-resources (both journals and, at a later stage, monographs) are dealt with. The Wellcome Trust in the United Kingdom became the first funder to publish a Plan S compliant policy and this was followed in 2019 by a set of revised guidelines for Plan S compliance.

- Open Access publishing venues (journals or platforms): Authors publish in an Open Access journal or on an Open Access platform
- Subscription venues (repository route): Authors publish in a subscription journal and make either the final published version (Version of Record (VoR)) or the Author’s Accepted Manuscript (AAM) openly available in a repository
- Transition of subscription venues (transformative arrangements): Authors publish Open Access in a subscription journal under a transformative arrangement.

Johnson has published a helpful commentary of the discussion that took place during the two months between the announcement and the issue of the draft guidelines. There is still a long way to go, and it will be interesting to see which funders outside of Europe sign up to cOAlition S and how they interpret the guidelines and the actual compliance itself. An early indication from the 14th Berlin Open Access Conference held in December 2018, at which research-funding and research-performing organizations from thirty-seven countries were represented, gives significant influence:

- We are all committed to authors retaining their copyrights.
- We are all committed to complete and immediate open access.
- We are all committed to accelerating the progress of open access through transformative agreements that are temporary and transitional, with a shift to full open access within a very few years. These agreements should, at least initially, be cost-neutral,
with the expectation that economic adjustments will follow as the markets transform.

- Publishers are expected to work with all members of the global research community to effect complete and immediate open access according to this statement.

An infographic has also been produced that interprets the guidance.\(^{46}\)

There have been questions about the effect of what is essentially a European plan on transformations to open access worldwide.\(^{47}\) However, it looks like China, although not yet signed up to cOAlition S, is sending a strong signal to publishers. China’s National Science Library, its National Science and Technology Library, and the Natural Science Foundation of China have expressed support for Plan S.\(^{48}\)

Plan S is looking likely to dominate discussion around open access for some years to come.\(^{49}\)

Given everything we have seen occur while writing this book over the past two years, we can foresee a future where we will need to update our work again. This iteration of TERMs begins to explore the ways we are currently incorporating OA material into our collections and workflow. Five to ten years from now, the work to be written will be on how to manage legacy subscription content within an OA scholarly universe.

NOTES


2. Audio/PowerPoint presentation from The ALCTS Technical Services Directors of Large Research Libraries Interest Group (aka Tech Services Big Heads) held at its Midwinter 2018 meeting on Thursday, January 25, 2018, at 11:00-12:30 PST/1:00–2:30 CST/2–3:30 EST. http://downloads.alcts.ala.org/ALCTS_Big_Heads_Meeting_20180125.mp4.


Glossary

In the first iteration of TERMs, we did not provide a glossary of concepts or terms because we expected most of the people reading the work would already be involved in the management of electronic resources. This time around, we find that a glossary is helpful for those not familiar with some of the more esoteric acronyms and terms.

**ACQNet**  A discussion list run by the Acquisitions section of ALA that provides information on acquisitions questions and problems and support of acquisitions practices.

**ALCTS**  The Acquisitions Library Collections and Technical Services division of ALA is made up of the acquisitions section, cataloging and metadata management section, collection management section, continuing and ongoing resources section, and the preservation and reformatting section.

**Altmetrics**  Ways to account for impact of scholarly content outside of historic practices.

**APCs**  Article Processing Charges are the amount a publisher charges for the publication of a single article in its journal as open access content. They can be used for both fully open access content journals such as PLoS ONE (Public Library of Science) and hybrid journals that are also part of a subscription package or individual subscription.

**BOAI**  The Budapest Open Access Initiative, the initial event that helped to define open access to scholarly content as free and unrestricted online availability of content.

**Bronze Open Access**  Free to read at a publisher’s website, which may include open access material without the appropriate licenses or other free content of a temporal nature.
CC    The Creative Commons licensing scheme used for most open access content. Can be applied to presentations, images, and figures, as well as articles, journals, and books.

CDL    The California Digital Library is the consortium of the University of California Libraries, which provides many best practices and models for electronic resource management.

cOAlition S    An international consortium of research funders supporting Plan S.

COAR    The Confederation of Open Access Repositories, an international association of libraries, universities, research institutions, government funders, and others who are working to develop repository networks in order build capacity, align policies and practices, and act as a global voice.

Cost avoidance    A term used when calculating the savings on potential APC charges as part of an offsetting or read and publish agreement. Without the agreement, these costs may not have been saved, rather they were avoided.

COUNTER    COUNTER is the nonprofit organization that develops the practice and standards for online usage information so that the reporting of usage information can occur in a consistent way.

Courseware    The systems used by instructional designers to provide a structured framework for courses in higher education. Can be used as a braid concept for learning management systems (LMS) and virtual learning environments (VLEs).

CrossRef    The organization that makes research outputs easy to find, cite, link, and assess.

DDA/PDA    Demand driven acquisitions or patron driven acquisitions is a practice of purchasing (usually with ebooks or streaming media) where an organization commits to a ballpark amount of money which includes short-term access costs and loads a large selection of records into their local discovery or library management system and given the “triggering by patrons clicking on access” or usage of titles, the most used titles are to be retained either on the annual schedule set by the provider or permanently if possible.

DOI    The Digital Object Identifier is the recognized standard for metadata control with articles, datasets, figures, slides, and other forms of scholarship.

DRM    Digital right management are controls put in place by publishers to limit access to content (user limits of e-books for example).

EBA/EBP    Evidence-based acquisitions or evidence-based purchasing is the practice when an organization commits to a specific spend amount and loads a selection of records into its local discovery or library management system and given the usage of titles, then selects titles to be retained permanently either by the amount of use or by a given year of content.

Eigenfactor    A research project from the University of Washington intended to provide a more meaningful measure for evaluating the impact of scholarly periodicals,
mapping the structure of academic research, and for helping researchers navigate the scholarly literature.

**Embargo**  The time period during which scholarly content must be kept in a closed access system or behind a paywall before being made more readily available.

**End User**  A person who wishes to access and use scholarly content.

**Entitlements**  The titles licensed for access along with years of access provided from any given provider.

**ERiL**  Electronic Resources in Libraries is a discussion list that provides information on electronic resources questions, problems, and support for electronic resource practices.

**ESAC**  Efficiency and Standards for Article Charges is an initiative to keep up the discussion about open access workflows and administrative burdens related to the management of open access article processing charges (APCs).

**ESPReSSO**  Establishing Suggested Practices Regarding Single Sign-On is a NISO initiative published in 2011 that helps outline best practices for this authentication method in the information chain.

**ETHOS**  The Electronic Theses Online Service provides access to most doctoral dissertations and theses published in the United Kingdom.

**EZProxy**  The most-used proxy service for providing remote access to commercial electronic content.

**Gold Open Access**  Scholarly content that is made open access and viewable in the same way as it would be if behind a publication paywall.

**Green Open Access**  A pre-print (prior to peer review) or post-print (after peer review) version of scholarly content that lacks the formatting and final typesetting on the final published version.

**Hosting Platform**  Society publishers, academic content providers, scholarly publishers, and independent publishers use hosting platforms for their content. These can be open-source platforms or commercial platforms. Be Press’ digital commons is a content hosting platform. Other well-known hosting platforms include Atypon, Folio, Highwire, Ingenta, Janeway, JSTOR, Open Journal systems, OSF Preprints, Project Euclid, Samvera, SciELO, Sheridan PubFactory, Silverchair, and Ubiquity Press.

**Hybrid Journals**  Subscription journals that are mostly published by commercial scholarly publishers that also allow authors to pay to have their individual articles available open access.

**IP Ranges**  Internet protocol ranges that allow access to electronic resources without entering individual usernames and passwords.

**IR**  Institutional repositories are usually platforms outside of library management systems and discovery tools that provide access to local scholarship and scholarly
content. There are also subject-oriented repositories managed by both nonprofit and commercial scholarly entities.

**ISBN** The International Standard Book Number is a standard used for providing metadata control to books and monographs.

**ISNI** The International Standard Name Identifier is a standard used for providing metadata about a given institution.

**ISO** The International Standards Organization develops metadata for information management internationally.

**ISSN** The International Standard Serial Number is a standard used for providing metadata control to periodicals.

**JATS** The Journal Article Tag Suite is a group of XML coded data that enhances the description of resources in institutional repositories.

**Jisc** The digital solutions provider for education and research in the United Kingdom.


**KB** Knowledge bases are extensive databases maintained by a given developer that contains information about electronic resources such as title lists, coverage dates, inbound linking syntax, etc.

**KBART** Knowledge Bases and Related Tools (NISO RP-9-2014) is a NISO recommended practice for the communication of electronic resource title list and coverage data from content providers to knowledge base (KB) developers.

**LibLicense** A discussion list that provides information on licensing questions, problems, and support for licensing practices.

**Licenses/Licensing** The contracts signed by libraries to provide access to content online.

**Link Resolvers** The mechanisms by which end users are associated with the online content they have permission to access.

**LIS-E-Resources** A discussion list hosted in the United Kingdom to provide information on electronic resources best practices, problems, and questions.

**LMS** Learning management systems are usually provided by third party producers such as Blackboard, Canvas, Desire2Learn (D2L), Google Sites, Moodle, Sakai, etc.

**LOCKSS/CLOCKSS** A user-based membership program that is an open source, library-led distributed digital preservation system built on the principle that “lots of copies keep stuff safe.” CLOCKSS is a community governed and supported digital preservation archive for scholarly content.

**NASIG** A professional organization in the United States whose work and conferences explore many issues and concerns with electronic resource management and scholarly communication.

**NISO** The National Information Standards Organization helps to develop best practices for management of electronic resources and standards for information resource management.
Non-Linear Lending  purchasing mechanism used with ebooks primarily from ProQuest that allows for a set limited usage in a given year—325 downloads as opposed to unlimited usage/access.

OA2020  An initiative launched by the Max Planck Digital Library to transition from the payment of subscriptions into support for open access scholarly content.

Offsetting  A practice that uses big deal subscription spending by consortia and large libraries to support open access publishing at their institutions. Credits or discounts on APCs are given related to the subscription spending in place.

OpenAIRE  A European initiative to shift scholarly communication towards openness and transparency and facilitate innovative ways to communicate and monitor research.

OpenAthens  A single sign-on gateway that provides ready access to commercial scholarly content.

OpenDOAR  Hosted by Jisc, it is a global directory of open access repositories and their policies.

OpenURL  A standard description format used to link content to end users within most libraries.

ORCID  A nonprofit initiative to help disambiguate between scholars and associate them with the proper institution through a recognized scholar identification standard.

PDF/A  A specialized version of the PDF format, modified specifically for archival and long-term preservation needs. PDF/A implements certain rules and elements for creating PDFs to create documents that are more likely to survive well into the future. Version PDF/A-4 (also to be known as "PDF/A-NEXT") is based on PDF 2.0 and is expected to be published in 2019.

Persistent Identifier (PID)  A long-lasting reference to a digital resource.

PIE-J  The NISO best practice for the presentation and identification of e-journals.

Plan S  An international initiative, which requires that, from 2021, scientific publications that result from research funded by public grants must be published in compliant Open Access journals or platforms.

Portico  A subscription preservation approach by the nonprofit ITHAKA for e-journals, e-books, and digital collections.

Pre-Print Servers  Subject repositories that provide open access to scholarly content that may or may not be fully published.

Proxy IP  The dedicated IP range(s) used for remote proxying of end users to resources.

Read and Publish  An approach to open access publishing in which an institution pays a set annual fee to cover all APCs for articles by contributing authors from that institution in all of the specific publisher’s open access journals.

RA21  Rights Access for 2021 is a NISO-led initiative to build an authentication method to provide a more secure single sign-on option for access to commercially produced scholarly content.
RLMS  Reading List Management Systems can be third party systems or home development management systems for reading lists.

SCONUL  The Society of College, National and University Libraries (SCONUL) represents all university libraries in the United Kingdom and Ireland, irrespective of mission, as well as national libraries and many of the United Kingdom’s colleges of higher education.

SERU  The Shared Electronic Resource Understanding is a NISO best practice outlining an alternative to a commercial contract for access to electronic resources.

Transfer  The Transfer Code of Practice is the best practice hosted and managed by NISO indicating how content that moves from one publisher to another or from one platform to another should be communicated to the library community at large.

UKSG  A professional organization in the United Kingdom that is dedicated to connecting the knowledge community through publications and events. It supports discussion of the issues facing UKSG members.

UKSG E-News  An online newsletter that provides up-to-the-minute news of current issues and developments within the global knowledge community.

UN/P  Shorthand for username password, the standard access method in the online environment.

USUS  A community website on usage data collection and best practices.

VLE  Virtual learning environments are usually provided by third party producers such as Blackboard, Canvas, Desire2Learn (D2L), Google Sites, Moodle, Sakai, etc.

VPN  Virtual private networks are frameworks to provide authentication on the open world-wide web in a way that remains private and more secure.
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